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A BSTRA CT
Reaction Injection M olding produces parts that m ust m eet property 
specifications to be useful. F o r exam ple a car bum per m ust have a high im pact 
strength to prevent the car from  being dam aged during  a collision. This 
research presents a control algorithm  that can be im plem ented to control the 
part properties o f reaction injection m olded parts. The part property  need not 
be m easurable on line if  the property is affected by the reaction conditions 
w ithin the m old. This is an im portant feature o f the algorithm  since many 
im portant properties, such as yield strength, cannot be m easured without 
destroying the part. The algorithm  will o f course w ork w ith on-line property 
m easurem ents.
T he control algorithm  im plem ents two em pirical m odels o f  the process. 
O ne model relates the variables that can be m anipulated by the operator, such 
as reactant tem perature and reactant ratio, to the desired part property and the 
other model relates model reaction conditions to the part property . The 
second model uses coefficients o f  a sim plified reaction tem perature profile 
model as the independent variables. A statistical process control filter 
developed by R. R hinehart (Rhinehart, 1991) reduces the variation in the 
property estim ates that are sent to the controller. T he contro ller m inim izes the 
moves in the m anipulated variables subject to the estim ate o f  the part property 
being equal to its set point fo r the part property.
xv
The control algorithm  was tested on a RIM  unit located in the Chemical 
Engineering D epartm ent at Louisiana State U niversity. The algorithm  when 
subjected to a set point change and a disturbance in the chain extender was able 
to follow the set point in only eight shots and to com pensate for the 
disturbance by bringing the process back to set point w ithin five shots.
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Reaction Injection M olding (RIM ) has been in industrial use alm ost two 
decades now in areas as d iverse as autom otive parts and refrigera tor cabinets 
(G raff, 1993). The parts m ade by RIM m ust have certain physical properties 
to be useful for their purpose. F or exam ple, a car bum per m ust have a high 
yield strength to prevent the car from  being dam aged during a collision. 
Experim ents are perform ed on a RIM unit until parts widi the desired properties 
are produced and then m any parts are produced w ithout m aking any changes 
to the unit. W hen parts are produced that do not m eet the property 
specification then the experim ents are repeated until the unit once again 
produces parts w ith the desired properties. W hile the experim ents are being 
perform ed, the unit is not producing parts. Also if the test perform ed on the 
part is destructive, not every part is tested and some parts will have been made 
o ff specification before the e rro r is discovered.
Som e m aterial properties can be tested quickly and w ithout dam age to 
the part, such as storage and loss modulus which can be measured by 
m echanical im pedance analysis (Jang and Zhu, 1986) or by ultrasound testing 
(Papadakis, 1974), w hile som e property tests are inherently destructive such 
as tensile strength tests and yield offset tests. A control algorithm  is needed
l
that quickly determ ines w hen the RIM unit is producing o ff specification parts 
and determ ines w hat changes to m ake in the unit to correct the problem .
The m ain goal o f this w ork is to develop such a control algorithm . A secondary 
goal is to develop a sim plified tem perature profile m odel o f  the RIM mold that 
can be quickly regressed w ith actual tem perature data to provide a feed back 
m echanism  for die control algorithm . To com plicate the problem , little basic 
research has been published that relates how  the polym er properties are 
affected by the conditions o f  the polym erization. M ost o f  the theory in this 
area relates reaction conditions to the m olecular w eight distribution and the 
average m olecular w eight. R esearch that has been done in this area include the 
determ ination o f  the m odulus from  the concentration o f  cross links in the 
polym er (G raessley, 1982; M acosko 1989) and there are several program s 
that have been m arketed that will calculate simple part properties from  the 
basic m olecular structure o f  a polym er (Fried and Yeh, 1993). These 
program s require several hours o f com puter time to produce results for a single 
m olecular w eight polym er and would be o f little use on a polym er part 
com posed o f  a distribution o f  m olecular weights or on a highly cross linked 
polym er such as produced in a RIM reaction.
In this research a polyether polyol reacts w ith a diisocyanate in a 
condensation reaction producing a polyurethane. This reaction has been 
extensively studied but it is quite com plex (M acosko, 1989). The reaction
kinetics are assum ed to be second order in isocyanate, w hich gives good 
correlation to m ost experim ental data (M acosko, 1989). The reaction is highly 
exotherm ic w ith a heat o f reaction o f  48 ,000 J/m ole to 83,000 J/m ole of 
isocyanate (Sahay, 1992; M acosko, 1989). Exotherm ic heat generation in the 
m old has been studied to determ ine its effect on the curing o f  the part (Broyer 
and M acosko, 1982).
The filling o f  the mold has been subject to extensive research. Research 
has varied from  sim ple one dim ensional sim ulations (Tucker, 1989) to complex 
three dim ensional sim ulations which include viscosity, pressure, tem perature, 
and com position variations in all dim ensions while the mold is filling (Lo, 
1991). W ork has also been done on the flow front o f  the reaction m ixture as 
it enters the mold (Lo, 1991; Castro and M acosko, 1982; Hayes, Dannelon, 
and Tanguy, 1991; Lekakou and R ichardson, 1986, Perrett, 1988). For thin 
parts, the flow  front has a characteristic shape called fountain flow and for 
thicker parts, the fountain flow effect becom es negligible. Several studies have 
been done to determ ine the optim um  conditions to operate a RIM unit to 
produce solid parts that can be rem oved from  the mold w ithout breaking 
(M ans-Z loczow er and M acosko, 1986; M anzione and O sinski, 1983).
W hile the sim ulation o f  the RIM process has been extensive, the control 
o f the properties has not been addressed. RIM  units are norm ally operated by 
controlling the conditions o f  the unit; the reactant tem peratures, mold
tem perature, reactant ratio, injection pressure, and the reactant flow rate are 
the m ost com m on variables that are controlled. These variables are held 
constant at pre-determ ined values to produce parts that have desired properties. 
The norm al m ethod o f control for properties is the use o f statistical process 
control (SPC) charts (G raff, 1992). These charts indicate w hen the properties 
from  the tested parts are no longer under control (B erger and H art, 1986). 
But the charts neither indicate how the RIM u n it’s variables should be adjusted 
to correct the problem  nor indicate that a problem  exists w ithout parts being 
tested.
T o control the properties o f RIM  parts, a control algorithm  is presented 
w hich allows the RIM  unit to produce parts m eeting certain specifications. If 
the part properties drift then the algorithm  detects the deviation and determ ines 
the m agnitude o f  each m anipulated variable to bring the part property back to 
its desired value. This algorithm  was developed and tested on a H i-Tech RIM 
unit in the Chem ical Engineering D epartm ent o f  LSU. The algorithm  developed 
in this research  can control any polym er property that is determ ined by the 
reaction conditions as the part is form ed. Exam ples o f such properties are the 
yield strength, m odulus o f elasticity, dynam ic m odulus, loss m odulus, and 
tensile strength.
T he control algorithm  has two em pirical m odels relating the part 
property o f interest to two sets o f independent variables. To determ ine the
initial m odels, a partial factorial experim ent was designed and implemented 
(M clean and A nderson, 1984; D ebaun, 1959). T he data w ere regressed 
using a m odification to the standard recursive estim ation (Y oung, 1984), to 
find the coefficients for the m odels. T he m odification, discussed in Chapter 5, 
consists o f  m ultip le passes through the data set to elim inate insignificant 
coefficients from  the m odel (Box, Box, and H unter, 1978; M ontgom ery, 
1976; K huri and Cornell, 1987). One o f the m odels uses as independent 
variables the coefficients fitted from  a tem perature profile model o f the mold. 
T he other m odel uses as independent variables the m anipulated variables o f the 
RIM  unit. T he control algorithm  im plem ents a constrained optim ization 
procedure in M A TLA B to determ ine the values o f  the m anipulated variables 
that will b ring  the RIM  unit to its set point (PC -M A TLA B , 1990; Gill, M urray, 
and W right, 1981). Part testing is done according to ASTM  standard D 638- 
90 and the part property studied in this w ork, one percent yield offset, is 
calculated from  the part testing data according to the sam e standard (ASTM  
D 638-90; R odriguez, 1989).
P rocess noise m ust be filtered out o f  the feed back to the control 
algorithm . Feed back is provided by the property  m odel based on the 
tem perature profile  variables. The noise is reduced by a statistical process 
control filter discussed in C hapter 5 (Rhinehart, 1991).
T he o rder o f the presentation is as follows. C hapter 2 discusses the 
experim ental equipm ent on w hich the control algorithm  was tested. C hapter 
3 has a b rie f explanation o f  the experim ental design for the initial developm ent 
o f  the property  m odel in the control algorithm , and C hapter 4 expands this 
discussion by developing a tem perature profile model that determ ines heat 
transfer and kinetic param eters for each shot from  the tem perature profile o f 
the reacting part. A nother property model that uses these param eters as the 
independent variables is fully developed in C hapter 5. C hapter 5 also describes
the control algorithm  and how the tw o independent property models are
im plem ented in the control o f  part properties, in particular, the control o f the 
one percent yield offset. Experim ental results o f the control algorithm  for a set 
point change and for a disturbance upset are also presented in C hapter 5.
C hapter 6 presents the conclusions derived from  this w ork and
recom m endations for fu rther research in this area.
CHAPTER 2
EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT
This chapter discusses the equipm ent used in this research, methods o f 
operation, and safety precautions that m ust be observed. This chapter also 
docum ents all the equipm ent that has been added to the RIM  unit after it was 
purchased to facilitate ordering replacem ent parts.
Rim Unit
R eactant Tanks and N itrogen Blanket
The experim ents in this w ork are perform ed with the H i-T ech Reaction 
Injection M olding m achine num ber 114 (see F igure 2-1) located in the LSU 
DeparUnent o f Chem ical Engineering. This un it has a m axim um  shot size o f 
300 gram s, and two feed tanks o f one liter each. Both tanks are connected to 
a com m on nitrogen cylinder. The purpose o f  the nitrogen is to prevent w ater 
vapor in the a ir from  contacting the isocyanate reactant and reacting with it. 
This w ater/isocyanate reaction is very exotherm ic and gives o ff  a large am ount 
o f carbon dioxide w hich could rupture the feed tank, therefore, there are 
pressure re lie f valves in the reactant tanks w ith a re lie f p ressure o f 250 psig. 
In addition the w ater/isocyanate reaction produces a solid product which would 
render the feed tank useless. A desiccator in the nitrogen line rem oves any
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Figure 2-1 Schem atic o f the Reaction Injection M olding U nit 
w ater vapor that is in the nitrogen supply giving an inert gas blanket over the 
reactants. The desiccant in the desiccator should be replaced once a month to 
ensure that no w ater vapor enters the feed tanks w ith the nitrogen. N itrogen 
is m aintained at 30 psig in the tanks and is com pressed to between 2000 and 
3000 psig in die feed lines to die m ixhead (see F igure 2-1). A fter entering the 
mold, the nitrogen in the reactants expands to atm ospheric pressure forcing the 
reactants to com pletely fill the m old, thus die nitrogen is also used as a simple 
blow ing agent in the process. The reactant feed tanks m ust be refilled after 
every five shots. If the tanks are filled less often there will not be enough
reactants to recirculate and the RIM unit will be unable to pressurize the 
reactants during a shot. To fill the tanks, the pistons m ust be m etered to the 
em pty position so that all reactants are in the feed tanks and then the tanks 
should only be filled seventy five percent full. If  the tanks are filled to a greater 
extent the contents will be forced into the pressure re lief system  by the nitrogen 
in the feed as it expands from  the injection pressure o f  over 2000 psi to the 
pressure o f the feed tank o f 30 psi. This is not a serious problem  for the polyol 
tank; but for the isocyanate tank, the solid product o f the w ater/isocyanate 
reaction will block the pressure re lief valve, making it im possible to vent the 
nitrogen so the tank can be opened and refilled. The w ater for the reaction 
would be supplied by w ater vapor in the air. The com plete instructions for 
refilling the tanks are found in A ppendix A.
T he tanks are jacketed and hot or cold w ater is sent into the jacket to 
m aintain the reactants at the desired tem perature. The set points o f  the tank 
tem perature controllers are independent so they can be held at different 
tem peratures if desired, but in this research the tanks w ere held at the same 
tem perature. The w ater from  the hot and cold w ater reservoirs is routed 
through a block o f  solenoid valves. These valves are actuated by the RIM unit’s 
program m able logic controller (PLC) using hydraulic fluid so that the w ater 
from  the proper reservoir is sent to the jacket and then back to the correct
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reservoir. H ydraulic fluid is used to actuate all the solenoid valves, pistons, 
block valves, and the m ixhead.
Reactant Pistons
W hen a shot is to be m ade, the block valves between the tanks and the 
pistons open and the pistons rise draw ing the reactants into the piston cham bers 
(see F igure 2-1). The piston cham bers can hold approxim ately 250 ml each. 
T he block valves then close and the pistons are forced dow n sending the 
reactants under pressure into the feed lines to the m ixhead. The pistons have 
a linear transducer shown in F igure 2-2 which m easures the speed the piston 
m oves. Knowing the velocity o f  the piston, the cross-sectional area o f the 
piston, and the density o f the reactant, the m ass flow rate o f the reactant can 
be determ ined. The PLC perform s this calculation for both reactants and 
reports the result to its output m em ory w here it is retrieved and displayed by 
the operating program .
M aintenance is required on the pistons after every two months of 
operation. T he pistons have several O -rings that m ust be replaced and the 
procedure for this replacem ent can be found in the LSU RIM Control Manual 
and the LSU RIM M aintenance M anual.
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M ixhead
T he reactants flow from  the pistons into the m ixhead (see F igure 2-1). 
W hile the reactants are circulating, the m ixhead piston is closed and after the 
prescribed length o f tim e passes for circulation, the m ixhead piston retracts and 
the reactants m ix and flow into the m old. The length o f time the reactants 
circulate is set by the operator and should be long enough to ensure that the 
pressures o f  the reactants are stable. T he pressure o f the reactants in the feed 
lines is determ ined by the set screws on the m ixhead w hich are manually set 
and adjust needle valves w ithin the m ixhead. The pressures o f  the two reactants
m ust be such that the kinetic energy o f the two reactants are equal so that their 
m ixing point is w ithin the m ixing area and not in one o f  the flow channels. If 
the kinetic energy o f  the reactants is not balanced it is possible that the stream 
with the h igher energy will force itself into the channel o f  the other reactant 
near its needle valve. I f  this happens, the reaction will occur around a needle 
valve locking it into position and blocking the flow o f that reactant. Since the 
mass flow  rates and viscosities o f the reactants are approxim ately equal, making 
the pressures o f the tw o reactants equal will ensure that the reaction occurs in 
the m ixing area.
M old and M old Therm ocouples
T he mold used in these experim ents was m ade at the LSU Departm ent 
o f  Chem ical Engineering from  mild steel (see F igure 2-3) and it produces 100 
gram  parts. T he m old is sym m etric about the center line so duplicate tensile 
tests can be perform ed on the part produced by each shot. Tw o type T 
therm ocouples enter from  the top o f the m old (see F igure 2-3). The 
therm ocouple locations are sym m etric about the center line so the two 
tem perature profiles are the same. The therm ocouple holes in the top o f the 
m old are a ha lf an inch in diam eter. This is m uch larger than the therm ocouple 
currently  in use, so a plug screw  w ith a hole drilled through it acts as a guide 
and a support for the therm ocouples (see F igure 2-4). O riginally, the holes
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Figure 2-3 Schem atic o f the RIM M old (units are in inches) 
w ere drilled  to accom m odate larger type T  therm ocouples w hich w ere the same 
size as the holes, bu t the large mass o f the therm ocouples m ade them unable 
to m easure the rapid initial tem perature rise o f  the part. Therm ocouples with 
faster response tim es w ere installed to m easure this rapid tem perature rise. See 
Table 2-1 for the model num ber o f the therm ocouples. To ensure that the 
therm ocouples are at the sam e depth in the part, the support plugs are screwed 
in the sam e num ber o f  turns and then checked w ith a caliper to determ ine that 
the bottom  o f the plugs are the sam e distance to the bottom  o f the top plate 
o f the m old. T he therm ocouples are then inserted and the exposed tip is
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Figure 2-4  Cross Section of the Top of the M old at the Therm ocouples
Showing the Internal Detail o f the Therm ocouple Insertion
m easured with a caliper. A piece o f ceram ic tubing is inserted into the hole 
flush w ith the bottom  o f the plug and the surface o f  the m old. These tubes seal 
the holes leaving only enough room  for the therm ocouples and prevent the 
reacting polym er from  entering the therm ocouple holes. These therm ocouples 
are fragile and cannot support their own w eight in the mold w ithout additional 
support. To aid in the support, holes w ere cut in large rubber stoppers and the 
stoppers w ere placed over the support plug (see F igure 2-4).
A pressure transducer is also w ithin the mold. It is not shown in 
Figure 2-3 since it has no bearing on this research. It is one inch in diam eter
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Table 2-1
N ew  Equipm ent A dded to the 
R IM  U nit after Its Purchase
ITEM
M old Therm ocouple
M old P ressure T ransducer 
200SV
Pressure T ransducer 
Pow er Supply
Input Board
Input Board Pow er Supply 
T em perature Input Cards 
output
P ressure Input Card
Make and Model Number
O m ega Type T
num ber: H Y P 2-l-l\2 -T -G -48-O S T -M  
O m ega Flush D iaphragm  PX102- 
M 209/0491
O m ega PSS-10 Pow er Supply
115 V A C @  60H z to 10V @ 400mA
reduce to 5V w ith variable resistor
O m ega O M 3BP8 can accept 
up to 8 inputs
O m ega O M X -1300 Pow er Supply
O m ega O M 3-L TC -T2 used in the 
Input Board 0-10m A input to 0-10V
O m ega O M 3-IM V -100 used 
on the input board.
Isolated mV input -lOOmV to lOOmV 
output voltage -10V to 10V
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and is centered betw een the therm ocouples and the entrance to the mold. It 
is operational but has not been calibrated.
Part Testing
T he parts created by the RIM  unit are tested using the Instron 8500 
located in the D epartm ent o f  M echanical Engineering at LSU. The parts are 
created and tested according to the ASTM  D 638-90 standard. The parts are 
subject to a constant strain rate o f 0 .5  inches per m inute. The location o f the 
bottom  Instron grip  in percen t o f range (-100% to 100%) and the percent of 
m axim um  load is recorded by the program  C O LLR am p.E X E and stored in an 
ASCII file specified by the operator. The Instron unit bottom  grip can be 
m oved from  -3 inches (-100% ) to + 3  inches (+ 1 0 0 ) . The upper bar o f the 
Instron can be adjusted to provide the proper separation betw een the grips for 
the part to be tested. T he m axim um  load o f the unit is 2248 lbf. These data 
are collected every second until the part breaks or until the m axim um  extension 
o f six inches is achieved. T he data are entered into R IM 4.E X E to  com plete the 
description o f  the part. R IM 4 converts the data into percent strain and stress 
in m ega-Pascals (M Pa).
Chemicals
The chem ical reactant system  used is the Dow Spectrim  35BS, a 
polyurethane system  that consists o f  two reacting m ixtures: a polyol and a
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Table 2-2 
RIM  U nit Reactants
PO L Y O L SPECTRIM  35 B-S Polyol
D iethyltoulenediam ine (D ETD A ) 24%
Proprietary polyether polyol
and am ine blend incorporating
a metal com plex, catalysts,
and surfactant 76%
ISO SPECTRIM  35A Isocyanate
D iphenylm ethane diisocyanate (M DI) 50-55%
D iphenylinethane diisocyanate hom opolym er 2-5%
M D I/polyether polyol prepolym er 40-48%
D ETD A  Ethacure 100
3 ,5-D iethyltoluene-2,4-diam ine 74-80%
3 ,5-D iethyltoluene-2,6-diam ine 18-24%
other 2- 6 %
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diisocyanate. T he polyol reactant m ixture consists of: polyether polyol,
diethyltoulene-diam ine (D ETD A ) that is used as a chain extender, and dibutyltin 
dilaurate that is used as a catalyst. The diisocyanate reactant is 4,4-
diphenylm ethane diisocyanate (M DI) and a prepolym er o f  M D Ian d  the polyol. 
The com position o f  the reactants is show n in Table 2-2. T he equivalent weight 
o f the polyol reactant (EW,,) is 253 .4  and the equivalent w eight o f the
isocyanate reactant (EW ,) is 235.0 . The equations for calculating the
concentration o f the reactants in the reacting m ixture are:
[ISO] = ------------------  (2-1)
E W j  ( Pp + Rf  P/)
[Poly] =  R f  P/ Pp  (2-2)
E W P ( Pp + Rf  Pl)
where:
EW  =  equivalent w eight,
Rf =  ratio o f  polyol to isocyanate mass flow rates.
A norm al concentration for both reactants is 0 .0024 eq /cm 3.
Computer and Software
Com puter and PLC
A program m able logic controller (PLC) controls the RIM  unit. The PLC 
is an A llen-B radley unit. T here is an input board w hich is used to add
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additional inputs to the PLC. T he order o f  the inputs on the board is shown in 
F igure 2-5. The first six inputs w ere installed by H i-Tech when the RIM unit 
was built. T he two mold tem perature and the mold pressure inputs were 
installed for this research. The PLC is connected to the personal com puter with 
an RS-232 cable.
T he com puter that is used as an interface betw een the operator and the 
RIM un it’s PLC is a IBM PS/2 model 55SX. The com puter’s com m unications 
port (com port) m ust be configured so that a data highw ay can be created to 
carry data to and from  the com puter and the PLC. This is done using following 
DOS com m and:
M O D E COM  1: 9600,n ,8 ,1 ,p.
The com m and is executed w hen the com puter is started by the A utoexec.Bat 
file that the com puter runs when it is turned on. This com m and sets com port 
one to 9600 baud, no parity , eight data bits, one stop bit, and tells the 
com puter that the asynchronous adapter is being used.
O perating Program  and RIM Control Panel
The RIM un it’s curren t operating state is viewed by running the program  
SA M R IM .E X E  (see A ppendix A). The program  was w ritten by H i-Tech to 
operate the RIM  unit but it was m odified to configure the mold therm ocouple 
and pressure transducer inputs in the PLC. The program  continuously displays
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Figure 2-5 Inputs from  RIM  U nit to A llen Bradley Input Board
the state o f  the unit (see Table 2-3). The RIM  unit can not be operated from  
this program , but tem perature set points, tim ers, delays, and specific gravities 
can be set in the program  and it will send the inform ation to the RIM  PLC. 
The RIM unit is controlled from  its control panel. A schem atic o f the control 
panel is show n in F igure 2-6. The method o f recording the m old tem perature
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Table 2-3
O perating Program  D isplay
Current file is: -Run Time-
OUTPUT DELAYS F8
POLY 72.00 gr/sec POLY METER 1.75 sec
ISO 68.00 gr/sec ISO METER 1.50 sec
MACHINE 140.00 gr/sec BEFORE POUR 3.00 sec
RATIO P/I 1.05 HEAD 0.50 sec
AFTER POUR 1.00 sec
SPECIFIC GRAVITY F9
POLY 1.03 TIMERS F4
ISO 1.15 POUR 0.5 sec
POLY MULT 14 6 WEEKEND ON 10.00 min
ISO MULT 143 WEEKEND OFF 1.0 0 min
TEMPERATURE F6
POLY 100.00 F COMMUNICATIONS
ISO 100.00 F WRITE ERROR 0
Side A 77.00 F READ ERROR 0
Side B 77.00 F STATUS CODE 0
PRESSURE HEAD OFF
POLY 2500.00 psi PRINTER IS OFF
ISO 2500.00 psi
MOLD 0.0 0 psi
1SAVE 2SEALS 3L0AD 4TIMERS 5DEG 6TEMPS 7ACCUM 8DELAYS 9GRAV 10QUIT
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data using the operating program  will be discussed first then the operation of 
the RIM  unit will follow.
M old tem perature data are recorded in the operating program  by using 
function key F l l  w hich opens a file and starts recording the elapsed time since 
the key was pressed, the tem perature from  both therm ocouples in the mold and 
the pressure m easurem ent from  the mold. W hen F l l  is pressed again, the data 
collection stops and the data are w ritten to another file. The first line o f the 
new file is the state o f the RIM  unit in the following order: date and time data 
collection w as started, isocyanate feed line pressure (psig), polyol feed line 
pressure (psig), isocyanate m ass flow rate (g/sec), polyol mass flow rate (g/sec), 
isocyanate tem perature (°F ), polyol tem perature (°F ), isocyanate density 
(g /cm 3), polyol density (g/cm 3), ratio, and shot time (secs). A fter these data 
com e four colum ns o f  num bers: elapsed time (seconds), A side tem perature 
(°C ), B side tem perature (°C ), and mold pressure (psig). The units o f the 
tem perature m easurem ents w ere m ixed, °F  and °C , because the RIM  un it’s PLC 
stored and transm itted the tem peratures in this mixed form at. These data are 
used by the control program  R IM 4.E X E  to create a database file o f shots. 
RIM 4 is w ritten in object oriented Pascal.
The control panel is turned on by pushing the button labeled "Control 
P o w er" . O nce this is done the hot and cold w ater reservoirs m ust be brought 
to the proper tem peratures so that the reactant feed tanks can be brought to
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Figure 2-6 RIM  Control Panel
operating tem perature. The "Cold W ater Start" and "H ot W ater Start" buttons 
m ust be pushed and the "Chiller" sw itch m ust be turned to its on position as 
shown. The reactant tanks require approxim ately thirty m inutes to heat from  
room  tem perature o f  7 0 °F  to a tem perature o f 120°F. A fter the reactants 
reach 100°F, the reactants m ust be circulated through the m ixhead a num ber 
o f times to ensure a stable flow rate o f isocyanate during an actual shot. This 
recirculation is accom plished by placing the "Head Valve" switch in the off 
position and the "M an. M ode" switch in the auto position. Once these 
switches are correctly  set, pushing the "Cycle Start" button will cause the RIM 
unit to circulate the reactants. It perform s all the operations that take place 
during an actual shot except the m ixhead is not opened. To perform  a shot, 
the "Head Valve" switch m ust be turned to the auto position.
The reactant pistons can be cycled m anually. This is done by placing the 
"M an. M ode" switch in the manual position and pushing the "H ydr Start" 
button w hich will turn on the hydraulic fluid pum p. The pistons can be 
m etered down with the "M eter" button. T he piston will m ove as long as the 
appropriate "M eter" button is pressed. T he pistons are refilled by using the 
"Fill" buttons.
T o rem ove any alarm  conditions, press the "Alarm" button. To abort 
a shot, press the "Cycle Stop" button. This button will stop the automatic 
cycle after it is begun. The "Printer" sw itch m ust be left in the o ff position to
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allow the operating program  to function correctly. I f  the com puter that is 
running the operating program  is connected to a prin ter then the "Printer" 
switch can be m oved. To turn  o ff all functions o f  the control panel, press the 
"E-Stop" button. This disables all control panel functions except for "Control 
P ow er” .
Control P rogram
T he control program , R IM 4.E X E, is w ritten in object oriented Pascal. 
The purpose o f  the program  is to collect data from  each shot produced by the 
RIM unit including the stress-strain data from  the Instron part testing and 
im plem ent the control algorithm  discussed in a later chapter. This control 
algorithm  is used to control the one percent yield offset o f the parts created. 
The com plete operating procedure for the program  is found in Appendix C and 
the list o f  object descriptions is found in A ppendix B.
The program  has five main menus (see F igure 2-7): File, Part, M odel, 
C ontroller/E stim ator, and Output. The current shot the program  is w orking 
on is show n on the bottom  right o f the screen w ith the available com puter 
m em ory w hile the current tim e is shown on the upper right on the screen. The 
first m enu option deals w ith all the com m ands for handling ASCII text files. 
This com m and set is used to w rite and edit the M ATLA B files required by the 
program . T he second com m and set, Part, contains the com m ands for creating
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Figure 2-7 RIM 4 Program  Opening Screen
and editing the database o f  parts the program  holds. The database is in a 
separate file called RIM PA RTS.REZ. The menu Part can load any part from the 
database and edit it and move the tem perature and stress-strain data from the 
original files into the database. This menu also contains the command that 
regresses the mold tem perature data o f the part. This regression is explained 
in detail in Chapter 4.
The Model menu contains the commands that determ ine which parts will 
be included in the historical data set for the RIM control algorithm . The 
algorithm  needs a set o f historical data on which to base its model o f the RIM 
process and this menu allows the operator to specify which parts from the 
database will be w ithin this historical data set.
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C ontroller/Estim ator menu contains all commands that deal with the 
control algorithm . This includes the commands o f changing the yield offset set 
point, running the control algorithm  after a part is made, and plotting all 
results.
The program  calls M ATLAB version 3.5 for DOS for certain 
calculations. A later version o f M ATLAB can be used, but the control program 
cannot make calls to M ATLAB while running in the M icrosoft Windows 
environm ent. These M ATLAB calls are transparent to the user o f the program 
since the program  makes all the calls and records all the results without 
operator intervention. The complete listing o f the M ATLAB program s written 
for this application are included in Appendix D.
This chapter has discussed the method o f operating the RIM unit and its 
associated program s. The need for an inert gas blanket over the reactants is the 
most im portant point to ensure operation o f the unit. The method for 
collecting mold tem perature from  the operating program , SA M R IM .E X E ,was 
covered. The control program , RIM 4.EX E, was also discussed. This program 
provides the operating conditions o f the RIM unit that will force the unit to 
m aintain the one percent yield offset at its set point. The method for 
producing parts from  the unit was discussed in some detail from  the placement 
o f the mold therm ocouples to the use o f the RIM unit’s control panel to the 
testing o f the parts after they have been produced.
CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN TO DETERMINE INITIAL 
MANIPULATED VARIABLE MODEL
The RIM control algorithm  needs a model relating the manipulated 
variables o f the RIM unit to the part property that is to be controlled: one 
percent yield offset in this work. An experim ent is designed to determine the 
inform ation needed to determ ine the param eters o f an empirical model. This 
chapter discusses the requirem ents o f the experim ent and how the data for the 
initial m anipulated variable model are collected. A brief word on what is not 
included in this chapter is also relevant. The RIM control algorithm  requires 
two models o f the process so that two independent estimates o f the yield offset 
can be determ ined. One model relates the RIM manipulated variables to the 
yield offset while the other model relates the tem perature profile o f the reacting 
part to the yield offset. This chapter discusses the experimental design for the 
m anipulated variable (MV) model since the manipulated variable can be set by 
the operator while the operator can not directly influence the temperature 
profile. The tem perature profile model is developed in chapter four.
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Model Type
Before an experim ent can be designed, the model structure that the data 
are supposed to fit should be known (Khuri and Cornell, 1987; Bethea and 
Rhinehart, 1991). The ideal model would be based on a fundamental model 
relating the m anipulated variable o f the RIM unit to the properties o f the part 
produced. Unfortunately, there is no theory relating the yield offset o f a 
polym er part to the conditions under which it was produced. H owever, there 
are m olecular models that will relate the m olecular structure o f a polymer 
molecule to the properties o f that molecule (Fried and Yeh, 1993). The 
polym er produced in a RIM unit is composed o f a distribution o f different 
m olecular weights. Trying to estimate the properties o f all the different 
m olecular w eight polym ers and then doing some sort o f weighted average 
would take a prohibitively long time on any com puter system and the accuracy 
of the results would be questionable. Since there is no theoretical model, then 
an empirical model m ust be used.
Manipulated Variables
The RIM unit has several variables that can be manipulated to vary the 
properties o f the part. The properties o f the part are determ ined by the 
reaction that form ed it. Anything that affects the reaction will have an affect 
on the final properties. Thus forming the part with a different ratio o f reactants
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will change the part properties. Changing the injection pressure o f the reactants 
will change the mixing properties o f the reactants and affect the reaction. 
Anything that affects the reaction will be noticeable in the tem perature profile 
o f the part. The reaction is highly exothermic and any change in the reaction 
will be apparent by exam ining this profile. Since the part properties are 
dependent on the reaction and the temperature profile is a sensitive measure 
o f the reaction conditions, the temperature profile will provide a sensitive 
measure o f the part property. These variables that can affect the reaction are:
1) ratio o f the polyol to isocyanate reactants.
2) percent D ETDA in the polyol reactant,
3) percent catalyst in the polyol reactant,
4) isocyanate reactant temperature,
5) polyol reactant tem perature,
6) isocyanate reactant pressure in the feed line to the mixhead,
7) polyol reactant pressure in the feed line to the mixhead,
8) mold tem perature
All eight variables would be too many to effectively study. The isocyanate and 
polyol tem peratures are set equal and varied together to give one temperature 
variable. The isocyanate and polyol pressures are set equal and varied together 
to give one pressure variable. The percent catalyst is held constant at 0.1 
weight percent and the mold tem perature is at room tem perature, 2 5 °C. This
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gives four m anipulated variables for the RIM unit: Ratio o f the polyol to 
isocyanate, percent D ETD A , reactant temperature (F), and reactant pressure 
(psig).
Therefore, to properly model the yield offset, the following data must be 
collected after every shot:
1) the tem perature o f the reactants,
2) the ratio between the polyol and isocyanate reactants,
3) the pressure o f the reactants,
4) the percent D ETD A in the polyol reactant,
The average o f the two part temperature profiles fitted to the temperature 
model discussed in Chapter 4 is also measured. The percent DETDA in the 
polyol is a known quantity rather than a measured value.
Model Structure
The model structure is a second order em pirical model o f the four 
variables (Box, Box, H unter, 1978; Khuri and Cornell, 1987). In matrix 
notation the empirical model is:
y MV  =  (3-1)
The m atrix A is an upper triangular m atrix which means that all elements below 
the diagonal are defined to be zero. The vector & l_ is com posed o f four real
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num bers which define the linear relationship between the independent variables 
o f die equations and the yield offset. The vector x contains the RIM unit 
manipulated variables in the order of: Ratio (Rf), percent DETDA (D), reactant 
tem perature (Tr), and reactant pressure (Pr). The order o f the variables is as 
follows:
x  =
R f
D (3-2)
Expanding the m anipulated variable (MV) model gives the following result:
y MV = 6 + (J),^  + <J)2T> + (j)3r  + <j)4P r + An Rf  + A n Rf  D  +
A 13R f  T r + P r +  ^ 2 2 ^  +  ^ 2 3 ^  +  ^ 2 4 ®  ^ r  +
A33T 2r + A34Tr R P  + A
(3-3)
Experim ental Design 
An experim ent to collect data for this model m ust be designed so as to:
1) provide enough inform ation to produce coefficient estimates,
2) provide enough inform ation to produce erro r estimates for the
coefficients,
3) require a small num ber o f tests,
4) be orthogonal.
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An orthogonal design ensures that the estimated coefficients are uncorrelated 
thus giving coefficient estimates with the sm allest uncertainty. Khuri and 
Cornell (1987, p53) provide a more com prehensive list o f desirable
characteristics for an experimental design.
F rom  Equation (3-1), fifteen tests would be needed to provide sufficient 
inform ation to determ ine the m odel’s coefficients with no error estimates. A 
full factorial experim ent, perform ing all combinations o f four variables at three 
levels each, would require 34 or 81 different tests. This experim ent would 
provide enough inform ation for the coefficients and error estimate 
determ ination and would also be orthogonal. A full factorial test satisfies three 
o f the four requirem ents, but it fails the requirem ent o f a small num ber o f tests. 
There are m ore efficient experimental designs which generate the required 
inform ation in few er tests. The experimental design im plem ented here was 
developed by Debaun (Khuri and Cornell, 1987; Debaun, 1959). This is a 
three level three factor design with 16 experiments. The three factors that are 
studied are ratio, percent D ETD A, and reactant pressure. The reactant 
tem perature is held constant for the m ajority o f the tests and then is varied in 
an additional four tests to give inform ation on the tem perature effect. The 
complete experimental design and the m easured one percent yield offsets are 
shown in Table 3-1. This design yields an orthogonal experim ent with small 
errors in the coefficients.
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Table 3-1
Experim ental Design to Determ ine Initial M odels
Part
N um ber
Experim ental Design Point M easured 1 % Yield Offset 
(MPa)
A Side B side
134 (1.2,28,2500,100) 7.96 7.06
135 (1.2,28,2500,100) 10.83 10.35
136 (1.2,28,2500,100) 9.87 8.53
138 (1.2,28,2500,100) 7.59 6.48
156 (0.8,32,2400,100) 0.00 0.00
143 (0.8,28,3000,100) 0.00 0.00
146 (0.8,28,2000,100) 0.00 0.00
163B (0.8 ,24,2500,100) 10.53 6.67
153 (1.2,32,3000,100) 10.37 10.62
152 (1.2,32,2000,100) 11.51 12.98
164 (1.2,24,3000,100) 10.40 7.18
163A (1.2,24,2000,100) 0.00 0.00
155 (1.6,32,2500,100) 4.97 4.07
144 (1.6,28,2000,100) 5.00 4.26
142 (1.6,28,3000,100) 6.88 6.72
166 (1.6,24,2500,100) 8.42 7.50
147 (1.6,28,2000,120) 4.91 4.94
165 (1 .6 ,24 ,3000, 80) 9.14 8.33
150 (0 .8 ,28 ,3000, 80) 8.80 8.08
158 (0.8,32,2000,120) 0.00 0.00
V ariable order:
Ratio, % D ETD A , Reactant Pressure(psig), Reactant Tem perature(F)
The regression o f the experimental data to the model structure must be 
done many times by the RIM control algorithm to include additional yield offset 
results from  quality assurance tests. This discussion o f the regression method 
will be delayed until the discussion o f the control algorithm  in Chapter 5. This 
will allow the developm ent o f the alternate model o f the yield offset from the 
tem perature profile in C hapter 4.
CHAPTER 4 
A TRANSIENT TEMPERATURE MODEL FOR 
REACTION INJECTION MOLDING
Introduction
Reaction Injection M olding (RIM) has been in industrial use for almost 
two decades. D uring this time researchers have developed simulations of the 
filling and curing stages that range from  the simple (M acosko, 1989) to the 
very complex (Lo, 1991). W hat the simulations have in com m on is a desire 
to model RIM from  first principles with some attem pt at com paring the results 
to experimental data. To date, researchers have not developed a model to 
characterize a part on line, that is, as it is produced or shortly after it is 
produced. Such a model is useful for quickly detecting and correcting 
deviations in process conditions thus reducing waste by preventing the 
production o f parts that do not meet their specifications.
A RIM mold can have very complex geom etry. Doing a first principles 
model in three dim ensions o f the unsteady state flow, pressure and reaction 
equations that describe the filling and curing in a complex mold takes several 
hours o f super-com puter time to run and many man-m onths o f effort to set up 
(Lo, 1991); how ever, a model does not need to be complex to be useful. This 
paper develops a simple m odel o f the tem perature profile w ith time o f the RIM
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shot w ith a few adjustable param eters. These param eters are used to fit 
tem perature profiles for each shot produced by a RIM m achine, characterize 
the shot and com pare it to previous shots.
RIM creates parts that are tested according to a fixed schedule to ensure 
that the parts m eet the property specifications that are required o f it. If  the 
test is destructive to the part, a loss o f production occurs. Some material 
properties can be tested quickly and without dam age to the part such as storage 
and loss modulus which can be m easured by mechanical impedance analysis 
(Jang and Zhu, 1986), or by ultrasound testing (Papadakis, 1974). Some 
property tests are inherently destructive such as tensile strength tests and yield 
offset tests. Every part cannot be tested for these properties so some method 
of estimating the property m ust be developed. A simple reaction temperature 
model is developed here for use in an empirical correlation that relates the part 
reaction conditions to the one percent yield offset. The model gives instant 
feedback on problem s that have occurred in the RIM unit. This feedback is 
used by a controller to correct the RIM unit and bring the process back to its 
set point. By using the m odels, fewer parts need to be tested to control the 
part properties. Also the models aid in detecting changes in processing 
conditions which reduces the num ber o f off-specification parts that might be 
produced.
Development of the Simplified Model
The tem perature model used in this w ork has the following assumptions:
•  die mold is a perfectly mixed batch reactor,
•  the reaction is very fast com pared to heat dissipation,
•  there is a significant time lag in the tem perature measurement 
relative to the rate o f reaction,
•  the mold is a heat sink that draws heat from  the part.
Using the perfectly mixed reactor assumption, the following three differential 
equations are derived from  an energy balance on the reacting part, a reactant 
balance, and the energy balance on the mold:
w here all the term s and values o f the param eters are defined in the notation 
section.
This set o f equations has term s on three different time scales. The first 
terms on the right-hand sides o f Equation (4-1) and Equation (4-2) are the
(4-2)
mold _  i i
~ d T  = M  Cpm h^ ~ 2}i^moid -  T J  (4-3)pm
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term s o f  the chemical reaction which are very fast, occurring in a few seconds. 
The second term  in Equation (4-1) and the first term  in Equation (4-3) are the 
heat transfer terms between the reacting mass and the mold. Experiments have 
shown this heat transfer characteristic time to be o f the order o f thirty seconds. 
The second term  in Equation (4-3) is the heat transfer from  the mold to the 
surroundings and experim ents have shown its characteristic time to be o f the 
order o f two hours.
A value o f the heat transfer coefficient to the surroundings can be 
determ ined from  the literature and com pared to the experimental findings. The 
literature value for heat transfer by natural convection to the air, ha, is 11 to 
85 J/s*m 2«K (Bennett and M yers, 1982, p. 317). The form ula relating the 
heat transfer coefficient to the time constant is:
x = M  Cpm (4 4 )
h Aa o
T he time constant is a m easure o f the speed o f response o f the temperature. 
Using literature values, Equation (4-4) gives a cooling time constant o f between 
18 and 136 m inutes. W hen the experimental data o f one o f the shots (#150) 
w ere fit to Equations (4 -l)-(4-3), the heat transfer coefficient to the air was 9 
J/s«m 2*K which agrees well with the literature value for the heat transfer 
coefficient shown above. This gives a cooling time constant to the air o f 166 
m inutes.
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The adiabatic tem perature rise o f the reaction can be determ ined from 
Equations (4-l)-(4-3) by neglecting the heat transfer to the mold during the 
reaction period on the assum ption that die reaction takes place in a very short 
period o f tim e com pared to the rate o f heat loss as discussed above. U nder this 
assumption, com bining Equations (4-1) and (4-2) results in:
d T  ( -  A H r) C
—  =  --------^— 1  (4_5)
d® p Cp
Now integrating from the initial to die final conditions, assum ing the reaction 
goes to com pletion gives:
Tf  1/  ( - A H r) C0 ,
f  d T  =   Z— 2 / d®
J p C J
p 0  < « )
( - A H r) CQ
A T .  = Tf -  Tn =  -------«/ /  0 p
The reaction is exotherm ic with a heat o f reaction o f 83,000 J/m ole of 
isocyanate (M acosko, 1989). The heat produced by the reaction causes the 
tem perature to rise rapidly for a short period o f time ( < 5  seconds) until all the 
reactants are consumed. To show diat this rapid tem perature rise constitutes 
an unstable response, linearize Equations (4-1) and (4-2) to obtain:
where r, and r2 are the roots o f each individual equation and can be calculated 
as functions o f the reaction conditions by the following formulas:
If one o f these roots is positive, the response o f the corresponding variable is 
said to be unstable. As the roots are functions o f the state variables o f the 
system, tem perature and extent o f reaction, Equations (4-l)-(4-3) w ere solved 
after their param eters w ere fit to data from  several RIM shots, to calculate the 
roots from  the fitted param eters and the state variables. The value o f the 
activation energy, E, was assumed known at 53200 J/m ole (M acosko, 1989). 
The roots thus calculated are shown in Figure 4-0; the root o f the energy 
balance equation, r^  is positive until the reactants are consumed indicating an 
unstable tem perature response. W hen the reaction is complete (<i> =  1), r, 
settles at a value determ ined by the heat transfer to the mold [second term  in 
Equation (4-8)]. This final value o f r, is:
(4-8)
p Cp R T 2
E
r 2 = -2  A> Co e RT a  -  # )
(4-9)
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lim  rx= -
4>-*l
h i A i
P Cp V
(4-10)
The final value o f r, for shot #125 (Figure 4-0) is -0.0177 radians/s which 
corresponds to a cooling time constant o f the part o f 56.5 seconds. From 
Figure 4-0, the roots reach dieir final values in about five seconds, which means 
the reaction is complete in that period o f time. The isothermal gel time at the 
maxim um  tem perature in an adiabatic shot is fifteen seconds (Sahay, 1992). 
W hile the time to gel is longer than the therm ocouple response time, the largest 
am ount o f heat is released in the first few seconds o f the reaction and then the 
reaction rate declines rapidly releasing less heat. With the assumption of 
perfectly mixed reactants, the tem perature o f the reactants will be uniform for 
any given time; therefore, using solutions o f the unsteady state heating o f a flat 
plate the am ount o f heat transferred to the mold during the time o f the 
reaction can be determ ined. In five seconds, the mold absorbs less than one 
percent o f the total heat generated (Kreith p l5 0 , 1965). Therefore, the mold 
does not absorb a significant amount o f heat from the reactants until after the 
reaction is complete.
Because the reaction takes place in such a short time relative to the 
cooling time, the model equations can be simplified without com prom ising their 
ability to model the transient tem perature by assuming that the heat o f reaction 
is released instantaneously at the time of injection. However, as the
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therm ocouple m easurem ent cannot track the rapid increase in tem perature, it 
is assumed that the therm ocouple lag will spread out the tem perature rise over 
several seconds. This response can be modeled by replacing the heat of 
reaction term  in Equation (4-1) with a lagged impulse function. Such a 
function has the following Laplace transform  (Smith and Corripio, 1985):
F(s) =
A Tad (4-11)
The time constant o f this equation is the time constant o f the thermocouple. 
Inverting this Laplace transform  to the time dom ain gives:
A T .ad g , - i 1
S  +
A Tad (4-12)
Like the impulse or D irac delta function, this lagged impulse function has 
dimensions o f tem perature per unit time, as required for inclusion in the energy 
balance equation, and its time integral is equal to AT.ld which is related by 
Equation (4-6) to the other reaction param eters. The m ain advantage o f the 
lagged impulse function is that, unlike the impulse function, it can be 
numerically calculated.
Since, as shown above, the lagged impulse function combines the energy 
and com ponent balance terms for the short period o f the reaction, the rest of 
the tem perature profile model requires only the term  for heat transfer from  the
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reacting mass to the mold. Neglecting the heat losses to the surroundings, the 
following reduced equation set results:
d T  ~ ^  - Tl k ‘ A ‘ (T  -  Tmold) (4-13)
d t  t j  p C V
d T , ,  h A .
‘  ( T  '  T ’ m )  ( 4 " ' 4 )eff pm
By including the lag o f the therm ocouple m easurem ent in the reaction term, the 
model tem perature can be fitted directly to the m easured tem perature, but the 
question arises w hether the lag should also be included in the heat transfer term 
of the m odel. A lthough the therm ocouple m easurem ent is slow com pared to 
the speed o f  the reaction term o f the energy balance equation, Equation 
(4-13), its response time is an order o f magnitude faster than the heat transfer 
characteristic time between the part and the mold; therefore, the therm ocouple 
lag can be neglected in the heat transfer terms o f Equations (4-13) and (4-14), 
that is, the m easured tem perature is not different from  the actual temperature 
during the slow portion o f the response in which the part is transferring heat to 
the mold.
There are four independent model param eters to be fit to the 
experimental tem perature profiles, AHr, r , ,  hj, and M cff. The heat of reaction, 
AHr, which is related to ATad through Equation (4-6), is selected so that the
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experim enter can detect changes in reaction conditions by com paring it to 
literature values (e .g ., M acosko, 1989) and past fitted values. Although the 
heat o f reaction is not expected to change from  shot to shot, it becomes an 
indirect indication o f the extent o f the reaction because the model assumes 
complete conversion o f the limiting reactant. If the estim ated heat o f reaction 
is low er than expected, it is probably due to incomplete conversion due to poor 
mixing since heat loss to the mold is accounted for in the model.
The time constant, r , ,  is a m easure o f the speed o f the thermocouple. 
The heat transfer coefficient, h;, describes the heat flux between the part and 
the mold. The last param eter, M cff, is the effective mass o f the mold. This is 
not the same as the mass o f  the mold which can be obtained by weighing it, 
because the mold is not at uniform  tem perature. It takes a finite time for heat 
to penetrate the mold from  the surface in contact w ith the part to the surface 
in contact with the air. The period over which the tem perature profile is 
recorded during a shot is not long enough for the heat to com pletely penetrate 
the mold, so the entire mass o f the mold is not used as a heat sink. The 
effective mass is a measure o f the fraction o f the total mass o f the mold that 
actually absorbs heat. The effective mass o f the mold can be estimated from 
known properties o f the mold by the following equation (Bennett and M yers, 
1982):
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M,„ = A  p .  ( - ~ u j
r  m /wi
(4-15)
From  this equation, the effective mass o f the mold for a 200 second 
temperature m easurem ent is 2440 grams.
Equations (4-13) and (4-14) are linear and can be solved by Laplace 
transform s to give:
where:
(
T(t) = 7(0) + K x 1 + - 5  L e  1
T 1 “  'C23
T 23 T 3
X l T 23
(4-16)
T2 =
A T ad T2
X2 + T3
(4-17)
M  „ Ceff pm T2 T3
23 t2 +
(4-18)
J h, A ,
Param eter K, represents die tem perature rise for the period o f time during 
which the tem perature profile is recorded, o f  the order o f three minutes. The 
model predicts this tem perature rise because heat losses to the surroundings are 
neglected. Since the value o f  the heat transfer coefficient to the surroundings, 
ha, is actually very small, the actual. m easured temperature does not return to 
am bient during the period o f the experiment; it takes several hours for the 
tem perature o f the mold to return to its original (ambient) temperature.
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Param eter r 23 is the combined time constant o f the part and mold and it is 
sm aller than both r2 and r 3.
The effect o f the fitted variables on the shape o f the tem perature profile 
is shown in Figure 4-2. The heat o f reaction has the m ost dram atic effect on 
the transient tem perature. As the heat o f reaction increases, the adiabatic 
temperature rise increases and the final temperature o f the part increases as 
well. The time constant, r ,,  only effects the profile during the initial 
temperature rise and has no effect during the cooling phase. As the time 
constant increases, the m aximum tem perature rise becomes sm aller and the 
time it takes to reach the m aximum tem perature also increases. The maximum 
tem perature always occurs on the same cooling curve as temperature 
measurements with sm aller time constants so the final cooling profile is always 
the same. The heat transfer coefficient affects the rate o f cooling o f the part 
so as the heat transfer coefficient increases, the m aximum temperature rise 
decreases and the slope o f the cooling profile increases. The final temperature 
o f the part remains the same; however, the time it takes to reach the final 
temperature could be extrem e for small heat transfer coefficients such as the 
smallest shown in Figure 4-2c. The effective mass o f the mold has no effect on 
the initial tem perature rise but does have a large effect on the final 
tem perature. As the effective mass increases, the final tem perature decreases 
showing that the mold is a better conductor o f heat.
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Figure 4-2 Effect o f the Fitted Variables on the Shape o f the Tem perature 
Profile. a)AHr, b )r,, c)h;, d) M efr
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Apparatus
The experim ents in this w ork w ere perform ed using H i-Tech Reaction 
Injection M olding machine num ber 114 at the LSU D epartm ent o f Chemical 
Engineering. A schematic o f the RIM unit is shown in Figure 4-3. This is an 
experim ental unit with a m axim um  shot size o f  300 gram s, and two feed tanks 
o f one liter each. The pistons shown in Figure 4-3 can hold approxim ately 250 
ml each. Hydraulic fluid is used to actuate the pistons, block valves, and the 
mixhead.
W hen a part is made, the pistons move down at a controlled rate forcing 
the reactants to flow through the mixhead to their respective feed tanks. The 
reactants circulate for a period o f time set by the operator to achieve a stable 
pressure in the reactant feed lines. The reactants must pass through needle 
valves located in the mixhead which are adjusted to set the pressures in each 
reactant feed line. W hen the reactants have circulated for the required length 
of time, the mixhead opens and the reactants mix together and enter the mold 
which attaches to the m ixhead and is not shown in Figure 4-3. The mixhead 
stays open for a period o f time specified by the operator to achieve complete 
filling o f the mold. W hen this time period has elapsed, the mixhead closes. 
The reactants continue to circulate for a set period o f time. Block valves in the 
lines between the feed tanks and the pistons, as shown in Figure 4-3, open and 
the pistons are moved up draw ing reactants into the piston. W hen the pistons
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Figure 4-3 Schem atic o f the Reaction Injection M olding Unit
are at the maxim um  height the block valve closes and the unit is ready to
produce another part.
The RIM unit is controlled by a program m able logic controller (PLC) 
which actuates the block valves, m ixhead, and pistons by controlling the flow 
of hydraulic fluid to them. It also controls the tem perature in the reactant 
tanks through solenoid valves that regulate hot and cold w ater flows into the 
reactant tank jackets, The PLC controls all timing functions mentioned 
previously and can abort a shot if the hydraulic pressure is too high, or if the 
reactant pressure is too high or too low. The PLC is also used to collect data
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from the sensors on the RIM unit and transm it them for storage in an IBM PS2 
model 70 com puter through an RS-232 cable.
M old
The mold used in these experim ents was made at the LSU Departm ent of 
Chemical Engineering from  mild steel and is sketched in Figure 4-4. An 
afterm ixer in the mold was not used in these experim ents. The mold is 
symmetric about the center line so duplicate tensile tests can be perform ed on 
the part produced by each shot. The part produced in die mold is 100 grams 
in mass. Tw o Omega type T  therm ocouples enter from  the top o f the mold 
(see Figure 4-4). The therm ocouple locations are symmetric about the center 
line so the two tem perature profiles should be the same. The thermocouple 
diam eter is 0.032 inches with a stainless steel sheathing and a 1.9 second 
response time.
Chemicals
The chemical reactant system  used was the Dow Spectrim  35BS, a polyurethane 
system that consists o f two reacting mixtures: a polyol and a diisocyanate. The 
polyol reactant m ixture consists of: polyedter polyol, diethyltoulene-diamine 
(DETD A) that is used as a chain extender, and dibutyltin dilaurate that is used 
as a catalyst. The diisocyanate reactant is 4,4-diphenylm ethane diisocyanate
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Figure 4-4 Schematic o f the RIM M old (units are in inches)
(MDI) and a prepolym er o f  MDI and the polyol. The reactant temperatures 
were varied during the experim ents from 80°F to 120°F.
Experimental Results 
An 1BM PS2 model 70 com puter collects the following data from  the PLC and 
stores it in an ASCII file:
•  tem perature in each tank in °F,
•  percent DETDA (chain extender) in the polyol,
•  weight ratio o f polyol to isocyanate,
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•  pressure o f isocyanate and polyol in the feed lines to the 
m ixhead in pounds per square inch,
•  flow o f isocyanate and polyol in gram s per second.
These five variables are the independent variables associated with the RIM unit. 
They are considered im portant to the final part properties for several reasons. 
The flow rate and pressure o f the reactants will influence the degree o f mixing 
in the m ixhead (Sebastian and Boukobbal, 1986). Poorly mixed reactants will 
not com pletely react producing a defective part. The ratio o f the reactants and 
the percent D ETD A  in the polyol determ ine the structure o f the block 
copolym er form ed during the reaction (Huang, Hsu, and Lee, 1985), which 
in turn affects the crystallinity and glass transition tem perature o f the polymer.
The num ber o f independent variables can be reduced by fixing the sum 
of the polyol and isocyanate feeds to 200 grams per second, a rate at which 
the mold fills in 0 .5  seconds. W ith the total flow fixed, the ratio determines 
the flow rate o f each reactant.
The transient tem peratures from  the two therm ocouples in the mold 
w ere recorded and stored in an ASCII file. To determ ine the param eters o f the 
tem perature m odel, the transient profile predicted by the model was fit to the 
arithm etic m ean o f the two therm ocouple m easurem ents. Approxim ately 800 
points w ere collected from  each therm ocouple during a shot. The two profiles 
w ere averaged and then fit using the M ATLAB software package (M athW orks,
1985). The N elder-M ead Simplex algorithm  was alternated with the 
Sequential Quadratic Program m ing (SQP) algorithm  to estimate the values of 
the model param eters that minimize the sum of the squares of the difference 
between the m easured tem perature and the tem perature calculated from  the 
model. A lternating these procedures im proved the fit o f the data because the 
simplex algorithm  did not get trapped by saddle points or local minima as the 
SQP method would, while the SQP method could quickly find the next local 
minim um  using gradients. Thus, the simplex algorithm  allowed a good 
approxim ation for the m inim um  to be found and then the SQP method quickly 
found the local minimum . The process was repeated until the minimum from 
the SQP method was within five percent o f die previous value.
Figure 4-5 shows typical transient tem perature profiles for four different 
shots. The model profile tracks the m ajor characteristics o f the experimental 
profile: the initial sharp rise, the slow cooling, and the new steady state above 
the initial tem perature.
To test die assum ption diat the mold is a perfectly mixed batch reactor, 
therm ocouple B was moved from its normal location for shot 161. It was 
placed in die end o f die A side o f die mold so the reacting part would reach 
the therm ocouple ju st as the reactants com pleted filling the mold. The end of 
the therm ocouple was three centimeters from  the end o f the mold. A 
com parison o f  die A and B thermocouples would reveal any segregation of the
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Figure 4-5 T ransient Tem peratures o f Four D ifferent Parts with Fitted
Tem perature Curves. a)Shot 144, b)Shot 150, c)Shot 152, 
d)Shot 155. Values o f M anipulated V ariables Shown in Table 
4-2.
reacting m ixture along the length o f the mold. As shown in Figure 4-6, the 
profiles are identical w ithin m easurem ent error. The m easurem ent error of the 
therm ocouples is one degree Celsius. This is less than die am ount shown in the 
figure since the therm ocouple w ire was ja rred  during the experiment, thus 
causing an apparent slight tem perature change. The w ire was jarred  by the 
reacting m ixture dripping on it. This problem  could not be corrected without 
placing too little polym er in the mold and risking an incomplete filling o f the 
mold, a short shot. The fact that the profiles were so close supports the 
assumption that the mold is perfectly mixed.
A partial factorial set o f experiments for the four independent variables 
with three levels each was carried out with the RIM unit for correlating the 
properties o f the parts produced to the independent variables. Table 4-1 gives 
the estim ated values o f the tem perature model param eters for the partial 
factorial experim ents; the values o f the independent variables for each shot are 
given in Table 4-2. Table 4-1 shows Uiat the fitted heat o f reaction has a mean 
value o f 38527 J/m ole w ith a standard deviation o f 7776 J/m ole compared 
to literature values o f 48,000 J/m ole (Sahay, 1992) and 83,000 J/m ole of 
isocyanate (M acosko, 1989), where the value reported by Sahay used the LSU 
RIM unit and the same chemical system. The system used by Macosko is only 
sim ilar to the one used here; his value o f the heat o f reaction is reported as a 
com parison.
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Figure 4-6 Therm ocouple B M oved to End o f M old. Therm ocouple A 
Left in Position to Study Possible Reactant Segregation. No 
Segregation Is Noted Since Profiles Are the Same.
The adiabatic tem perature rise along with the other param eters of 
Equation (4-16) are shown in Table 4-3, where the mean o f the adiabatic 
temperature rise is 37 .94°C  with a standard deviation o f 6 .58°C . To 
determ ine the agreem ent between the therm ocouple lag and the fitted time 
constant r , ,  the therm ocouples w ere alternatively immersed in an ice bath and 
into hot water. A recording o f the time responses o f the therm ocouples for 
these tests resulted in a m ean time constant o f 1.8 seconds, which agrees well 
with the fitted values o f r ,  in Table 4-3 which had a mean and standard
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Table 4-1
Fitted Coefficients for the Experimental Shots
S h o t AHr
J / m o l e
T l
s e c s
hi
J / s » m 2 » ° C g r a m s
E ( e r r o r )  
•  C2
134 2 9 5 4 9 1 . 1 7 5 2 125 1 6 7 0 1 5 0 5
135 2 4 6 2 7 1 . 2 0 0 4 124 1 5 7 2 1 1 2 8
136 2 4 3 3 8 1 . 1 7 8 3 135 13 44 762
138 3 8 1 9 6 1 . 0 2 1 9 161 1 4 9 2 2 0 9 3
156 3 9 2 4 6 1 . 2 5 3 0 121 1 6 7 9 13 55
143 4 2 6 2 1 0 . 9 0 3 0 12 0 2 1 6 0 2 8 7 3
146 5 6 5 0 6 1 . 4 2 4 5 114 1 9 9 7 1 2 9 9
163B 3 2 5 9 7 0 . 8 7 1 4 128 1 48 4 16 08
153 3 8 1 0 5 1 . 3 0 0 4 120 1 5 5 7 13 23
152 3 6 6 1 8 1 .  1 8 6 0 115 1 43 3 924
164 3 9 4 4 6 1 . 3 5 1 2 127 156 3 1 34 8
163A 3 9 7 0 3 1 . 2 2 3 2 121 13 38 1 1 2 7
155 4 5 6 3 4 1 . 1 2 0 8 160 1 6 7 0 874
144 4 2 9 1 2 1 . 5 4 5 8 199 3 1 5 6 n e
142 5 0 2 8 7 1 . 1 1 6 0 117 1 7 7 7 1 5 0 5
166 3 7 1 4 1 1 . 1 3 1 5 104 1 9 5 0 1 0 1 7
147 4 5 6 6 5 1 . 2 3 5 9 192 2 3 1 6 1 9 0 9
165 3 7 4 8 5 0 . 8 1 2 9 126 1 3 8 7 1 1 0 9
150 3 3 5 1 0 1 . 3 1 4 4 115 1 5 3 0 416
158 3 6 3 6 6 1 . 1 3 7 9 111 1 8 4 6 1336
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Table 4-2
Experimental Design
Part
N um ber
Ratio % DETDA 
(weight %)
Reactant
Pressure
(psig)
Reactant
Tem perature
(°F)
134 1.2 28 2500 100
135 1.2 28 2500 100
136 1.2 28 2500 100
138 1.2 28 2500 100
156 0.8 32 2500 100
143 1.8 28 3000 100
146 1.8 28 2000 100
163B 1.8 24 2500 100
153 1.2 32 3000 100
152 1.2 32 2000 100
164 1.2 24 3000 100
163 A 1.2 24 2000 100
155 1.6 32 2500 100
144 1.6 28 2000 100
142 1.6 28 2500 100
166 1.6 24 2500 100
147 1.6 28 2000 120
165 1.6 24 3000 80
150 0.8 28 2500 80
158 0.8 32 2000 120
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deviation o f 1.17 seconds and 0.175 seconds. This shows that, as postulated, 
the tem perature m easurem ent lag is the dom inant cause o f  the lag in the initial 
tem perature rise. The reaction occurs much faster than the therm ocouple can 
respond, so the therm ocouple spreads out the introduction o f the heat evolved 
by the reaction over several seconds.
Table 4-3 shows that the fitted heat transfer coefficient, hj5 with mean 
and standard deviation o f 131 and 25.3 J/s«m 2*°C , is consistent with 
literature values that range from  100 to 1000 J/s*m 2«°C  (Bennett and M yers, 
1982, p .317). The value o f the part cooling time constant, r 2, defined in 
Equation (4-16), had a m ean and standard deviation o f  66.3 and 10.1 
seconds. The actual mass o f  the mold is 7200 kg. The effective mass that was 
fitted using the tem perature profiles had a mean and standard deviation of 
1746 and 415 gram s, or from  one sixth to one half the actual mass o f the 
mold. This agrees well with the previous estimate o f the effective mass of 
2440 grams from  known mold properties. This shows that the heat from  the 
part does not penetrate the entire mold in the time o f the tests, reducing the 
mass of the mold that absorbs heat.
Earlier the different magnitudes o f the rates o f heat transfer were 
discussed. The experim ental results confirm  the original assumptions made in 
the developm ent o f the model. Tim e constant r , ,  as shown in Table 4-3, has 
a mean value o f 1.17 seconds and standard deviation o f 0.175 seconds and
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Table 4-3
Sim plified Model Param eters Calculated 
from  Fitted Coefficients
S h o t AT„d 
( •  F)
t a u l
( s e c )
t a u 2
( s e c )
t a u 3
( s e c )
t a u 2 3  
( s e c )
K1
(°C)
134 32 . 96 1 . 1 7 5 2 67  . 90 3 2 5 . 5 56 . 1 8 5 . 6 9
135 27  . 50 1 . 2 0 0 4 6 8 . 4 5 3 0 8  . 9 56  . 0 3 4 . 9 9
136 2 7 . 5 1 1 . 1 7 8 3 6 2 . 8 7 2 4 2  . 6 4 9 . 9 3 5 . 6 6
138 41  . 3 2 1 . 0 2 1 9 52 . 72 2 2 5 . 8 42  . 74 7 . 8 2
156 32 . 03 1 . 2 5 3 0 70  . 14 33 8  . 0 58 . 09 5 . 5 0
143 38 . 1 6 0 . 9 0 3 0 7 0 . 7 3 4 3 8  . 6 6 0 . 9 1 5 . 3 0
146 5 5 . 6 2 1 . 4 2 4 5 74 . 4 5 4 2 6  . 9 6 3 . 3 9 8 . 2 6
163B 34 . 5 3 0 . 8 7 1 4 66 . 3 1 2 8 2  . 5 53 . 7 0 6 . 5 6
153 42  . 6 4 1 . 3 0 0 4 7 0 . 7 3 31 6  . 1 5 7 . 8 0 7 . 8 0
152 4 1 . 3 1 1 . 1 8 6 0 7 3 . 8 0 3 0 3  . 6 5 9 . 3 7 8 . 08
164 42  . 16 1 . 3 5 1 2 6 6 . 8 3 3 0 0  . 0 54 . 6 5 7 . 6 8
163A 42  . 77 1 . 2 2 3 2 70  . 1 4 2 6 9 . 5 5 5 . 6 6 8 . 8 3
15 5 4 0 . 8 4 1 . 1 2 0 8 53 . 05 2 54  . 3 43  . 8 9 7 . 05
144 38  . 14 1 . 5 4 5 8 4 2 . 6 5 386  . 5 3 8 . 4 1 3 . 79
142 4 5 . 8 7 1 . 1 1 6 0 72 . 54 3 7 0  . 2 6 0 . 6 5 7 . 52
166 3 4 . 1 1 1 . 1 3 1 5 8 1 . 6 1 4 56  . 9 6 9 . 2 4 5 . 17
14 7 4 1 . 4 5 1 . 2 3 5 9 44 . 2 1 2 9 3  . 9 3 8 . 4 3 5 . 42
165 3 4 . 2 7 0 . 8 1 2 9 6 7 . 3 6 2 6 8  . 3 53 . 8 4 6 . 8 8
15 0 35  . 38 1 . 3 1 4 4 73  . 8 0 324  . 3 6 0 . 1 2 6 . 5 6
158 3 0 . 2 8 1 . 1 3 7 9 76 . 4 6 4 0 5  . 2 64 . 3 2 4 . 8 1
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the com bined time constant o f the part and mold, r 23, has an average value of 
54.87 seconds with a standard deviation o f 10.1 seconds. This shows that the 
reaction time is at least an order o f magnitude faster than the speed at which 
heat is transferred from  the part to the mold.
Conclusions
A simple model w ith four adjustable param eters can fit experimental 
profiles from  different RIM shots. The model gives estimates for the heat of 
reaction that agree well with values published by M acosko (1989) and Sahay 
(1992) on polyurethane systems. The simple model developed here can be 
used for on-line process control o f part properties where d irect measurement 
would be destructive to the part produced. Changes that would require 
feedback from  the tem perature profile model include: aging equipm ent and 
molds, use o f different reactant feed stocks or different batches o f reactant feed 
stocks, and errors in the m easurem ents o f the reactant tem peratures, flows, and 
pressures.
CHAPTER 5 
CONTROL OF YIELD OFFSET IN 
REACTION INJECTION MOLDED PARTS
Introduction
Reaction Injection M olding (RIM) has been in industrial use almost two 
decades now in areas as diverse as automotive parts and refrigerator cabinets 
(Graf, 1993). During this time much w ork has been done on the kinetics of 
the various reactions that are used in RIM (M acosko, 1989) and w ork has also 
been done on simulations o f the filling o f the RIM mold and the reactions that 
occur (M acosko, 1989; Lo, 1991; Sahay, 1992). U nfortunately, with all the 
work done on the kinetic and transport problem s in RIM , very little has been 
published in the field o f advanced control o f a RIM unit.
RIM processes are norm ally operated by controlling the conditions o f the 
unit; the reactant tem peratures, mold tem perature, reactant ratio, injection 
pressure, and the reactant flow rate being the m ost com m on variables that are 
controlled. These variables are held constant at pre-determ ined values to 
produce parts that have desired properties. RIM parts are tested according to 
a fixed schedule to ensure that they m eet the property specifications that are 
required o f it. If  the test is destructive to the part, a loss o f production occurs. 
Some m aterial properties can be tested quickly and w ithout dam age to the part
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such as storage and loss modulus which can be m easured by mechanical 
im pedance analysis (Jang and Zhu, 1986) or by ultrasound testing (Papadakis, 
1974). Some property tests are inherently destructive such as tensile strength 
tests and yield offset tests. If  the properties o f the parts produced during a run 
deviate from  the desired values then the RIM unit is adjusted until the part 
properties again meet the specifications. This re-adjustm ent is difficult to make 
not knowing the relationship between the part property and the RIM 
manipulated variables. To solve this problem , an algorithm  that controls the 
part property produced in the RIM unit is presented. This control algorithm 
allows the RIM unit to produce parts meeting the property specifications. If the 
part properties drift then the algorithm  will immediately detect the deviation 
and determ ine the m agnitude that each manipulated variable needs to be 
changed to bring the part property back to its desired value. The algorithm 
uses inform ation from  the part tem perature profile to estimate the current 
values o f the properties. This algorithm  was developed and tested on a RIM 
unit in the Chemical Engineering D epartm ent o f LSU. After a brief description 
o f the equipm ent used in this research, the control algorithm  will be developed 
and described in detail.
Apparatus
The experim ents in this work were perform ed using H i-Tech Reaction 
Injection M olding m achine num ber 114 at die LSU D epartm ent o f Chemical
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Engineering. A schematic o f the RIM unit is shown in Figure 5-1. This is an 
experimental unit with a m axim um  shot size o f 300 gram s, and two feed tanks 
o f one liter each. The pistons shown in Figure 5-1 can hold approxim ately 250 
ml each. H ydraulic fluid is used to actuate the pistons, block valves and the 
mixhead.
W hen a part is made, the pistons move down at a controlled rate forcing 
the reactants to flow through the mixhead to their respective feed tanks. The 
reactants circulate for a period o f time set by the operator to achieve a stable 
pressure in the reactant feed lines. The reactants m ust pass through needle 
valves located in the mixhead which are adjusted to set the pressures in each 
reactant feed line. W hen the reactants have circulated for the required length 
o f time, the mixhead opens and the reactants mix together and enter the mold 
which attaches to the mixhead. The mixhead stays open for a period o f time 
specified by the operator to achieve complete filling o f the mold. W hen this 
time period has elapsed, the mixhead closes. The reactants continue to 
circulate for a set period o f  time. Block valves in the lines between the feed 
tanks and the pistons, as shown in Figure 5-1, open and the pistons are 
moved up draw ing reactants into the piston cham ber. W hen the pistons are at 
the m aximum height the block valve closes and the unit is ready to produce 
another part. W hile it is possible to plug the needle valves in the mixhead with 
the reacting chem icals, it is difficult to do in practice. This would require an
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Figure 5-1 Schem atic o f the Reaction Injection M olding Unit
order o f m agnitude difference in the reactant pressure or in the flow rates to
achieve blockage o f a needle valve.
The RIM unit is controlled by a program m able logic controller (PLC) 
which actuates the block valves, m ixhead, and pistons by controlling the flow 
o f hydraulic fluid to them. It also controls the tem perature in die reactant 
tanks through solenoid valves that regulate hot and cold w ater flows into the 
reactant tank jackets. The PLC controls all timing functions mentioned 
previously and can abort a shot if the hydraulic pressure is too high or if the 
reactant pressure is too high or too low. The PLC is also used to collect data
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from  the sensors on the RIM unit and transm it them for storage in an IBM PS2 
model 70 com puter through an RS-232 cable.
M old
The mold used in these experiments was made at the LSU Department 
of Chemical Engineering from  mild steel and is sketched in Figure 5-2. The 
mold is sym m etric about the center line so duplicate tensile tests can be 
perform ed on the part produced by each shot. The part produced in the mold 
is 100 gram s in mass. Tw o Omega type T  therm ocouples enter from the top 
o f the mold (see Figure 5-2). The therm ocouple locations are symmetric about 
the center line so the two tem perature profiles should be the same.
Chem icals
The chemical reactant system used was the Dow Spectrim  35BS, a 
polyurethane system that consists o f two reacting mixtures: a polyol and a 
diisocyanate. The polyol reactant m ixture consists of: polyether polyol,
diethyltoulene-diam ine (DETDA) that is used as a chain extender, and dibutyltin 
dilaurate that is used as a catalyst. The diisocyanate reactant is 4,4- 
diphenylm ethane diisocyanate (MDI) and a prepolym er o f M D Iand  the polyol.
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Figure 5-2 Schematic o f the RIM M old (units are in inches)
Part Testing
The parts produced by the RIM unit are tested according to ASTM 
standard D-638-90 on an Instron 8500. The part size is four inches between 
the Instron grips with a cross-sectional area o f 0.1875 in2. The maximum load 
the Instron can produce is 2248 lbf. The part is strained at 0.5 inches per 
minute until it breaks or until it stretches six inches. The stress-strain data are 
collected by a com puter and then analyzed to determ ine the modulus of 
elasticity and the one percent yield offset. An example o f the stress-strain data 
is shown in Figure 5-3. The modulus line is determ ined by fitting various lines
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Figure 5-3 One Percent Yield O ffset Calculation for Shot 184 Side B
through the data until the line with the smallest maximum deviation in the 
H ookean region is found. The Hookean region o f the figure is the region o f the 
stress-strain diagram  where stress is directly proportional to strain. The direct 
proportionality o f stress to strain is called H ooke’s law. The slope o f this line 
is the Y oung’s modulus and the x intercept is used to calculate the one percent 
yield offset (Rodriguez, 1989). One percent strain is added to the x intercept 
strain and a line parallel to the Y oung’s modulus line is constructed. W here the 
new line crosses the experimental data determines the yield offset. If the line
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crosses the experimental data between two data points then the data are 
interpolated to determ ine the one percent yield offset stress.
Control Strategy
The control scheme needs two methods o f estimating the yield offset. 
The first method m ust relate the yield offset to the manipulated variables o f the 
RIM unit and is used as the controller. The second method must relate the 
yield offset to variables that can be measured on-line. The second method will 
be used for feedback for the control algorithm . This section will first discuss the 
manipulated variables o f the RIM unit and then develop a set o f independent 
param eters that will be used to estimate the yield offset. The next section will 
show the method o f developing the models using these two sets o f independent 
variables and finally develop the overall control algorithm .
Tw o Sets o f Independent Variables
The RIM unit has many variables that affect the properties o f the part. 
These variables are:
1) ratio o f the polyol to isocyanate reactants.
2) percent D ETD A in the polyol reactant,
3) percent catalyst in the polyol reactant,
4) isocyanate reactant tem perature,
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5) polyol reactant tem perature,
6) isocyanate reactant pressure in the feed line to the mixhead,
7) polyol reactant pressure in the feed line to the mixhead,
8) initial mold tem perature.
All eight variables would be too many to effectively study. There is little
incentive to use different tem peratures and pressures for the two reactant
stream s, so both reactants are fed at the same tem perature and pressure. The 
percent catalyst is held constant at 0.1 w eight percent and the mold is 
unheated, so it is always initially at am bient tem perature. This leaves four 
m anipulated variables for the RIM unit: Ratio o f reactants, percent DETDA, 
reactant tem perature, and reactant pressure.
A different set o f variables is needed to develop an estimate o f the yield 
offset that is used for feedback to the controller. Tw o therm ocouples are 
placed in sym m etric locations in the mold and the two profiles are averaged 
together. The tem perature data are regressed on a model o f the temperature 
profile to determ ine a set o f adjustable param eters. The tem perature profile 
model is developed and experim ental results are shown in a previous paper 
(Peebles and C orripio, under review). The tem perature profile model makes 
the following assumptions:
1) the mold is a perfectly mixed batch reactor,
2) the reaction is very fast com pared to heat dissipation,
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3) there is a significant time lag in the tem perature m easurement 
relative to the rate o f reaction,
4) the mold is a heat sink that draws heat from  die part.
The tem perature model is shown in Equation (5-1).
Tit) = T( 0) +
t
I + 2 2  I I  e Tl + ^
T 1 ~~ T 23 T 1 ~  T 23
(5-1)
p C V  Af,~
where: x2 = , = — - , t 23 = (5-2)
hi ht A t x2 + x3
( - A H )  Cn A T .  x0
^  = ------- ^ - 2 ,  K , = - ^ - 2  (5-3)
P C p *2 + T 3
An exam ple of fitted tem perature profile data is shown in Figure 5-4.
The fitted param eters are the heat o f reaction, AHr, the thermocouple 
time constant, r , ,  the heat transfer coefficient between the part and the mold, 
hj, and the effective mass o f  the mold, M cff. The heat o f reaction is regressed 
assuming that the reaction goes to completion. If the reaction does not go to 
com pletion dien the fitted heat o f reaction will be low er than the expected 
value, indicating possible defects in the part being produced. The reaction 
studied in this paper ends when the reaction is approxim ately 82% complete, 
so die estimate o f the heat o f  reaction will always be low er than the actual heat 
o f reaction. This defines the variables used for the second model.
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Figure 5-4 Transient Tem perature o f Four D ifferent Parts with Fitted
Tem perature Curves, a)Shot 144, b)Shot 150, c)Shot 152, 
d)Shot 155.
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The following data are recorded for each shot:
1) the measured tem perature o f the reactants,
2) the calculated ratio between the polyol and isocyanate reactants,
3) the measured pressure o f the reactants,
4) the percent D ETD A  in the polyol reactant.
The therm ocouple data m ust also be m easured and recorded. The percent 
D ETDA in the polyol is a known quantity rather than a m easured value. A 
regression is perform ed on the average temperature profile to determine the 
second set o f variables. The fitted variables are determ ined by regressing the 
tem perature data using the Nelder-M ead Simplex Algorithm  and then the 
Sequential Q uadratic Program m ing Algorithm  (SQP) in an alternating sequence 
until the sum o f squares o f  the errors remains constant between regressions 
(Peebles and Corripio, under review).
The M odels
These two sets o f variables can be used to develop two different models 
that predict the yield offset. The two models are:
-  e + ( j ) ^  + <J>2Z) + (j>3Tr + ty4P r + An Rf  + A n Rf  D  +
^ 1 3 ^ /  + + ^ 22^  + ^23^  ^r  + ^2 t P  ? r +
* A u T r P t * A
The estim ated one percent yield offset value from  the manipulated variable 
(MV) m odel, yMV, is determ ined from  the values o f the manipulated variables 
m easured from  the last part produced. The MV model also gives estimates o f 
the one percent yield offset for trial values of the m anipulated variables 
determ ined by the controller as it searches for the values o f the manipulated 
variables to set in the RIM unit for the next part. The estimated one percent 
yield offset value from  the fitted variable (FV) model, yi v, is the feedback from 
the process to the controller. A partial factorial experim ent is performed 
around the current operating conditions to determ ine the initial model 
coefficients.
The equations can be written in matrix form. The manipulated variables 
will be designated by the vector x and the fitted variables will be designated by 
the vector z. The subscripts o f the coefficients in the models were chosen to 
ensure that the m atrices o f cross terms, T and A, would have zero values below 
the diagonal. The matrices are called upper triangular matrices since all non­
zero term s are above the diagonal. The vectors (k'_ and are each composed 
o f four real numbers which define the linear relationship between the
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independent variables o f the equations and the yield offset. In m atrix notation, 
the models have the following form:
yMV _ e + ^ r x  + x t^ x
(5-6)
y FV = a  + $Lz + z rEz
The order o f the variables in the vectors is:
R f
A H r
D x i
X  -
T r
Z =
K
P ,
sf
One m ethod o f  fitting experim ental data to the models is to use a least squares 
regression. But this m ethod has two disadvantages:
1) Coefficients that are not significantly different than zero are 
retained,
2) changes in the RIM unit that cause a shift in the models are hard 
to detect w ith a large am ount o f historical data obscuring a recent 
change.
To deal w ith these problem s, a m ore com plex regression algorithm  is required. 
The algorithm  used reads in the historical data in the order that the parts were 
created and form s the m atrix o f independent variables that would be used in a
least squares regression. All variables are norm alized between ±  1 internally to 
determ ine the model. The scaling factors for each variable are shown in 
Table 5-1 for the m anipulated variable model (MV model) and Table 5-2 for 
die fitted variable model (FV model). Scaling the variables in this way allows 
them to be com pared on the same basis even if they are o f different orders of 
magnitude. The data are then regressed in a recursive procedure to determine 
the coefficients and Uieir variances (Young 1984). An exponential weighting 
factor included in the recursive procedure causes the parts produced earliest to 
have less im pact on die final coefficients than die latter parts, thus correcting 
the problem  mentioned above. H owever, not enough parts have been 
produced to cause the recursive algorithm  to neglect the initial partial factorial 
experim ent which gave the original models. Once all the historical data have 
been processed, the value o f  the coefficient is divided by the square root o f the 
variance giving a value called the t-score. A significance test is perform ed with 
the t-score for each variable with the hypothesis that the coefficient is equal to 
zero and an alternate hypodiesis that the coefficient is different than zero (Khuri 
and Cornell, 1987). The level o f significance is set to 0.95 which means that 
there is only a five percent chance of any coefficient being equal to zero or not 
significant when it passes the Student-t test. If any coefficient is not significant 
dien that coefficient is dropped from  the regression routine and all the data are 
regressed again. If  m ore than one coefficient is not significant then the
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Table 5-1
Scaling Used for MV Model Independent Variables
V ariable
Name
Low Scaling Value High Scaling Value
Ratio, Rf 0.8 1.6
% D E T D A ,D 24 32
Reactant 
Tem perature, 
T r (°F)
80 120
Reactant Pressure, 
Pr (psig)
2000 3000
coefficient with the smallest t-score is dropped and the data are regressed again. 
This procedure continues until all remaining coefficients are significant.
This procedure solves all the problem s mentioned earlier. By including 
a recursive algorithm  in an en bloc solution as described above, the benefits of 
each one can be realized. From  the en bloc solution the ability to perform  
multiple passes through the data set is obtained which allows the 
algorithm  to drop terms which are not significant. From  die recursive algorithm 
the ability to have an exponential "fading memory" o f earlier shots is obtained 
(Young 1984).
The previous paragraphs describe how the models are updated but initial 
models must be determ ined before they can be updated. A partial factorial
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Table 5-2
Scaling Used for FV M odel Independent Variables
V ariable Name Low Scale Value High Scale Value
heat o f reaction, 
-AHr (J/mole)
22,000 60,000
time constant 
r , (seconds)
0.80 1.60
heat transfer 
coefficient 
1^  (J/s -m2 -°C)
100 200
effective mass o f the 
mold
M cff (grams)
720 4800
experim ent is perform ed centered about the current operating conditions to 
initialize the models. This experim ent, described in m ore detail later, gives 
models corresponding to the current operating state. As time passes, the initial 
partial factorial experim ental data will have less and less impact on the models 
until the data will be effectively ignored. The num ber o f additional parts 
required to make the partial factorial data have less than a one percent impact 
on the models depends on the recursive algorithm ’s forgetting factor. In this 
work, the forgetting factor is 0.95 which means that after 40 additional parts 
have been tested and added to historical data set, the partial factorial data will 
have less than one percent impact on the models. This fading memory is
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beneficial to the control algorithm  since the models will always be able to 
quickly m atch the current operating state when the RIM unit conditions change. 
H owever, it does not mean that the models will not have to be re-identified 
when the process changes significantly. If  the model updating procedure were 
a com pletely en bloc solution such as least squares then the model would be 
slow to match current operating conditions because o f the large amount of 
historical data the algorithm  would have available.
Since parts were produced for research purposes at a rate o f five or six 
a week, the reactants w ere not used in a timely m anner and possibility of 
reactant degradation becam e a concern. Therefore the updating procedure is 
perform ed after every three shots which is m ore often than necessary in an 
industrial setting. Even though reactant degradation was a concern for materials 
stored in the original containers, the nitrogen blanket in the feed tanks 
prevented any degradation within the system as evidenced by the models 
remaining constant until the disturbance test was perform ed. Since the concern 
over reactant degradation appears unfounded, it was not necessary to update 
the models until the disturbance test was perform ed and the results o f the yield 
estimates indicated that it was necessary.
For an industrial implementation o f this RIM control algorithm , the 
models should be updated when a statistical process control chart indicates that 
the part property is no longer being controlled. This updating procedure would
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consist o f two steps. The first would be to add the tests results to the historical 
data set and perform  the regression as discussed previously. This would allow 
die unit to continue to produce parts while the SPC charts could be analyzed 
to determ ine if a new partial factorial experim ent should be perform ed to re- 
identify the m odels. A new partial factorial experim ent should be performed 
if any o f the following conditions are true:
1) different reactants are used in the process,
2) continuing SPC analysis o f the part property indicate that it is not 
controlled even after the model has been updated.
The C ontroller
T he block diagram  o f the control is shown in Figure 5-5. Manipulated 
variable m easurem ents are sent to the MV model to give its one percent yield 
offset estim ate, yMV. The average o f the two tem perature profiles is sent to the 
regression routine to determ ine the fitted param eters o f the mold temperature 
m odel, Equation (5-1). These fitted param eters are then passed to the FV 
model which calculates an estim ate o f  the yield offset, yF V. These models now 
supply enough inform ation to develop the controller. The first controller that 
could be used is one w ithout any feedback from  the estimator:
(5-8)
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Figure 5-5 Rim  Control A lgorithm  with Feedback
The function F(xllcw) is the yield estimate from the manipulated variables model 
with the values o f variables, xncw, that will give a yield estimate equal to the 
yield set point. Since there are four m anipulated variables and only one 
equation to solve, the solution is indeterminate. A unique solution can be 
determ ined by m inimizing the weighted change in the manipulated variables:
m in 2  Wi (x„ ,J i)  -  x ^ i ) ) 2 (5-9)
Xnew  '  =  1
This equation represents the minimum o f the weighted sum o f squares o f the 
change in the m anipulated variables. The minimization is carried out subject to 
Equation (5-8). Using this approach ensures a single solution to the controller
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equation, Equation (5-8), and minimizes the disturbance to the RIM process by 
changing the m anipulated variable as little as possible to achieve the desired set 
point.
This controller im plem entation has no feedback from  the process, so it 
is open loop. The m anipulated variables are set and kept at constant values. 
A feedback m echanism  is needed to allow the controller to respond to process 
disturbances. This feedback is supplied by the FV model. An error term is 
added to the controller which shows the erro r in the yield estimate from the 
MV model as com pared with the FV model yield value:
V *  = F i & J  + [yFV -  (5-10)
The term  in brackets is the erro r term . It is calculated from  the values o f the 
last shot while F (xncw) is the MV model estimate of the yield value for the next 
shot when the m anipulated variable values x,lcw are im plem ented. M inimizing 
the weighted sum o f the squares o f the change in the m anipulated variables is 
still required to arrive at a unique solution. The updated block diagram  of the 
controller with feedback is shown in Figure 5-5. The loop from  the controller 
through the MV model and the block where the error is added is an iterative 
calculation, as shown in Figure 5-5, which m ust be repeated until the vector 
xncw satisfies Equation (5-10).
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Filter
The control scheme is complete and will work as specified, but there is 
a problem  with process noise which will make the controller take more action 
than is desirable. The FV model is determ ined from  experimental data and 
achieved an 0 .80 coefficient o f determination. This is an excellent fit for a 
process w ith a great deal o f process noise such as the pilot plant RIM unit. The 
values o f the yield offset from  the FV model need to be filtered to eliminate the 
noise from  the process. The process noise enters into the model from  the fitted 
tem perature model param eters used as the independent variables. These 
param eters are not com pletely independent, and although the co-variance of 
the param eters is small, it is not zero. Therefore, the values o f the parameters 
are not known perfectly but only within a confidence interval around the values 
determ ined by the fitting routine. This confidence interval o f the parameters 
determ ines the confidence interval o f the estimated yield offset. So a filter is 
used to determ ine when there is a statistically significant change in the estimated 
yield offset from  the FV model.
A com m on filter in use today is the first order filter which is defined by 
the following equation:
y fil = (1 -  q )y fil + q y FV (5-11)
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This filter does not m eet the needs o f this control scheme. It does not 
determ ine if there is a statistically significant change in die estimated value of 
die yield offset. The first order filter will change the filtered value at every 
sample w hether or not such a change is statistically justified.
A filter based on statistical process control techniques will be able to 
determ ine when a statistically significant change has occurred. Such a filter was 
developed by R .R . Rhinehart (Rhinehart, 1991) and was used in this research. 
The im plem entation o f this SPC filter is shown in Table 5-3. The value y1'1 is 
the filtered yield that the SPC filter determ ines. This value remains constant 
until the filter determ ines that there is a statistically significant reason to change 
the value. The value p2f is a recursive estimate o f the variance o f the yield 
offset estim ate, y1 v, evaluated from two consecutive shots. The variable apv is 
the standard deviation o f the yield offset estimate. Thus, the filter calculates 
the current value o f the standard deviation o f the estimated yield value, yl v. 
This inform ation is needed to determ ine the num ber o f standard deviations that 
the current yield estimate, y lv , differs from  the filtered yield value, y fil, which 
is stored in a variable called Cusum. Cusum is the cum ulative sum of the 
num ber o f standard deviations that yIV differs from  ym. W hen the process is at 
steady state, Cusum will vary around zero. Counter "k" is the number of 
samples since the last change in the filtered value. The "IF statement" in the 
filter implements the change in the filtered yield value. As long as the absolute
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Table 5-3
Statistical Process Control F ilter Equations
1. In itia lize
k  -  0; C usum  -  0 
2
p  = 1 0 0  an  arbitrary large num ber
f i
y f“ = y
F V
0
2. R ecursive  ca lcu la tion  p e r fo rm ed  a fte r  each p a r t is p ro d u ced
2  1 F V  F V
p = ( — )(y - y  ) 2 + ( l -  — ) p
f i  N  i i -1  N
pv \
f i
F V
y  -  y f i 1
C usum  k = C usum  k i  +
a .pv
k  = k  + 1
\C usum .\ > s  then
y f i 1 =  y f i l
Cusum,. ak  pv
k  = 0; C usum . = 0
e n d  i f
value o f Cusum does not exceed the level o f significance "s", the filtered value 
stays constant. W hen the absolute value does exceed the level o f  significance 
"s", the new filtered value is calculated by m ultiplying Cusum  by the current 
standard deviation then dividing by the num ber o f samples since the last 
change, "k", and then adding the result to the previous filtered yield. Since 
the total change in Cusum took "k" samples to accumulate, it is reasonable to 
divide the total change by "k" to give an average change per sample. Once the 
filtered yield has changed, Cusum and "k" are reset to zero to begin a new 
cycle for the filter.
There are two adjustable param eters in the filter. The first one is "N", 
the num ber o f samples to average over in the recursive estimate o f the yield 
variance. A large num ber for "N" will make the variance estim ate slow to track 
a changing process variance; therefore, a small value for "N" is needed. 
Common values for "N" are between 3 and 6 (Rhinehart, 1991). The second 
adjustable param eter is "s", the level o f significance o f  the filter. This is the 
num ber o f standard deviations that Cusum m ust exceed to change the filtered 
yield value. Each value o f "s" has a  corresponding confidence level associated 
w ith it. For exam ple, for s = 3  there is 99.73%  confidence that any detected 
change in the yield estimate is a true change and not a random  event. For s = 2  
there is 95% confidence that any detected change is real. For this work, the
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values used w ere N = 3  and s —2.2. For this value o f "s" there is 97%
confidence that any detected change in the yield estimate is real.
The SPC filter is included in the block diagram  as shown in Figure 5-6. 
Adding the filter to the controller equation gives:
y *  = (5-12)
The filtered value takes the place o f the FV model yield estimate in the error 
term. The control algorithm  then carries out the minimization o f Equation 
(5-9) subject to Equation (5-12).
Results
To determ ine the am ount o f variation that could be expected for the one 
percent yield offset, a set o f  replicate experiments w ere run. The results are 
shown in Table 5-4. The standard deviation o f these ten tests, using all the 
data, is 1.60 M Pa. For side A, the standard deviation is 1.73 M Pa; while for 
side B it is 1.46 M Pa. This is the am ount o f variation that can be expected 
when the process is operating at steady conditions.
A partial factorial experim ent is perform ed on the four RIM manipulated 
variables that are used for the MV model (Debaun, 1959). The values o f the 
m anipulated variables and the corresponding yield offset for both sides o f the
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part are shown in Table 5-5. The range for the m easured one percent yield 
offset is from  0.00 for parts that did not completely gel to 12.98 M Pa for the 
strongest. The most obvious reason that the parts did not gel is that the ratio 
was low for those parts. All but one o f the non-gelling parts had a ratio o f 
0.80. The exception, shot 163A, had a ratio o f 1.20. This explanation does 
not account for the two shots that had a ratio o f 0 .80 and did gel. These two 
shots, 150 and 163B, had either low DETDA or high pressure to aid the 
gelling o f  the part.
For each part produced in the experim ent, the actual values o f the four 
manipulated variables and both mold tem perature profiles are recorded. The
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Table 5-4
Replicate Tests to D eterm ine 
Standard D eviation o f 
One Percent Yield O ffset M easurem ents
Part One Percent Yield Offset
N um ber (MPa)
Side A Side B
127 6.77 NA
128 5.71 6.03
129 7.06 NA
134 7.96 7.06
135 10.83 10.35
136 9.87 8.53
137 6.92 7.05
138 7.59 6.48
139 9.87 8.53
140 7.59 6.48
^ A = d a ta  not available
M anipulated Variable Settings
Ratio - 1 .2 0 ,  Percent D ETDA =  28% , Reactant T em p = 1 0 0 °F , 
Reactant Pressure = 2500  psig
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Table 5-5
Experim ental D esign.to Determ ine Initial M odels
Part
N um ber
Experim ental Design 
Point
M easured 1 % Yield Offset 
(MPa)
A Side B side
134 1.2,28,2500,100 7.96 7.06
135 1.2,28,2500,100 10.83 10.35
136 1.2,28,2500,100 9.87 8.53
138 1.2,28,2500,100 7.59 6.48
156 0 .8 ,32 ,2400 ,100 0.00 0.00
143 0 .8 ,28 ,3000,100 0.00 0.00
146 0.8 ,28 ,2000 ,100 0.00 0.00
163B 0.8 ,24 ,2500 ,100 10.53 6.67
153 1.2,32,3000,100 10.37 10.62
152 1.2,32,2000,100 11.51 12.98
164 1.2,24,3000,100 10.40 7.18
163A 1.2,24,2000,100 0.00 0.00
155 1.6,32,2500,100 4.97 4.07
144 1.6,28,2000,100 5.00 4.26
142 1.6,28,3000,100 6.88 6.72
166 1.6,24,2500,100 8.42 7.50
147 1.6,28,2000,120 4.91 4.94
165 1.6,24,3000, 80 9.14 8.33
150 0.8 ,28 ,3000 , 80 8.80 8.08
158 0.8 ,32 ,2000 ,120 0.00 0.00
V ariable order:
(Ratio, % D ETD A , Reactant Pressure, Reactant Tem perature)
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average tem perature profile is fitted to Equation (5-1) to determine the 
independent variables for the fitted variable model. The parts that did not gel 
w ere not included in the data that were regressed to determ ine the fitted 
variable (FV) model or the manipulated variable (MV) model. The fitted 
param eters o f the parts that gelled were regressed with the yield offset data to 
develop the fitted variable (FV) model. The manipulated variables o f the parts 
that gelled w ere regressed with the yield offset data to develop the MV model. 
Since some o f the data points from  the partial factorial experim ent were not 
included in the developm ent o f the model, the resulting MV model did not 
explain all o f the interactions between the manipulated variables. The partial 
factorial experim ent had few data on the effect o f the reactant temperature on 
the yield offset and the loss o f data caused the MV model regression to fit the 
quadratic and cross terms in tem perature incorrectly. Nevertheless, the 
controller was able to function correctly in spite o f this incorrect model as will 
be shown.
The m anipulated variable model (MV model) developed from these data 
from  the partial factorial experim ent can be written in the form  o f Equation
(5-4)'
y  Mv = 8 90  + 0  0 ^  _ 178£) _ 0.517; + 2.01 Pr -5 .04r f  + 0.0Rf  D  + 
2.53Rf  Tr -  l M R f  P r + 1.98D 2 + 0.0D Tr -  2.53D  P r 
-3.38 T )  + 0.0 Tr P r + 2.80p f
(5-13)
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The values o f the m anipulated variables are scaled between + 1  with the ranges 
to which the variables w ere scaled shown in Table 5-1.
The derivatives o f the yield offset with respect to the different 
manipulated variables can be determ ined. The values o f the manipulated 
variables at shot 189 are used to calculate the derivatives. This was done to 
m aintain consistency in the derivative calculations since the quadratic nature of 
the M V model allows the values o f the variables to affect the derivatives. The 
derivative w ith respect to the ratio is negative so the closer the ratio gets to the 
optimum value o f 1.00 the stronger the part will be. The derivative with 
respect to percent D ETD A  is positive. This occurs since chain extender, 
D ETDA , encourages cross-linking thus creating a stronger part. The derivative 
o f the yield with respect to the pressure is positive. As the pressure o f the 
reactants increases, the mixing improves thus giving m ore complete reaction 
and a stronger part.
The initial fitted variable (FV) model in the form  o f Equation (5-5) is:
y FV = 7.32 + 0 . 0 A H r + 2 .83^  -  1.59A,. -6 .18M eff -11 .02AH 2r +9.31 A ^ T j  
-  8.04A77r/i(. + 13.28 AHr MeJf -5 .7 0 t2 + 4.86t ,  A, + 0 . 0 x xMeff 
-0.71 A,2 + 0.0 h{ Meff + 0.0
(5-14)
The models have several quadratic term s that are com binations o f pairs of 
variables. In m atrix notation these coefficients would be the ones that are not 
on die diagonal o f die matrices A or f  (see Equation (5-6)). For a set of
variables that are com pletely independent these off diagonal term s would be 
zero. The magnitude o f these o ff diagonal term s show the extent o f correlation 
between the variables, or the covariance between the variables (Young, 1984). 
Plots o f bodi models showing the m easured yield on the abscissa and the fitted 
yield on the ordinate for all o f the shots o f the partial factorial experim ent that 
gelled are shown in Figure 5-7. The diagonal line shown in the plot represents 
perfect correlation between m easured and fitted yield offsets. The coefficient 
o f determ ination o f both models in fitting die m easured one percent yield offset 
data was 0.80.
Set Point Change
Once the initial models were determ ined, the set point o f the yield offset 
was changed from  11 M Pa to 5 M Pa at shot 177 thus starting the set point 
change test o f die controller (see Figure 5-8). The controller determ ined the 
manipulated variable values that forced the filtered yield value to the new set 
point by shot 186. For each shot, the mold dierm ocouple data w ere regressed 
to give the param eters for the FV model, and the m anipulated variables were 
recorded for the MV m odel. Then the controller o f Equation (5-12) was 
solved for die new values o f the manipulated variables to im plement for the 
next shot. The m anipulated variables were m easured after each shot because 
die actual values usually differ from  the values set. It is necessary to have the
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actual values for the variables for the MV model rather than the values that are 
set in the RIM unit.
The controller was run after every shot as described above and the FV 
and MV models w ere updated after every three shots. Three parts were made 
with the RIM  and then taken to the Instron and tested as a group. The yield 
offset m easurem ents w ere added to the historical data that w ere regressed to 
determ ine the latest models. The MV model slowly changed as more 
inform ation about the reactant tem perature interactions became available. The 
recursive nature o f  the updating algorithm with the inclusion o f a forgetting 
factor caused the earliest shots o f the partial factorial experim ent to be slowly 
discounted, but the new information from the latest shots improved the 
estimates o f the coefficients.
In Figure 5-8 the estimated yield is between the actual yields measured 
from  the A and B sides o f the part. This result shows that the estimator, the 
FV model, is accurate. For the first eight shots, the filter determ ined the 
correct value and standard deviation of the estimated yield offset from the FV 
model and at shot 186 the controller forced the filtered yield, y fil, to the set 
point. Shot 183 has no tem perature data so the controller was not run on this 
part. The recom m ended m anipulated variable values by the controller from 
shot 182 w ere im plem ented again on shot 184.
The m anipulated variable changes are shown in F igure 5-9. After the set 
point was changed, the controller recom mended a slow increase in the reactant 
tem perature from  shot 176 to shot 182 and that the ratio be held constant at 
1.15. The weights, W j? in Equation (5-9) w ere set to prevent the controller 
from  calling for changes in the D ETD A  and the reactant pressure manipulated 
variables. The weights for the reactant pressure and the DETDA were set 1000 
times larger than the weights for the ratio and reactant tem perature. The 
reason the weights for changes in percent DETDA are set high is because it is 
undesirable to have to drain the polyol tank after every shot and refill it with 
a different D ETDA com position. The weights in the controller optimization are 
set high for the reactant pressure to prevent the controller from  recommending 
changes in the reactant pressure since it is difficult to adjust. The weights 
chosen force the controller to recom mend changes in the ratio and reactant 
tem perature in preference to the percent DETDA and the reactant pressure. 
Thus the percent D ETD A and reactant pressure are approxim ately measured 
disturbances, except they can be used for control when needed.
At shot 182, due to operator error in setting the mixhead set screws, the 
reactant pressure fell from  2400 psig to 2000 psig and the controller 
com pensated by calling for an increase in the reactant ratio from  1.15 to 1.60 
and an increase in the percent D ETDA from  28.00 to 30.00. Although the 
move suppression weight for the DETDA is set 1000 times greater than the
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weights for the reactant tem perature and the ratio, the ratio and the reactant 
tem perature had reached their upper limits and could not be increased any 
further at shot 184 so the percent D ETD A had to be increased (see Table 5-1 
for the variable limits). A t shot 184, the operator increased the reactant 
pressure from  2000 psig to 2600 psig by another error in setting the mixhead 
set screws and the controller responded by calling for a decrease in the reactant 
tem perature for the following shots. The reactant pressure became very 
difficult to hold constant so the controller varied the reactant tem perature it 
recom mend to com pensate for this varying pressure. F rom  the filtered yield 
results shown in Figure 5-8, the controller was able to hold the filtered yield to 
its set point in spite o f the reactant pressure fluctuations and an inadequate MV 
model.
At the end o f the set point test, the filtered yield is at set point while the 
estimated yield appears to be increasing. From  the replicate tests shown in 
Table 5-4, the standard deviation o f the one percent yield offset is 1.60 MPa. 
Therefore, the apparent change in the estimated yield is due to random  error 
and should be ignored. This is exactly the type o f variation that the SPC filter 
is designed to eliminate and why the SPC filter was included in the control 
algorithm.
The controller was able to bring the filtered yield to the desired set point 
despite an inadequate initial MV model. The controller required nine shots
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from shot 177 to shot 186 to bring the process to set point. The updating of 
the models perform ed after shots 180, 183, and 186 enabled the MV model 
to be corrected enough to enable to controller to bring the filtered yield to set 
point and hold it there. If  the MV model had been adequate at the start, 
updating o f the MV model would not have been needed. T he FV model was 
changed by updating to reflect new inform ation about variable interaction that 
die partial factorial experim ent did not show. The partial factorial experiment 
was in the manipulated variables only, the fitted variables from  the partial 
factorial experim ent did not cover the entire space needed to completely define 
all the interactions. Therefore, as the FV model was updated, more 
inform ation about these interactions was obtained and reflected in the 
calculated coefficients.
D isturbance Upset
A fter the filtered yield offset, y fil, reached the desired yield offset, the 
polyol tank was drained and refilled with 24% D ETDA. The controller was 
deliberately given a wrong value o f 32% for the DETDA concentration, to 
create a disturbance in the system. This disturbance starts at shot 189 (see 
Figure 5-10 and Figure 5-11). The estimated yield and the filtered yield 
immediately dropped to 0 .00 M Pa. This sudden drop in yield offset was 
caused by the decrease in the actual DETDA concentration and was detected
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Pressure. Actual DETDA Is 24%
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immediately by the tem perature profile model. W hile the estimated and 
filtered yield w ere 0.00 M Pa the actual value for the yield offset as determined 
later was 3.5 M Pa. In addition to the disturbance caused by the deliberate 
incorrect value o f the percent D ETDA  reported to the controller, the reactant 
pressure also varied m ore in this test than in die set point test. Therefore, the 
controller had to com pensate for die percent D ETDA disturbance and for the 
changes in die reactant pressure. Because the reactant pressure move 
suppression weight had been set 1000 times greater than the reactant 
tem perature or the reactant ratio, the controller did not call for changes in the 
reactant pressure. This had the effect o f making the reactant pressure a 
m easured disturbance to the process. The controller m easured the reactant 
pressure, estim ated its effect on the yield offset, and com pensated for it in the 
next shot by recom mending changes in the reactant tem perature and the ratio. 
The controller was able to bring the filtered yield back to the set point after five 
shots, at shot 194.
The models w ere updated after shot 188 and again after shot 191. The
MV model that resulted after shot 191, which reflects the results o f the
disturbance input, was: 0
y w r  = 8.38 + 0.0Rf  -  1.43D  -  0 3 7 T f + 1.09Pf -1.76R f  + 0.00Rf  D  +
1.95 Rf  Tr + 0.00 Rf  P r + 0.00D 1 -  0.27 D  Tr -  2.00D  P r 
-0.00 7? -  1.30 Tr P r + 0.58 Pr2
(5-15)
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The derivative o f the yield offset with respect to the reactant tem perature is 
positive. An increase in tem perature lowers the viscosity o f the reactants 
allowing for m ore com plete m ixing and reaction thus creating a stronger part. 
A graph o f the interactions o f the various manipulated variables as shown in the 
above model are shown in Figure 5-12. All m anipulated variables except the 
two being studied in each graph are at the scaled value o f zero. The two other 
manipulated variable interactions, ratio to DETDA and ratio to reactant 
pressure, have zero coefficients for the interaction term s so the plots are not 
shown.
The ratio and reactant tem perature interaction shown in Figure 5 -12a 
illustrate that, according to the model, increasing the ratio when it is very low, 
scaled value =-1 or actual value 0.80, increases the yield offset independent 
o f the tem perature. Conversely, the model suggests that increasing the ratio 
when it is high, scaled v a lu e= 0 .9 0  or actual value = 1 .5 6 , decreases the yield 
offset independent o f the tem perature. There is an optimum value o f the ratio 
that will give the maxim um  yield offset and this optimum varies with the 
reactant tem perature. For high tem perature (Tr= l ,  actual temperature 
=  120°F) the optimum ratio predicted by the model is 0.55 scaled or 1.42 
actual and for low tem perature, 80°F , the optim um  ratio is -0.55 scaled or
0.98 actual with the reactant pressure held at 2500 psig and the percent 
DETDA held at 28% . The next plot, Figure 5 -12b, shows that according to
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c)Tem perature to Pressure, d) Pressure to DETDA. All Other 
M anipulated Variables Are Zero.
the model the reactant tem perature does not have m uch effect on the yield 
when the ratio and reactant pressure are held constant, but the percent DETDA 
does have a large effect on the yield offset. F igure 5 -12c model prediction 
shows that the pressure has a large effect at low tem perature when the reactants 
have a high viscosity and have difficulty mixing. A high pressure in this 
situation mixes the reactants and forms a part with a higher yield offset. As the 
temperature increases, the model predicts that the pressure has less effect, due 
to lower viscosity and increased ease o f mixing, until at a reactant temperature 
o f 120°F there is no effect o f the pressure on the final yield offset. 
Figure 5-12d shows the interactions between pressure and percent DETDA 
with the tem perature and ratio held constant at scaled values o f 0 .0  and 0.0 
or actual values o f 100°F and 1.20 respectively. At high values o f percent 
D ETDA , die pressure has very little effect on the yield offset according to the 
model; it varies from  8.5 at low pressure to 6.5 at high pressure. At low 
values o f percent D ETD A , the pressure has a dram atic effect on the yield offset 
according to the model; it varies from  7.0 at low pressure to 13.48 at high 
pressure. For high percent D ETD A , die im proved mixing caused by high 
pressure does not improve the distribution o f the D ETDA ; while for low values 
o f D ETD A , die improved mixing caused by high pressure does improve the 
distribution o f D ETDA throughout the reactants; thus giving the im proved yield
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offset. Low levels o f D ETDA  also allow for m ore cross linking between the 
isocyanate and the polyol giving a stronger part and im proving the yield offset.
The FV model developed after shot 191 was:
y FV = 9.35 + 0 .0A H r + 5.15 Xj -  13.68^ + O.OOM  ^ -4 .05AH 2r + 4.21 A # r x,
-  1 .2 6 A H r hi + 0.00AHr Meff -1 .18x? + 0.00 x l hi + 0.00x xMeff
-  5.07hf  + 6.02 ht Meff -  4.82M 2eff
(5-16)
Parts w ere tested after shot 188 and again after shot 191; therefore, between 
shots 188 and 191 the filtered value gradually moved toward the set point 
w idiout any yield offset m easurem ents. The controller called for a reduction 
in reactant tem perature from  115 to 112 ° F a t  shot 190 to increase the yield 
offset. This change is not large enough to correct the error caused by the 
D ETDA disturbance. The reactant pressure also increased, due to operator 
error, at shot 190 which affected the tem perature profile still furdier causing 
the yield offset estimate to increase only to 3.26 M Pa instead o f increasing to 
the set point o f 5 .0  M Pa as the controller was attempting. The pressure 
disturbance was responsible for 63% of die difference between the actual 
estimated yield at shot 190 and the set point. This percentage was calculated 
from  the MV model using the total change from  the previous shot as the 
denom inator and the am ount that the pressure change contributed to the total 
yield change as the num erator. At shot 191 the controller called for an
increase in the reactant tem perature and ratio but the reactant pressure 
increased again and the estim ated yield increased to 7 .0  M Pa overshooting the 
set point. The pressure disturbance caused 40% o f the set point overshoot. 
The overshoot was caused by the reactant pressure change and also by the 
D ETDA  disturbance that affected the MV model coefficients. The models were 
updated after shot 191 and the controller was executed. The FV model did 
not change significantly except in the quadratic coefficients o f the effective 
mass, M cff, because o f increased inform ation about the interactions o f the 
effective mass with the other fitted variables, while the MV model coefficients 
changed due to the D ETDA  disturbance. The controller called for a lower ratio 
and reactant tem perature o f 1.45 and 110°C respectively from  1.55 and 
115°C. Due to the quadratic nature o f the control model, it is possible that 
the controller will lower the reactant tem perature to lower the estimated yield 
and then later lower the reactant tem perature to raise the estimated yield. The 
controller model is not linear so this unusual effect is common. The estimated 
yield fell to 4.5 M Pa but the filtered yield rem ained constant at 7 .0  M Pa since 
the SPC filter cum ulative sum did not exceed three standard deviations. 
Because a disturbance in the reactant pressure caused it to fall by 150 psig to 
2500 psig, the controller called for an increase in the reactant ratio and 
tem perature after shot 192. For shot 192, the pressure disturbance cancelled 
out 27% o f the controller action and random noise accounted for the
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rem ainder, thus m aintaining the filtered yield at 7 .0  M Pa. The filtered yield 
remained constant and the controller, reversing the direction o f the previous 
tem perature move, then called for a lower reactant tem perature for shot 194 
which brought the filtered yield to the set point o f 5 M Pa. All the manipulated 
variables are scaled between +1 and the scaled pressure dropped enough to 
change the derivative o f the yield offset with respect to temperature from 
negative to positive. That was the reason the controller called for an increase 
in the tem perature at shot 191 and then a decrease at shot 192. The filtered 
yield remained at its set point but the reactant tem perature and pressure 
continued to change as the controller compensated for the changing reactant 
pressure. The manipulated variables are shown in Figure 5-11. The plot for 
percent DETDA is for the value the controller received and not the actual 
percent D ETDA that was in the RIM process.
The controller was able to return the filtered yield offset to its set point 
even though the percent D ETD A  value given to the controller was in error. 
The controller com pensated for this disturbance in the DETDA by using 
feedback from  the FV model to correct for the erro r in the MV model. Also 
the MV model was slowly corrected for the error in the percent DETDA as new 
inform ation was included in the data regressed to determ ine the model. The 
recursive updating procedure with the forgetting factor slowly discounted the 
earliest data which contained information that was no longer valid about the
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percent D ETD A  interactions. This im proved MV model reduced the error 
term  that was fed back to the controller thus improving the accuracy of the 
recom m ended m anipulated variable setting for the next shot.
As in the set point test, the actual and estimated yield offsets appear to 
vary around the set point. From  the replicate tests shown in Table 5-4, the 
standard deviation o f the yield offset is 1.60M Pa. This is greater than the 
variation o f the actual and estimated yields. Therefore the fluctuations are due 
to m easurem ent error. As before, this is the type o f variation the SPC filter is 
designed to remove.
Conclusions
The control scheme presented is able to maintain the filtered one percent 
yield offset o f a RIM unit to the set point despite process upsets, disturbances, 
and little m easurem ent inform ation o f the part properties. This control 
algorithm  is very useful in the situations where the part m ust be destroyed to 
measure the property thus limiting the inform ation available on the part 
property. In this situation, the FV model becomes very useful and its ability to 
track the property without testing . the part making this control algorithm  a 
valuable tool in running a RIM unit.
The SPC filter was able to prevent the controller from  taking unnecessary 
action when the estimated yield only changed within its normal range of
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variance. If  the estimated yield did not change by m ore than 2.2  standard 
deviations, then the filtered yield remained constant. This added stability to the 
control algorithm .
The optim ization that determ ined new manipulated variable values gave 
the benefits o f holding the m anipulated variables within constraints, forcing the 
filtered yield to set point, and minimizing the changes in the manipulated 
variables. These benefits would be hard to achieve with a m ore conventional 
control technique.
CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This w ork accomplished two m ajor goals. The properties of RIM parts 
can be controlled using the algorithm  developed in this work. The control 
scheme proposed in this w ork will w ork for any part property that is dependent 
on the reaction conditions when the part is made. Many properties o f polymer 
parts cannot be determ ined without destroying the part during the test. This 
causes difficulties in conventional feed back control since a feed back signal 
cannot be generated. These properties are o f importance for the end use of the 
part but are rarely controlled due to the difficulties o f producing a feed back 
signal for control. For exam ple, the impact strength is o f great concern for car 
bumpers which are produced by reaction injection molding. To overcome this 
problem , this research implemented an empirical model based on the 
tem perature profile o f the reacting part to estimate the part property of 
interest. This estimate is then available for feed back to the control algorithm 
without requiring testing o f the part. The control scheme was implemented and 
tested by controlling the one percent yield offset o f RIM parts produced on the 
LSU RIM unit in the Chemical Engineering Departm ent. The tests showed that 
the control algorithm  w orked for set point and for disturbance upsets to the 
process. Even if the property is m easurable on-line, the algorithm  developed
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in this research can be used to control the property by determ ining the proper 
adjustments to make in the manipulated variables.
The second goal that this w ork accomplished is the representation o f the 
tem perature profile o f the part by a simple model with few adjustable 
param eters. The model param eters are used by the control algorithm in an 
em pirical model to estimate the desired part property. Norm ally temperature 
models o f the RIM process are complex due to the need to model the flow and 
reaction; but in the model developed here, the reactants are assumed to fill the 
mold and react quickly. This allows a very simple model to be developed that 
adequately fits the experim ental tem perature data.
This research has accom plished much but there are several directions that 
can be pursued to extend it. An instrumental variable method o f determining 
the fitted variable (FV) and manipulated variable (MV) models used by the 
control algorithm  can be explored (Young, 1984). An additional manipulated 
variable, mold tem perature, could be included in the control algorithm  and its 
effects on the control o f the part property could be studied. The research 
equipm ent as currently installed has no method for controlling the mold 
tem perature. The mold is initially at room  tem perature and is allowed to heat 
up during the reaction.
As research in this field continues a theoretical model should be 
developed that can relate the reaction conditions to the part properties. Then
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it should be used to replace the em pirical models that are currently 
implemented by the controller. This will allow the controller to be based on 
more fundam ental models and should provide better control. A theoretical 
model o f  this type will not be easy to develop due to the many variables that 
such a theory m ust include, such as reactant mixing, mold filling, reaction 
kinetics, curing, heat dissipation, and network form ation within the part.
The RIM unit needs a better method o f controlling the temperature in 
the reactant tanks than the current method o f  sending hot or cold water to the 
jacket. The jacket creates long delays while waiting for the tank temperature 
to com e to set point. Using chill and hot w ater from  the Chemical Engineering 
building would shorten the am ount o f time required to bring the reactants to 
the set point because o f the larger tem perature differential. M ethods for 
automatically m anipulating the flows and pressures o f the reactants need to be 
developed using small precision valves in the feed lines to the mixhead. The 
injection pressure is currently m anipulated by adjusting set screws on the 
mixhead. The injection pressure has a standard deviation o f 75 psig. As shown 
in the research results in Chapter 5, the reactant pressure had m ore variation 
than desired. Better part property control could be obtained by reducing the 
standard deviation o f the reactant pressure.
A m ethod o f automatically filling the RIM feed tanks should be pursued. 
This would include a method for setting the am ount o f DETDA in the polyol
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tank. Such a feed system would mean that the percent D ETD A  could be used 
for process control since it would not be an inconvenience to change the 
percent D ETD A . O f course, the storage tanks would have to blanketed in 
nitrogen and able to w ithstand an internal pressure o f 100 psia.
The mold could be redesigned to produce thinner parts. It is unusual for 
a RIM mold to produce such thick parts such as done in this work. Also the 
mold needs m ore therm ocouples and small pressure transducers at several more 
locations. The increased num ber o f data points gives more feedback
inform ation from  the part which would hopefully lead to better control. The
pressure transducers can be used to determ ine the viscosity o f the reactants 
(Sahay, 1992).
Another area that needs to be studied is the low value o f the heat of 
reaction that is estimated by the tem perature regression. This is caused by the 
assum ption in the tem perature profile model that the reaction goes to
com pletion. The reaction in this research achieves an 80% to 85% extent of
reaction before it solidifies (M acosko, 1989). The actual extent o f reaction 
could be determ ined using techniques discussed by M acosko and then included 
in the regression model to improve the estimate of the heat o f reaction 
(M acosko, 1989).
The FV m odel, presented in Chapter 4, is cum bersom e to use. Changing 
the regressed variables to K ,, r ,,  r 23, and r 3 would eliminate the need for extra
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inform ation about the mold and the part. The extraneous inform ation includes: 
mold and part heat capacities, reactant densities, concentrations, and part 
volume and surface area.
This research has accomplished its goal o f  presenting a control algorithm 
that can control frequently and infrequently m easured part properties in a 
reaction injection molded part.
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APPENDIX A 
RIM OPERATION GUIDE
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This appendix is divided into two parts. The first part is a description of 
the operating program  and the data it collects and the second part is a brief 
operating guide to the RIM .
O perating Program  
The operating program  display is shown in Table A-i. The values on the 
screen are updated after every shot in the PLC and these values are read 
continuously by the program . The only values that are continuously updated by 
the PLC are the tem perature readings. The O U TPU T section shows the mass 
flow rates o f the reactants. These values are calculated from  the information 
supplied by the linear transducer on the pistons. Given the speed o f the 
pistons, the cross-sectional area o f the pistons (shown as the M U LT.), and the 
specific gravity, the mass flow rate o f the reactants can be continuously 
calculated. The values o f the mass flow rates are updated constantly as the 
reactants circulate and the final values shown are the ones calculated when the 
mixhead opens. The RATIO is calculated by dividing the poly mass flow rate 
by the ISO mass flow rate. This value is in error due to a mistake in the PLC 
program . This mistake can only be corrected by Hi-Tech, who built the unit. 
H i-Tech has been advised o f  this problem . The amount o f the error at a ratio 
near 1.0 is 3% and at 1.6 the error is 10%. As the ratio moves away from one 
the am ount o f the erro r increases.
The DELAYS section is used to specify hardw are delays for the RIM 
unit. These values can be changed by pressing F8. The M ETER delays are 
the times in seconds after the hydraulic fluid starts circulating that the pistons 
are allowed to move. This serves two purposes: the first is that time is needed 
for the hydraulic fluid pressure to stabilize and the second is that one reactant 
might take longer to build up pressure than the other. Note that the ISO delay 
is sm aller than the POLY delay so the Iso has a longer time to build up 
pressure after it starts to circulate. The Before Pour is the time both reactants 
are allowed to circulate before the mixhead opens. The Head is the time it 
takes the mixhead to physically open. This value should be matched to the 
actual value from  the process and should not be changed. The After Pour or 
dwell time is the time after the mixhead closes that the reactants continue to 
circulate before the pistons retract and refill to ready for another shot.
The TIM ERS section has only one value o f interest which is the Pour 
time. This is the value in seconds diat the mixhead stays open. This value 
which when multiplied by the M achine output equals the mass o f reactants that 
enter the mold. The other two values in this section are used to allow the unit 
to recirculate unattended for a period o f time. If  the unit will be unused for 
more than eight hours it should be cut off. These settings are normally used to 
keep the unit ready to run during a shift change.
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Table A -l
Operating Program  Display
Current file is: -Run Time-
OUTPUT DELAYS F8
POLY 72.00 gr/sec POLY METER 1. 75 sec
ISO 68.00 gr/sec ISO METER 1. 50 sec
MACHINE 14 0.00 gr/sec BEFORE POUR 3 . 00 sec
RATIO P/I 1.05 HEAD 0 .50 sec
AFTER POUR 1. 00 sec
SPECIFIC GRAVITY F9
POLY 1.03 TIMERS F4
ISO 1.15 POUR 0.5 sec
POLY MULT. 146 WEEKEND ON 10 . 0 min
ISO MULT. 143 WEEKEND OFF 1. 0 min
TEMPERATURE F6
POLY 100.00 F COMMUNICATIONS
ISO 100.00 F WRITE ERROR 0
Side A 77.00 F READ ERROR 0
Side B 77.00 F STATUS CODE 0
PRESSURE
POLY
ISO
MOLD
2500.00 psi
2500.00 psi 
0.00 psi
HEAD OFF 
PRINTER IS OFF
1SAVE 2 SEALS 3 LOAD 4TIMERS 5DEG 6TEMPS 7ACCUM 8DELAYS 9GRAV 10Q UIT
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The twelve function keys are defined in this program  and the first ten are 
shown at the bottom o f the screen. They are:
F I - Save die current process settings into an ASCII file
F2 - Remove die softw are stops on the pistons so the piston seals can 
be replaced. The password is SERV ICE (in capitals).
F3 - Load an ASCII file o f unit settings and send them to the PLC.
The file name will be shown at the top o f the screen.
F4 - Change the values in the TIM ERS section.
F5- Toggle the values in the TEM PERA TU RE section between
degrees F  and degrees C.
F6 - This switch shows die current Poly and Iso tem peratures. These 
values can be over written to give temperature set points to the 
PLC.
F7 - This prints the accumulated shot inform ation to the attached 
printer.
F8 - This shows the current values for die DELAY section. W hich can 
be changed.
F9 - Change the specific gravities o f the Poly and Iso and the cylinder 
multipliers. The m ultipliers should not be changed.
F10- This exits the program .
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FI 1- This is a toggle that starts and stops tem perature data collection
F I 2- This is not defined.
The tem perature data collected are stored in a file with the name 
"M M D Dhhm m .dat" where M M = m oth, D D = d ay , h h = h o u r, and m m = minute. 
This naming convention is based on the start o f the data collection although the 
file is not created until the end o f the data collection. The first line o f the file 
is the date and the time the data w ere collected. The second line contains ten 
fields holding the state o f the RIM unit when the mixhead opened. The order 
is: isocyanate feed line pressure (psig), polyol feed line pressure (psig), 
isocyanate mass flow rate (g/sec), polyol mass flow rate (g/sec), isocyanate 
tem perature (°F ), polyol tem perature (°F), isocyanate density (g/cm 3), polyol 
density (g/cm 3), ratio, and shot time (secs). After this data comes four columns 
o f num bers: elapsed time (seconds), A side tem perature (°C ), B side 
tem perature (°C ), and the mold pressure (psig). The data are collected about 
every 0.1 to 0.25 seconds
Operating Guide
W hen the RIM unit is turned on, the hot and cold w ater recirculation and 
the chiller should also be turned on. This allows the unit to start heating the 
reactants to the desired tem perature and to start cooling the chill water. It takes 
about thirty minutes to bring the reactants from  room tem perature to 100°F.
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W hen the reactants are w ithin 10° o f the desired tem perature the reactants 
should be recirculated. This is done by placing the unit in Automatic with the 
M ixhead in the o ff position and then pressing the START button. This should 
be done until the iso flow rate remains constant from  shot to shot. The unit 
conditions should then be set to the desired values and the mixhead set to on 
and a shot made.
To add m ore reactants to a tank follow the procedure:
1. M eter both pistons completely down until the empty light 
illuminates on the control board and then turn o ff the unit.
2. T urn the nitrogen toggle valve off to bodi tanks. These valves are 
on the left side o f the control panel below the nitrogen pressure 
gauges.
3. V ent the tanks. The vents are to the left o f the tank in the back 
approxim ately one foot from the bottom of the tank. These valves 
should rem ain open.
4. Place the hood over the tank to be refilled and turn on the fan.
5. Open the tank standing off to one side. Do not stand in front of 
the tank when opening it.
6. Refill die tank until it is 75% full. Note that the sight gauge on 
the Iso tank is slow to equilibrate so fill the tank slowly. The
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tanks should not be filled above the 75 % level to prevent reactant 
from  being forced into the pressure relief system.
7. Close the tank.
8. Close the vent valve
9. Open the nitrogen valves to the tanks.
10. T urn on the unit and start recirculating the reactants.
Common Problems
Low Pressure A larm  - The tank that received the alarm  is probably
low on reactants. The tank should be refilled 
or the delay before pour should be increased.
High Pressure A larm - Reduce the hydraulic pressure by turning the
hydraulic pressure valve located on the right 
side o f the Unit facing the control panel over 
the hydraulic tank. The gauge beside the 
valve is the hydraulic pressure which should 
be less than 2100 psi while the fluid is being 
pumped.
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Pressures not balanced- Adjust the set screws on the mixhead until
pressure is balanced.
Tem perature too high-
Part did not gel-
Reactants not heating-
Stop recirculating and wait for the tank to 
cool. The cold w ater block valve for that tank 
can be opened to cool it faster.
The ratio is bad, a tank is em pty, a line is 
blocked, or flow rate too low for good 
mixing.
a selnoid valve has probably gone bad. Check 
the pow er flowing to the selnoids and the 
temperature o f the tubes running to the 
reactant tank jackets.
A PPENDIX  B 
OBJECT DESCRIPTIONS
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This appendix contains descriptions o f all objects that appear in the 
RIM control program . A description o f the control program  appears in 
Appendix C. A through understanding o f object oriented program m ing in 
general and B orland’s Turbo Vision in particular is necessary to the 
understanding o f the inform ation contained in this appendix. The most 
im portant object described here is TA PP. This object is actually the control 
program  and all other objects are either fields w ithin TA PP or created as 
needed by this object.
A descendent hierarchy is shown in Figure B -l. The objects that are 
shaded are listed in this appendix. The object descrip tions include a listing 
o f the descendants and all o f their fields and methods and then a list with 
explanation o f every field and method that is defined within the object. 
Inherited fields and procedures are not defined unless the procedure has 
been overw ritten to take advantage o f object polym orphism . In addition to 
the objects o f the RIM control program , various defined variable types such 
as arrays, sets, pointers, records, and procedures are also defined and 
explained here.
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THistory TPrqgram
ic a tlQ i..TApp
TListBox
Figure B-l D escendent H ierarchy o f Objects Used in the RIM 
Control Program .
Bounds matrix type
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Model Obj
D eclaration Bounds =  A rray[1..2] o f Vector;
Function Bounds is used in TM odelobj to hold die limits o f the 
state variables for Broyden’s method.
See also Vector, TM odelobj object
C hangePairM atrix array type Control2
D eclaration ChangePairM atrix =  A rray[1..5] o f A rray[1..2] of 
Real;
Function This m atrix is used by TForcingFunction to hold the 
changes to be made. The first column is the time o f the 
change and the second column is the am ount o f change 
to be made.
See also Vector, TForcingFunction object
Choose array Output2
D eclaration Choose = A rray [1 ..7 ] o f POutPut;
Function Choose is an array used to hold the Output objects in the 
creation o f TPLotG raph objects and TX Y G raph objects.
See also TO utPut, TPlotGraph, and TX Y G raph objects
ControlState set Control2
D eclaration ControlState =  (M anual, Auto, Cascade);
Function ControlState is used to specify the state o f a P1D 
controller. If  the controller is in Manual then no output 
is calculated and the set point is set equal to the input. If
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See also
CVTypes set
the controller is in Auto then the controller calculates its 
output normally. If the controller is in Cascade then it 
can accept a set point from  an outside source.
TPID par object
Control2
D eclaration CVTypes =  (Linear, EqPct);
Function CVTypes is used to specify the type o f valve in a TCV par 
object.
See also TC V par object
DecimalVal set Output2
D eclaration DecimalVal =  (Zero,Tw o,Four);
Function Decimal Val is used by TO utput to specify the number of 
decimal points to display when the TO utput is called 
upon to give a value as a string instead o f a real variable.
See also TO utput object
DefineContData type RimContl
D eclaration D efineContData =  record 
List :PCollection;
Focused-.Word;
N um iW ord;
H LW :H iLoW ;end;
Function This record type is used by TD efineController objects to 
hold the data to construct a TC ontroller object.
See also TD efineController objects and TC ontroller object
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DefineOutData t y p e ______________________________________Output2
D eclaration DefineOutData — record 
Name:String[30]; 
Y 1,Y 2 :LongInt; 
L ist :PCollection; 
Focused: W ord; 
N um :W ord; 
H LC:H iLoColor;
end;
Function 
See also
This type is used by TDefineOutD  objects to hold the 
data to define a TPlotG raph object.
TD efineOutD  object and TPlotGraph object
EditD iaData type RimContl
D eclaration EditD iaD ata =  record 
L I :PcoIlection;
F I : Integer; 
L2:Pcollection;
F2: Integer; 
end;
Function This type is used by TEditD ialog to hold the data defining 
a TRim M odel.
See also TRimM odel object
Forcing set Control2
D eclaration Forcing =  (Step , Ramp);
Function TForcingFunction objects use this set to determ ine the
type o f forcing that is to be done.
See also TForcingFunction
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H iLoCoIor type Output2
D eclaration H iLoCoIor = A rray [1 ..7 ,1 ..3 ] o f String[8];
Function H iLoCoIor is used by DefineOutData record types to hold 
the values for the TInputLines in a TD efineO utD  dialog 
box. The order o f the values is the first column holds the 
low value o f the set o f outputs, the second column holds 
the high value, and the last column holds the color the 
POutput should be plotted in.
See also DefineO utD ata type, TDefineOutD object
HiLoW  type RimContl
D eclaration HiLoW  = A rray [1 ..7 ,1 ..3 ] o f String[8];
Function HiLoW  is sim ilar to H iLoCoIor except that HiLoW  is used 
by DefineContData to hold the values for the TInputLines 
in a TD efineCont dialog box. The order o f the values is 
the first column holds the low value, the second column 
holds the high value, and the last column holds the 
weight to be applied to the POutput.
See also D efineContData type, TD efineCont object
M atrix type Model Obj
D eclaration M atrix =  Array[Size] o f Vector;
Function M atrix type is used by TM odel to define all matrices used 
in the object.
See also TM odel object
V ector type Model Obj
Declaration________ V ector =  Array [Size]..n f real;
Function V ector is used by TM odel to hold the state vector o f the
m odel. It also defines the length o f the Bounds type
m atrix and the M atrix type matrix.
See also Bounds type, M atrix type, Size type
PDTypes set
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Control2
Declaration
Function
See also
PReal pointer
Declaration
Function
PDTypes =  (PED E, PED Y, PYDY);
PDTypes is used by TPID par objects to determ ine the 
action o f  die controller. The definitions for the various 
options in the set are:
PED E: proportional on erro r and derivative on 
error
PED Y :proportional on error and derivative on 
m easurem ent
PY D Y :proportional on m easurem ent and 
derivative on m easurem ent
The other choice o f operating a controller PYDE 
(proportional on m easurem ent and derivative on error) 
does not make sense so it is never offered in any 
industrial process control systems.
TPID par object
Control2
PReal =  ^Real;
This pointer is used by some objects to maintain a link 
with other real variables that are not part o f the object. 
This effectively makes die variable part o f the object 
without knowing what the variable is when the object was 
created and allowing for the variable to be changed to 
anodier variable w ithout disturbing the object. The 
objects that use this facility and the reason diey need it 
are:
TO utput: M ust maintain a link with the variable that is to 
be tracked widiout having to send the current value of 
die variable to the TO utput object w henever its value 
should be saved.
TForcingFunction: M aintains a link with the variable that 
it is forcing so the program m er does not need to do 
anything when a variable forcing occurs other than calling 
a procedure in TForcingFunction.
T X T R par: This is a transm itter. The transm itter needs to 
have a link with the variable it is m easuring at all times so 
it can give a correct value o f the variable when called to 
do so.
T L eadL ag: A Lead Lag needs to have a link so that the 
input is always available to give its current value so the 
lead lag can calculate a current output when called to do 
so.
PrintO utL ist procedure______________________________________________ Qutput2
D eclaration Procedure PrintO utList(O utList:PCollection);
Function This procedure is used to prin t the entire contents of a 
Collection o f POutputs to an ASCII text file. The 
procedure asks for the nam e o f the file to write to and it 
then creates the file and writes the outputs to the file in 
columns with the name and units o f the output at the top 
o f each column.
See also TO utput object, TCollection object (in manual)
PVA rray type Output2
D eclaration PV A rray =  A rra y [l..7] o f PPlotV ar;
Function PV A rray is used by TPlotG raph to hold the variables to 
be plotted.
See also TPlotG raph object
RealArray type
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RimPart4
Declaration
Function
See also
Size set constant
Declaration
Function
See also
StringA rray
Declaration
Function
See also
RealA rray =  A rray[1..20] o f Real;
RealA rray is used internally by TR im Part objects to help 
parse text files containing the conditions o f the part and 
the therm ocouple tem perature data.
TR im Part object
ModelObj
Size =  0 ..42 ;
Size determ ines the size o f the V ector type so Size is the 
m axim um  num ber o f states the program  can handle.
Bounds, Vector, and M atrix type
RimPart4
StringA rray =  A rray[1..20] o f String;
StringA rray is used internally by TR im Part objects to help 
parse text files containing the conditions o f the part and 
the therm ocouple tem perature data.
T R im Part object
XApjx
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-RTM4
TProgram  T  Application TA pp
Init
Done
CanM oveFocus
ExecuteDialog
GetEvent
H andleEvcnt
Idle
InitDeskTop
InitM cnuBar
InitScreen
lnitStatusL ine
InsertW indow
O utofM em ory
PutEvent
Run
SetScreenM ode 
Val id View
Init
D one
Cascade
GetTileRect
HandleEvent
Tile
W riteShellM sg
Clock
Controller
CurrentShot
Estim ator
Heap
Model
OutList
PartN am eList
PartResource
Shot
SPCFilter
Stream forM odel
Init
Done
H andleEvent
Idle
InitM enuBar
lnitStatusLine
SetPointer
This is the definition o f the main control program  for the RIM unit. The last 
two ancestors o f the object are shown here. The com plete ancestory is: 
TO bject, TV iew , TG roup, TProgram , TA pplicadon, TA PP. An instance of 
this object is created in RIM 4 and then run.
F ields--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C lock Clock:PClockView;
This object displays the current time in the upper right 
corner o f  the screen. This object is defined in the unit 
Gadgets.
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Controller Controller: PController;
This object is used to determ ine the m anipulated variable 
values needed to force the RIM unit to the desired set 
point. This object is given the m anipulated variables as 
die controllers independent variables.
CurrentShot
CurrentShot: PM odelNam eV iewer;
This object displays the Name o f the Shot that the 
program  is currently w orking w ith on the bottom line.
Estim ator Estim ator: PController;
This object is used to estimate the one percent yield 
offset from  die param eters fitted to the tem perature 
profile. This object is given the fitted param aters as the 
independent variables.
Heap H eap:PH eapV iew er;
This object displays die current num ber o f bytes of 
m em ory available in the heap. The display is in the lower 
right corner o f the screen.
M odel M odekPRim M odel;
This object holds the shots that will be used to determine 
the models for the Estim ator and Controller. The object 
extracts the desired data from  the specified shots and 
stores the data in a collection o f POutPuts.
O utList OutList:PCollection;
This is a collection o f POutPuts that hold the history of 
die control algorithm . The outputs include the set point 
o f the process, the manipulated variables, die estimated 
and filtered yield for each shot, and die actual yields 
from  tested parts.
PartN am eList
PartN am eList:PStringCollection;
This collection holds the Names o f all the shots stored in 
the PartResource database. This list can be displayed and 
any shot can be chosen as the currently active shot.
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PartResource
PartResource:TResourceFile;
This is the Database o f Shots stored as a Resource. The 
nam e o f  the file the data is stored in is "R im Parts.Rez". 
See also TResourceFile object in manual
Shot Shot:PRim Part;
This object is the currently active part. W hen the 
program  is asked to perform  an action relating to a 
specific shot, this is the shot that the program  perform s 
the action on. F or instance, the program  has a command 
called "Plot Shot Tem perature". W hen is command is 
executed, the tem perature from  the shot in this object is 
plotted.
SPC Filter SPC FiltenT SPC ;
This is the statistical process control filter used to filter 
the estim ated yield offset generated by the Estimator.
Stream ForM odel
S tream ForM odekTR esourceFile;
This is another resource file diat holds the controller 
objects. These objects need to be stored so the 
inform ation is not lost when the program  is exited. The 
following objects are stored in the resource file:
E stim ator, Controller, O utList, SpcFilter, M odel. The 
nam e o f  the file is "M odel.Stm ".
M ethods_______________________________________________________________ ______
Init constructor Init;
This constructor calls the inherited Init and then loads the 
control objects from  Stream forM odel. PartN am eList is 
created and the Names from  the shots stored in 
PartR esource are stored in PartN am eList. The last shot in 
num erical order stored in PartResource is loaded and 
placed in Shot. A ClipBoard for text editing is created 
last.
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D one destructor Done;
All the pointers to objects created or loaded in the Init 
procedure are destroyed and then the inherited 
destructor is called.
Idle procedure Idle;virtual
The inherited Idle is called and then the Clock and Heap 
viewers are updated so the views on the screen are 
current.
InitM enuBar
procedure InitM enuBar;virtual
This procedure creates the m enubar that appears in the 
program .
lnitStatusLine
procedure lnitS tatusL ine;virtual;
This procedure creates the status line that appears in the 
program .
H andleEvent
procedure H andleEvent(var Event:TEvent); virtual;
This procedure is the w orkhorse o f the program . Any 
com m and generated by the program  or user is handled 
by this procedure. There are numerous embedded 
routines in the procedure to handle certain events. The 
serious student should expend time to the study o f the 
source code o f this procedure to understand the logic 
behind the program .
SetPointer procedure SetPointer;
This procedure sets to pointers for all the POutPuts in the 
OutList.
TController
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RimContl
TObject
Free
Done
TC ontroller 
used in the
Fields--------
Coef
TControlObj
Name
TSample
NextProcessTim e
Init
Load
D one
Change
ChangeSam pleTime
ProcessNow
ResetNextProcessTim e
Plot
Update
Store
TController
ShotsinM odel
C oef
CoeflPlacement
CoefW eights
Low Lim it
HighLim it
RegressionPara
SetPoint
Init
Load
Done
ChangeM odel
ChooseRegressionParam eters
Estimate Yield
Linelnput
CalculateParam eterM oves
CalculateM odel
ShowM odel
GetSetPoint
Store
is die object type used for creating the estim ator and controller 
control o f die RIM  unit.
Coef: RealArray;
This array holds die value o f the coefficients for the 
model. The first coefficeint is the constant then the linear 
term s, if  non-zero, in the same order as they appear in 
RegressionPara and then the quadratic tenns if non-zero, 
in the order o f 11,12,13,14 , . . . l i ,  2 2 ,2 3 ,. . . ,2 i , . . . i l . . .
ii.
See also RegressionPara
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CoefPlaceraent
CoefPlacement: RealArray;
This array holds the placem ent inform ation o f Coef. If a 
C oef term  is zero, it is not included so the num ber of 
terms in C oef is usually less than the maximum . 
CoefPlacem ent has one num ber either 0 or 1 for each 
possible term. If  the value o f CoefPlacem ent is zero then 
that term  does not appear in the model.
CoefW eights
CoefW  eights: R ealA rray;
This array holds the weight o f the regression param eter 
that is to be applied to the sum o f the square o f the 
move. If  the weight of a regression param eter is large 
then that param eter will not move as much as a 
regression param eter with a sm aller weight.
See also: CalculateParam eterM oves
H ighLim it HighLimit: RealArray;
H ighLim it is the array holding the m aximum values that 
the regression param eters can assume. This array is used 
by CalculateParam eterM oves.
Low Lim it LowLimit: Real Array;
LowLim it is the minimum value o f that the regression 
param eters can assume. This array is used by 
CalculateParam eterM oves.
RegressionPara
RegressionPara: Choose;
This is the POutputs that are to be used in the 
construction o f the quadratic model. These outputs are 
retrieved from  each o f the shots in ShotsinM odel and 
then regressed in the procedure CalcuIateM odel.
See also: CalcuIateM odel, ShotsinM odel, POutputs
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SetPoint SetPoint:Real;
This is the value that CalculateParam eterM oves attempts 
to m atch by adjusting the value o f the regression 
param eters w ithout exceeding their limits.
See also: CalculateParam eterM oves, RegressionPara
ShotsinM odel
ShotsinM odel: PRim M odel;
This is a PRimM odel containing the names o f all the shots 
used to fit the coefficients used in this quadratic model. 
See also: TRimM odel
M ethods---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Init C onstructor Init(NewN am e:String;
N ew M odel: PRim M odel);
Calls its anscetor Init with N ewNam e as input the sets 
ShotsinM odel to NewM odel. Init then zeros Coef, 
CoefPlacem ent, LowLim it, and HighLimit. The last thing 
Init does is set the array RegressionPara equal to NIL.
Load C onstructor Load(var S:TStream );
Loads the anscetor and then reads in all the fields in the 
order given.
D one destructor Done;virtual;
Calls its anscetor Done only. This is unnessary to have a 
sepearte procedure to do this.
CalcuIateM odel
procedure CalcuIateModel;
This procedure calls a M atLab procedure to determine 
the minim um  num ber o f significant coefficients in a 
quadratic model o f RegressionPara to fit the data given in 
ShotsinM odel.
CalculateParam eterM oves
function CalculateParam eterM oves(Yield:Real ;
Shot: PR im Part): Pointer;
This function calls a M atLab procedure to determ ine the 
m inimum moves needed to m eet the current SetPoint.
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The function returns a pointer to a RealArray of the 
moves.
ChangeM odel
procedure ChangeM odel(NewM odel:PRim M odel);
This replaces ShotsinM odel with NewM odel and then 
checks the RegressionPara to see if these POutPuts are in 
New M odel. If  not then the m issing POutPut is deleted 
from  RegressionPara.
ChangeSetPoint
procedure ChangeSetPoint;
This procedure places a dialog box on the screen to allow 
the user to enter a new setpoint for the model.
ChooseRegressionParam eters
procedure ChooseRegressionParam eters;
Creates a PD efineController dialog box to have the user 
input Poutputs to be used, the low and high limits for the 
outputs and thier weights.
See also: TD efineController
Estim ate Yield
function Estim ateYield(Shot:PRim Part;
Show : B oolean): R eal;
This function estimates the 1 % yield offset that Shot 
would have based on the model. If Show is true then a 
dialog box with the estimated yield is placed on the 
screen. The value o f the estimated yield is the returned 
value.
G etSetPoint function G etSetPoint:Real;
This function returns the current model SetPoint.
L inelnput procedure LineInput(S:String;var N um ber:Integer;var 
V: RealArray);
Given a line from  a text file is S this procedure parses the 
line and determines the num ber o f values on the line and 
returns the num ber in N um ber and the values in the 
array V.
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ShowM odel procedure ShowM odel;
ShowM odel places a window on the screen showing the 
full model with all coefficients and RegressionPara Names 
used.
Store procedure Store(var S:TStream );virtual;
F irst calls the inherited Store and then stores all fields in
the above order.
T C n n l r n l O h j
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Control?.
TObject
In it
Free
Iffll
TControlObj
Nam e
TSam ple
N extProcessTim e
Init
Load
Done
Change
ChangeSam pleTim e
ProcessNow
ResetN extProcessTiine
Plot
U pdate
Store
This object is an abstract base upon which all other objects are built.
Fields_______________________________________________________________________
N am e Name :PString;
This is a pointer to a string which contains the name of 
this instance o f  the object. M any procedures allow the 
user to refer to objects by using this field so the 
program m er should make each Nam e descriptive. Some 
objects lim it the Name to eight characters or less most 
notably POutputs since it is also used to create a DOS 
text file.
N extProcessTim e
N extProcessTim e: Real;
In a dynam ic simulation, this would be the next time that 
the object would be updated.
See also: ProcessN ow , ResetNextProcessTiine
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TSam ple TSam ple:Real;
This is the sampling rate o f the object. Norm ally used 
only in dynam ic simulations.
See also: ChangeProcessTim e
M p t h n r k
Init constructor Init(New Nam e:String);
This constructor calls TO bject Init, creates the Name, 
sets N extProcessTim e equal to minus ten and finally sets 
the TSam ple to zero.
Load constructor Load(var S:TStream );
This constructor loads all fields from  the Stream  S and 
creates the object.
Done destructor D one;virtual;
Disposes o f Name and then calls TO bject Done.
Change procedure Change;virtual;
This is an abstract procedure overridden in all 
descendents that allows the program m er to put up a 
dialog box o f  the object to allow the user to change the 
fields o f the object. This allows polym orphic procedures 
to call an objects Change w ithout knowing what the 
object is.
ChangeSam pleTim e
procedure ChangeSam pleTime(NewSampleTime:
Real); virtual;
This procedure replaces TSam ple with NewSampleTime.
Plot procedure Plot;virtual;
This is an abstract method that allows grahping 
procedures to be used polym orphically.
ProcessN ow  function ProcessNow (Tim e:Real):Boolean;
This function returns True if Tim e is greater than or equal 
to N extProcessTim e. This function can be used to see if
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an object should be updated at the current time in a 
dynam ic simulation.
ResetNextProcessTim e
procedure ResetNextProcessTim e;
This procedure makes NextProcessTim e equal to zero. 
This procedure is used when the simulation time is set to 
zero as when a simulation is restarted from  initial 
conditions.
S tore procedure Store(var S:TStream );virtual;
This procedure calls the inherited Store and then stores 
all fields o f this object on Stream  S.
U pdate procedure U pdate(Sam ple:Integer;Sam pleT:Real);virtual;
Update is an abstract procedure that allows descendents 
to define a method for updating themselves for every 
time step. This is of course used for dynamic simulations 
almost exclusivily.
TCVpar
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Control?.
TObject TControlObj
h n t
Fre
Doi
e
i l
Name
TSample
NextProcessTim e
Init
Load
Done
Change
ChangeSam pleTime
ProcessNow
ResetNextProcessTim e
Plot
Update
Store
TCVpar
CV
CF
TauV
Lift
LnAlphaR
Q Filter
ValveType
Init
Load
Done
Change
ChangeSampleTim
e
GasFlow
LiquidFlow
Store
This object defines all valves used in dynam ic simulations.
Fields-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------ ---
C F  CF:Real;
This is the critical flow factor o f the valve. The value 
ranges from  0.6  to 0.95 depending on the type o f valve. 
This variable is only important if the valve is used for gas 
flow. Consult the valves literature for the value o f this 
constant or use a value o f 0 .8  if unsure.
CV CV:Real;
This is die valve coefficient. This is defined to be the 
num ber o f U .S. gallons per minute o f w ater that will pass 
through the wide open valve with a pressure drop o f one 
psi.
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L ift Lift: Real;
This is the percent the valve is open. Lift varies between 
0 and 100. If  Lift is zero then flow is zero. If Lift is 
moved outside o f this range then the object will set Lift 
to be the closest limit.
LnA lphaR LnAlphaR:Real;
This variable is the natural logorthim  o f the rangeability 
param eter o f the valve assuming the valve to be equal 
percentage. This variable has no meaning for a linear 
valve.
Q Filter Q FiltenR eal;
Q Filter is the filter param ter based on the time constant 
o f the valve. This variable should not be changed outside 
o f the object. If the valve time constant is changed then 
the object will adjust this to the approprite value based 
on the time constant and the sample time.
TauV  TauV:Real;
This is the valve time constant. If  the flow from the 
valve does not respond instantaneously to changes in the 
L ift then TauV can be used to simulate this behaviour. 
Note that TauV should not be changed after the valve is 
created without also changing QFilter.
V alveType ValveType: CVTypes;
This determ ines the type o f valve being used w ither linear 
or equal percentage.
M ethods__________________________________________________________________
Init constructor Init(NewName: String ;vp0, sampleT,
NewCv, NewCf, TauValve,
Rangeabil i ty : R eal; Vty p e : C VT y pes);
This constructor first calls its inherited Init. It then sets 
the fields o f the object and calculates Q Filter and 
LnAlphaR.
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Load constructor Load(var S:TStream );
This procedure first calls the inherited Load then loads 
the fields o f this object.
D one destructor Done; virtual;
This destructor only calls the inherited destructor.
Change procedure Change;virtual;
This procedure creates a dialog box that allows the user 
to change all fields o f the object except LnAlphaR and 
Q Filter. If  TauV or TSam ple (inherited) is changed then 
Q Filter will be changed by the object.
ChangeSam pleTim e
procedure ChangeSam pleTim e(NewSam pleTim e: 
Real);virtual;
This procedure overrides the inherited procedure. It first 
calls the inherited procedure and then changes Qfilter to 
take into account the new TSample.
G asFlow  function G asFlow (Pup,Pdow n,Tup,avgM W :R eal):real; 
This function returns he gas flow 
through the valve in pounds per hour. The fields 
required are, in order, pressure upstream  of the valve, 
pressure dow nstream  o f the valve, gas tem perature 
upstream  o f the valve, and the average m olecular weight 
o f the flowing gas.
LiquidFlow  function L iquidFlow (Pup,Pdow n,SG :R eal):real;
This function returns the liquid flow through the valve in 
pounds per hour. The fields required are, in order, 
pressure upstream  o f the valve, pressure dow nstream  of 
the valve, and the specific gravity o f the flowing liquid.
Store procedure Store(var S:TStream );virtual;
This procedure calls the inherited Store and then sends all 
the fields defined by this object to Stream  S.
TD efineC ontroller
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RimContl
TD ialog
I ni t 
Load
G etPalette
H andieEvent
Valid
T D efineC ontroller
Input
Init
D raw
HandieEvent
This object is used to input data from  the keyboard and mouse to define a 
instance o f a T C ontroller variable. The ancestory o f this object has been 
severely truncated. The anscestory is actually: TObject, TView , TGroup, 
TW indow , TD ialog, and finally TD efineController. There are 21 inherited 
fields and 85 inherited procedures.
Eields_______________________________________________________________________
Input Inpu t:A rray[1 ..7 ,1 ..3 ] o f PInputLine;
This array holds pointers to the input lines that appear in 
the dialog box. The are included as a field to allow easy 
access to them in the HandieEvent.
M e t h o d s ____________________________________________________________________________________ _
In it constructor Init(Atitle-.TTitleStr);
This procedure calls the inherited Init and then constructs 
twenty one PInputLines and inserts them in the dialog 
box and into the Input array. A ListBox is also inserted. 
W hen the SetData command is called, this ListBox will 
contain the available outputs that can be used in the 
controller. Up to seven outputs can be chosen for the 
model.
D raw  procedure D raw ;virtual;
This procedure only calls the inherited Draw. This 
procedure is not necessary for this object.
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HandieEvent
procedure H andleEvent(var Event:TEvent);virtual; 
H andieEvent was overidden to allow for the creation of a 
new Button in this dialog box. The new button, Pick, 
allows the user to choose an output and place it in the list 
o f outputs to be used in the controller. It also places the 
minim um  and maximum values o f that output in the low 
and high input boxes respectively.
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TD efineOutD Control2
TD ialog TD efineO utD
Input
Init
Load
GetPalette
Init
D raw
H andieEvent
H andieEvent
Valid
This object is sim ilar to PDefineController except it is used to define a
TPlotGraph.
Fiplds
Input Input:A rray[1 ..7 ,1 ..3] o f PInputLine;
This holds pointers to the PInputLines that occur within
the dialog box. These pointers are used in the
HandieEvent.
M ethods .....
In it constructor Init(Atitle:TTitIeStr);
This constructor calls its inherited Init then creates 21 
input lines, a PListB oxto hold the outputs that can be 
graphed, and several buttons. A new command cmPick 
is added that the HandieEvent must reconginize.
See also: H andieEvent
D raw  procedure D raw;virtual;
This procedure only calls its inherited Draw.
H andieEvent
procedure HandleEvent(var Event:TEvent);virtual;
This procedure calls its inherited H andieEvent and then 
extra code is added to deal with the command cmPick.
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This com mand determines the desired output and places 
its Name in the pick list and its minimum and maximum 
values in the Low and High columns o f the input lines.
TEditDialog
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RimContl
TD ialog TD efineO utD
Init
Load
GetPalette
HandieEvent
Valid
NumofShots
L istl
List2
LB1
LB2________
Init
Done
HandieEvent
This is a com plex object diat is used to choose objects from  one collection 
and place them in another collection. This is used in this program  to create 
models from  the full set o f shots available. The full set o f shot names is in 
the PListB oxon the right and the shots that are to be regressed in the model 
are placed in the PListB oxon the left.
See also:TC ontroller.ShotsinM odel, TRim M odel.M odelList,
TR im M odel. ChooseM odelShots
Fields_______________________________________________________________________
LB1 LB L PL istB ox
This is the listbox that appears on die left and it holds the 
Strings that w ill.form the model.
LB2 LB2:PListBox
This is the PListBox that appears on the right and it holds 
the Strings that are all the shots that are available to use 
in the m odel. The dialog box does not allow any changes 
to the collection in this box.
L istl L istl :PStringCollection
This is the collection that holds the names o f the shots to 
be used in the model. This collection is the one created 
and m odified by this dialog box.
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List2
NumofShots
M ethods—
Init
Done
HandieEvent
List2:PStringCollection
This is the collection that holds die names o f all shots 
available to be regressed. This collection cannot be 
m odified by this dialog box.
N um ofShots: PStaticT ext 
This text shows the num ber o f shot names in L is t l . It is 
updated every time a shot is added or deleted from 
L istl.
constructor Init(var Bounds:TRect;A Title:TTitleStr; 
N ew L istl, NewList2 :PStringCollection; T e x tl, Text2 : 
String);
This constructor calls its inherited constructor and then 
creates a new L istl and adds all pointers from  NewListl 
to it. This allows the dialog box to end w ithout changing 
the original List. List2 is set equal to NewList2 since 
List2 cannot be changed by the dialog box. T extl is the 
text that will appear over the listbox on the left or in this 
case the listbox holding the names o f the shots to be used 
in the model. Text2 is the text that will appear over the 
listbox on the right or in this case the listbox that holds 
the names o f all shots available to be regressed.
D estructor D one;virtual;
This procedure only calls the inherited done. The only 
memory allocation that will not be desroyed is for L is t l . 
If  L istl is not to be used as it is then it should be 
destroyed outside o f the object. L istl is returned from a 
GetData command. This is a tricky point in object 
oriented program m ing and sloppy w ork but there appears 
to be no way around it.
procedure HandleEvent(var Event:TEvent);virtual;
This procedure calls its inherited H andieEvent and then 
adds code to handle commands to add the seleceted shot 
from  the right list to the left list and also to delete the 
selected name from  the left list.
TForcingFunction
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Control2
TO bject TControlO bj TForcingFunction
Name
TSam ple
N extProcessTim e
Init
Load
D one
Change
ChangeSam pleTime
ProcessNow
ResetNextProcessTi
me
Plot
Update
Store
ChangPair
FType
Interval
NumChanges
Value
Init
Load
Done
Change
Reset
SetPointer
Store
Update
This object implements a method of forcing real variables in a dyamic 
simulation in any way the user desires while the program  is running. This 
allows different step test to be perform ed without having to change the 
program  code and recom plie.
Fields--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C hangePair ChangePair : ChangePairM atrix;
This is a m atrix containing the times and maginutde of 
the changes to be made.
See also: ChangePairM atrix
FType FType : Forcing;
This is a type o f  forcing from  the set o f Forcing . The 
coices are either Step or Ramp. If  the choice is a step 
forcing then the magnitude o f the change is made at the 
time specifed for that time in ChangePair. If the choice is 
ramp then the variable will ramp from  its current value to 
the new value until the total magnitude o f the change is
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accomplished at the time specifed for it in ChangePair. 
The increm ent added is determ ined by dividing the 
m agnitude o f the change by the time at which it should 
be com pleted minus the current time and then dividing 
the result by the sample time o f the object.
Interval Interval: Integer;
This field specifies the num ber o f changes that have 
occured already.
N umChanges
NumChanges: Integer;
This field specifies the num ber o f ChangePairs that should 
be implemented. If  NumChanges is zero then no changes 
will be made to the variable. This is only a maximum 
num ber o f changes. If  the simulation time never reaches 
the time for a change then die change will not occur and 
the object will not notify the user o f this. M ake sure that 
the total simulation time encompasses all the changes that 
are to be made.
Value Value :PReal;
This is a pointer to die variable that is to be forced. It is 
set at the time the object is created and cannot be 
changed while the program  is running. It is 
recom mended that all independent variables (except 
time) in a simulation have a TForcingFunction attached 
to them. These objects take up little m em ory and makes 
step testing very easy.
See also:PReal
M ethods____________________________________________________________________
Init Constructor Init(NewName: String;
N Changes:Integer,ChangesM atrix: ChangePairM atrix 
;ForcingType : Forcing );
This constructor calls the inherited Init with NewNam e 
and then sets ChangeM atrix to ChangesM atrix and FType
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Load
Done
Change
Reset
SetPointer
Store
Update
to ForcingType, NumChanges to NChanges and Interval 
to -1.
constructor Load(var S:TStream);
This constructor first loads the ancestor and then loads all 
the fields o f this object except for Value. Value must be 
set by a call to SetPointer.
destructor Done; virtual;
This destructor calls its inherited Done.
procedure Change; virtual;
Change allow the user to change all fields o f this object 
except for Value. The value o f the variable can be 
changed but the user cannot change which variable is 
being forced.
procedure Reset;virtual;
Reset sets Interval to -1. This allows dyanm ic simulations 
to start over at time equal to zero.
procedure SetPointer(Input:PReal);virtual;
This procedure sets Value to Input. If this procedure is 
not called before the Forcing function is updated for the 
first time the results will be erratic since value will be 
pointing to a random area o f memory. This procedure 
needs to be called once only.
procedure Store(var S:TStream );virtual;
This procedure stores the ancestor on the stream and 
then stores all fields except Value on the stream.
procedure Update(Sam ple:Integer ;Sam pleT :Real) 
;virtual;
This procedure determines the amount o f change that the 
variable should receive at the current time step.
TLeadLag
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ControI2
TObject TControlObj
Name
TSampIe
N extProcessTim e
Init
Load
D one
Change
ChangeSam pleTim e
ProcessNow
ResetNextProcessTi
me
Plot
U pdate
Store
TLeadLag
Gain
inold
Lead
Lag
Q Filter
outold
Ratio
Value
Init
Load
Done
Change
ChangeSampleTim
e
GetOutput
SetPointer
Store
Update
This object implements a lead/lag on a variable. The variable to be 
lead/lagged is Value and the results are stored in outold. This value can be 
accessed by using G etOutPut. A lead/lag has the following form ula as a 
Laplace transform .
s ^  . L e a d * s  + 1 outis)  = G ain * ------------------
L a g * s  + 1
Eields--------
Gain Gain: Real;
The gain o f the lead lag.
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inold inold:Real;
This is the value o f Value at the last time step.
Lag Lag: Real;
This is the value o f the lag. The object will allow this to 
be set to zero.
Lead Lead: Real;
This is die value o f the lead. The object will allow this to 
be set to zero.
outold outold: Real;
This field holds die current value o f die lead/lagged
variable. It can be accessed by GetOutPut.
Q Filter Q Filter:Real;
This field is an internal variable used in the updating of 
outold. It should not be changed outside o f the object.
Ratio Ratio: Real;
This is the ratio between the lead and the lag. It is used 
it the updating o f outold. Ratio should not be changed 
outside o f the object.
V alue Value:PReal;
This points to the variable that is to be lead/lagged. 
See also: PReal
Method------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
In it constructor
Init(N ew N am e:String;N ew G ain,N ew Lead,N ew Lag, sample 
T :Real);
This procedure calls the inherited Init and then sets die 
fields to the values passed. Ratio and Q filter are then 
calculated. Value m ust be set by a call to SetPointer.
Load constructor Load(var S:TStream );
This constructor loads the ancestor and then all the fields 
o f this object except for Value.
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D one destructor Done; virtual;
This calls the inherited Done.
Change procedure Change;virtual;
This procedure allows the user to change all fields o f the 
object that can be set in the Init procedure. The ones 
that cannot be changed are Ratio, Q Filter, and the 
variable associated with Value.
ChangeSam pleTim e
procedure ChangeSam pleTime(NewSampleTime: 
Real);virtual;
This procedure changes the sample time and then adjusts 
Qfilter.
G etO utPut function GetOutput: Real;
This function returns the value o f outold.
SetPointer procedure SetPointer(Input:PReal); virtual;
This procedure assigns Input to Value.
Store procedure Store(var S:TStream );virtual;
This procedure stores the ancestor on the stream and 
then all fields o f the object except for Value.
U pdate procedure U pdate(Sam ple:Integer;Sam pleT:Real);virtual;
This procedure determ ines the current value o f outold 
for the current time step.
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TListControIBox Control2
TListBox TListControIBox
List
Init
Load
DataSize
GetData
G etText
N ew List
SetData
Store
GetText
This object is used to return a descendent o f TControlO bj. All descendents 
o f TControlO bj have a Nam e field which is placed in the listbox. This name 
can be chosen from  the listbox and die entire object is returned to the 
procedure diat invoked this object as a TControlO bj. This is an excellent 
example o f the use o f polym orphism.
M ethods____________________________________________________________________
G etText function
G etText(Item :Integer,M axLen:Integer):String;virtual;
This function returns the Name field o f  the objects. The 
objects are stored in a PCollection that was passed to the 
object when it was created. This function retrieves the 
Item ’th object in die collection and returns its Name.
TModel
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ModelObj
TObject TControlObj TModel
Init
Free
Done
Name
TSam ple
NextProcessTim e
Change
ChangeSam pleTime
ProcessNow
ResetNextProcessTim e
Plot
Update
EndTime PidList
FFList State
G raphList Tim e
hM atrix TimeStep
Integrate T  ransList
LLList ValveList
NumStates xbound
OutList
Init
Load
Done
Broyden
Constants
Control Update
DiagonalM atrix
ForcingFunctionReset
GraphPointers
ImpIicitEuler
Integration
ListUpDate
Model
ResetOutputs
RungeKuttaSimpson
SetlntegrationRoutine
SetPointers
Store
This is the m ost complex object created in this libary. This object is the 
abstract type for all dynam ic simulations o f unit operations. It is such a 
useful object that it is also being used as the ancestor for TRim M odel which 
is not dynam ic but static. M any o f the routines in this object are designed to 
be used in a dynamic simulation. It has two different methods o f integrating
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differential equations: 4th order Runge-Kutta and an Im plicit Euler routine 
based on Broyden’s method for solving sets o f algebraic equations. H ere is 
an example o f how these routines could be put into a loop to simulate a 
process. A ssum e that M odel is an instance o f a TM odel descendant and that 
SampleTime is the sample time o f Model.
For Samples : =  1 to NSamples Do 
begin
M oder.L istU pD ate(M oder.F F L ist,S am ples,S am pleT im e);
M odel^. Integration;
M odel^ .L istU pD ate(M oder .OutList, Samples, Sam pleTim e); 
M oder.L istU pD ate(M oder.T ransL ist,S am ples,S am pleT im e); 
M odeP .F is tU p D ate (M o d er.L F L ist, Samples, SampleTime);
M o d e F . Control UpD ate
end;
Fields______________________________________________________________
EndTim e EndTim e:Real;
This field holds the amount o f time the simulation should 
run. If  the simulation finishes and then is started again 
then this is the am ount o f time to add to the current 
time.
FF L ist FFFistrPCollection;
This is a collection of PForcingFunctions. Any forcing 
function created in the Model should be placed in this 
collection or the object procedures will not be able to 
process it correctly.
See also: TForcingFunction
G raphList G raphList:PCollection;
All PPlotG raphs created while the program  is running are 
stored in this PCollection. Graphs are created after the 
program  is running so this collection begins empty.
See also: TPlotG raph
hM atrix  hM atrix:M atrix;
This m atrix holds the Jacobian matrix o f the state 
variables if the state equations are being integrated by the 
Im plicitEuler routine. No elements o f this matrix should
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be changed outside o f  the object. This m atrix is 
initialized as a diagonal matrix o f ones.
Integrate In tegrate: Integer;
This variable holds the num ber o f the integration routine 
to use. If  Integrate is zero then 4th order Runge-Kutta is 
used to integrate the state equations. If  it is one then the 
Im plicitEuler method is used. This variable is checked by 
the Integrate procedure to call the correct integration 
routine. As the object is extended, the integrate routine 
and this variable can be used to control additional 
integration routines.
L L L ist LLList:PCollection;
This collection holds all PLeadLags created for the object. 
I f  the program m er creates a lead/lag in a model then it 
m ust be included here to be used by the procedures.
N um States N um States:Integer;
This field holds the num ber o f states in the model.
O utL ist O utList:PCollection;
This collection holds all the outputs for the model. All 
outputs created for a model must be included in this 
collection or the object procedures will not be able to 
access them  properly.
See also: TO utPut
PID L ist PID List:PCollection;
This collection holds all PPID par and any other controllers 
created for the m odel. It is a good idea to create fields 
for each controller so that they are easy to access for the 
program m er. N orm ally, the other objects stored in the 
collections do not have seperate fields in the object itself 
so they can only be refreneced by pulling them out o f the 
appropriate collection. Giving each controller its own 
field allows the program m er to access the controller by 
die field or pulling it out o f this collection. Valves should 
also be treated in this manner.
See also: TPID par
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State
See
Time
TimeStep
TransList
See
ValveList
State: Vector;
This is a vector o f states for the model. There is a 
current limit o f 42 states in a model. If  this is not 
enough change Size to the appropriate value. Warning! 
Increasing Size will take a lot o f m em ory, so do not 
increase it any more than neccessary. The values o f this 
vector should be given reasonable values when the model 
is initialized, 
also: Size, V ector, M atrix
Tim e:Real;
This field holds the current time o f the simulation. It is 
set to zero when TM odel is initialized. The units o f Time 
are set by the units o f time in the differential equations.
TimeStep: Real;
This is the am ount o f time that comprises one step of the 
integration routine. Each integration routine will loop a 
num ber o f times until TSam ple am ount o f time has 
passed. Tim eStep allows the integration o f stiff sets of 
differential equations without having to control the 
process at an unresonable rate or to update outputs with 
a lot of data o f the same value.
TransList: PCollection;
This collection holds all the PX TRpar and other 
transm itters that have been created for the model. If any 
transm itter is not included in this collection the objects 
procedures will not be able to process it. 
also: TX TRpar
ValveList:PCollection;
This collection holds all valves for the object. As before 
if a valve is not included in this collection, the object’s 
procedures will not be able to process it. Each valve 
should have a field associated with it in the object to 
enable the program m er to quickly access it. Valves are 
usually accessed by the program m er in the Model 
procedure which defines the differential equations.
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xbound
Methods— 
Init
Load
Done
Broyden
xbound: Bounds;
This m atrix holds the upper and low er bounds on the 
State variables. This matix is used by Broyden and 
Im plicitEuler to prevent State variables from  exceeding 
resonable values.
constructor Init(NewNam e:string);
This constructor calls its inherited Init and then initializes 
hM atrix, sets Integrate to zero to use 4th order Runge- 
Kutta integration routine and then creates the collections 
for the various objects. In descendents the remaining 
fields need to be initialized and all objects that are 
created need to be placed in the appropriate collection. 
The procedure Setpointers needs to be the last line of 
any decendent Init.
constructor Load(var S:TStream );
This constructor loads the ancestor and then loads all 
fields and collections from  the stream . Note that loading 
the collections also loads all the objects in the collections; 
therefore, any descendents should not store on the 
stream  any objects that have been placed in a collection. 
Any controller or valve which has a field in the object 
should not be stored or loaded instead it should be set to 
the approprite refrenece from  the collection after 
everything else is loaded. This constructor also deletes 
the transm itters associated with each controller and 
reattaches the same transm itter from  the transm itter 
collection.
destructor Done;virtual;
This procedure destroys all the collections and then calls 
the inhertied Done.
procedure Broyden(Var x:Vector; xbounds:Bounds; 
size:integer; tolerance:real; m axiterations:integer);
This procedure is used to determ ine the steady state o f 
the model at the current conditions. The controllers will
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not update so nothing will be at set point except by 
accident. This is an easy m ethod o f determ ining an initial 
steady state.
Constants procedure Constants;virtual;
This procedure is an abstract method included to allow a 
set o f constants to be calculated. If  there are a set of 
constants that can be grouped togather as a single 
constant the that calculation can be placed here. This 
allows the Model procedure to look a little cleaner. 
W henever one o f the original constants is changed then 
this procedure should be called. It should be called in 
the Init constructor and the Change procedure.
See also: Init, Change
ControlUpdate
procedure ControlU pdate;virtual;
This procedure contains the control algorithm  for the 
model. Each controller m ust first see if it is time to 
update by calling it’s ProcessNow  and then if it returns 
true call its Update procedure. The controller output 
should then set the appropriate variable such as a valve 
lift o r the setpoint o f another controller. M aster 
controllers should be done first and then slave controllers. 
See also: PPID par
DiagonalMatrix
procedure D iagonalM atrix(V ar am :M atrix; n:integer);
This procedure zeros the m atrix ’am ’ and then places 
ones in the diagonal. The size o f the m atrix ’am ’ is 
assum ed to be of logical size n by n even though its 
acutal size is Size by Size.
See also: Size
ForcingFunctionReset
procedure ForcingFunctionR eset;virtual;
This procedure calls the TForcingFunction.R eset 
procedure for each forcing function in FFList.
See also: FFListand TForcingFunction. Reset
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G raphPointers
procedure GraphPointers;virtual;
This procedure is called after the model has been loaded. 
It destroys the POutPuts associated w ith each PPlotGraph 
or descendent and replaces them with the same POutPut 
from  OutList. W hen Graphs are stored they have 
pointers to the outputs in the O utList collection but when 
a graph is loaded it has a duplicate o f the output so this 
collection makes sure that the graphs are using the 
correct outputs and not a duplicate.
See also: TPlotG raph, TXYGraph
Im plicitEuler
procedure Im plicitEuler;virtual;
This procedure is an implicit Eulers im plem entation of 
Broyden’s method. This routine should be used if the 
state equations are very stiff. Set Integrate equal to one 
to use this method.
Integration procedure Integration;virtual;
Integration checks the field Integrate to see which 
integration routine to use then it calls the appropriate 
routine.
L istUpdate procedure ListUpdate(List:PColIection;Sam ple:
integer;Sam pleT:Real); virtual;
This procedure calls the update procedure for every 
object in the given list. The collection m ust contain 
objects that are descended from  PControlObj.
See also: PControlObj .UpDate
M odel procedure M odel(t:reaI;var StateVec, dxdt: vector);
virtual;
This is the m ost im portant procedure in this object. This 
is the abstract procedure that will contain the model 
equations for the dynamic simulation. The variables that 
are passed are the current time in t, the current states in 
StateVec and the differentials should be placed in dxdt. 
The variables t and StateVec should not be changed in 
this procedure. W hen a state is needed to calculate the 
differential, it should be refrenced from  StateVec and not
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from  State. The integration routine that calls this 
procedure will see that State is updated correctly.
ResetOutPuts
procedure ResetOutputs;
This procedure calls the Reset procedure for every 
PO utPut in the OutList.
See also: TO utPut.R eset
RungeKuttaSimpson
procedure RungeKuttaSimpson;virtual;
This is an im plementation of the 4th order Runge-Kutta- 
Simpson routine.
Setlntegration
procedure SetIntegrationRoutine(W hichO ne:W ord);
This procedure sets Integrate equal to W hichOne. This 
determ ines which integration routine the model will use.
SetPointers
procedure SetPointers;virtual;
SetPointers should contain a call to every object that has 
a field o f a PReal. This includes TForcingFunctions, 
TLeadLags, TO utPuts, and TX TRpars. The object should 
be retrieved from  the collection and then its SetPointer 
routine should be called with a pointer to the correct 
variable. As an example assume that time was the first 
POutput created and that P was defined in this routine to 
be a POutPut, then
P : =  O utL ist^ . A t(0); P ^ . SetPointer(@ Tim e);
will set die first output to track time. All the odier
objects should be done similarly.
Store procedure Store(var S:TStream );virtual;
This procedure calls its inherited store routine and then 
stores all fields associated with the object. Any 
descendent should override this procedure to store any 
additional fields. Note that any fields that are also placed 
in collections should not be stored.
See also: TM odel.Load
TModelNameViewer
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ModelObj
TM odelN am eV iew er
Name
Init
Draw
Update
This object places a string on the Status line. This string can be the name of 
the model that is being used or in this case it is the name o f the PRimShot 
that is currently being processed.
Eields
Name N am e:PString;
This is a pointer to the string that will be placed on the
Status line.
M ethods
Init constructor Init(R :TRect;N ew N am e:String);
This creates the view that will appear. R contains the 
coordinates where the view will appear. R is usually 
placed on the last line and is 15 characters long. A 
descendent o f this object can hard code the location of 
the view if it is desired.
D raw  procedure Draw;virtual;
This procedure places the string on the screen in the 
specified location.
U pdate procedure Update(NewNam e:PString);
This procedure replaces Name with NewNam e and then 
draws the view again. This allows the String to be 
changed.
TO utPut
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Control2
TO bject TControlO bj TO utPut
Init
Free
Done
Name
TSam ple
N extProcessTim e
Init
Load
Done
Change
ChangeSam pleTime
ProcessNow
ResetNextProcessTi
me
Plot
Update
Count
Decimal
F
units
variable
Init GetString
Load FindValue
Done Range
Add ResetFile
Change Store
Get Update
This object stores historical data for a real variable. The data is stored in a 
file o f reals in the directory E :\Tem p. A descendent o f this object could 
make this a m ore flexible destination.
Fields________________________________________________________________________
Count Count: Integer;
Count is the num ber o f values that have been stored in 
the file. The first value stored is Count zero so if count is 
greater than negative one there is data stored in the file. 
Count can be used in a for next loop to get all the data. 
This is done by looping from  zero to Count and calling 
Get(I).
D ecim al Decim al: Decimal Val;
This field specifies the num ber o f decimal points that are 
two be shown for this output.
See also: DeciinalVal
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F :F ile  o f Real;
This is the file where the data is stored. This file is 
norm ally closed. It is opened only when needed and 
then closed immediately after that. This allows a large 
num ber o f outputs to be used with a few Dos File 
Handles.
units units: PString;
This field contains the units o f the variable that this 
output is attached to. This field is not used by the object 
and is here for the inform ation o f the program  user. This 
field will be displayed for all variables on any plot.
variable variable :PReal;
This is the pointer to the real variable that is to have its 
values stored in the file.
See also: PReal;
M ethods-
Init constructor Init(New N am e,N ew units:String; 
D :D ecim alV al);
This constructor calls its inherited Init and then sets the 
fields from  the values passed in the calling routine. A file 
is created that has the first eight characters o f the Name 
field followed by a unique num ber. The first output 
created is num ber ’.x x l’ and then ’.xx2’ all the way up 
to ’.999’. This allows 999 outputs to be created in one 
directory. This also allows outputs to have identical 
names which could occur if multiple m odels are in 
m em ory at the same time.
Load constructor Load(var S:TStream );
This constructor loads the object from  stream  S and then 
creates the file and stores the data from  the stream in the 
file.
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Done
Add
Change
FindValue
Get
GetString
Range
ResetFile
destnactor D one;virtual;
This procedure disposes o f the field units and then erases 
the file.
procedure Add;virtual;
This adds the current value o f the variable to the file and 
increm ents Count.
procedure Change; virtual;
This procedure allows the user to change the name, units, 
and num ber of decimal points to be shown for this 
object.
function Find V alue( V : R eal): Integer;
This function returns the location in the file o f the first 
instantce that the variable was equal to V.
function Get(I:Longint):Real;
G iven the location in the file this function return the 
value o f  the variable. This is the inverse function to 
FindValue.
function G etString(I: Longlnt): String;
Given the location in the file this function returns a string 
o f eiqht characters with Decimal digits past the deciaml 
point o f  the value o f the variable.
procedure Range(var Lo,H i:Real);
This procedure determines the lowest and highest values 
o f the data stored in the file. If the values are equal then 
Hi is increased by 10% and Lo is decreased by 10%. If 
the values are still equal (equal to zero) then Hi is set 
equal to one. This allows the variable to be scaled 
without worring about division by zero.
procedure ResetFile;
This procedure removes all data from  the file and sets 
Count equal to negative one.
SetPointer procedure SetPointer(Input:PReal);virtual;
Setpointer makes variable equal to Input. 
See also: PReal
Store
U pdate
procedure Store(var S:Tstream );virtual;
This procedure stores all the fields on the stream  and 
dien stores all the data from  the file on the stream.
procedure U pdate(Sam ple : Integer; SampleT 
:Real);virtuaI;
This procedure calls Add.
TPickHistory
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PickList
THistory
Link
H istoryld
Init
Load
Draw
GetPalette
HandleEvent
InitHistoryW i
ndow
R ecordH istor
y
Store
TPickHistory
A ddtoHistory
RecordH istory
ContinueRecordi
ng
This object holds the data used for a pick list. It is currently used to hold 
the colors for the definition o f PPlotGraphs.
fields__________________________________________________________ _
AddtoHistory
A ddtoH istroy: Boolean;
This field allows the recording o f histroy data to be 
turned o ff after all the required data has been placed in 
the histroy buffer.
Methods_______________________________________________________________
ContinueRecording
procedure ContinueRecording(const Yes:Boolean);
This procedure sets A ddtoHistroy equal to Yes. If  Yes is 
T rue tiien history for an input line will continue. If Yes is 
False then the input line will not record its histroy.
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RecordHistory
procedure RecordH istory(const S:String);virtual;
This procedure checks A ddtoHistory and if  it is true then 
it calls the inherited RecordH istory.
TPickList
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PickList
TH istory TPickH istory TPickList
Link
H istoryld
Load
Draw
GetPalette
H andleEvent
InitHistoryW i
ndow
R ecordH istor
i
Store
A ddtoHistory
RecordH istory Init
ContinueRecording
This is a descendent o f TPickH istory that overrides the Init to allow a String 
Collection to be passed. This collection contains the Strings that are to be in 
the Pick List.
Methods_______________________________________________________________
Init constructor Init(R:TRect;A Link:
PInputLine;A H istoryID :W ord; SColkPStringCollection); 
This is die same as the inherited Init except that SColl has 
been added. SColl contains the strings that are to be in 
the pick list. The strings are added to the history list and 
the AddtoCollection is set to False.
TPidpar
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Control2
TO bject TControlO bj
Init
Free
Done
Name
TSam ple
NextProcessTim e
Init
Load
Done
Change
ChangeSam pleTime
ProcessNow
ResetNextProcessTi
me
Plot
Update
TPID par
CState output
CType pv
delta PV_P
del tab sp
error TauD
IAE Taul
hi
Kc u
lo
Transm it
Init
Load
Done
Cascaded
Change
GetOutput
Store
Update
This object implements a PID controller.
Fields-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CState CState:ControlState;
This field determines the state that the controller is in. 
The possible states for a controller are M anual, Auto, 
and Cascade.
See also: ControlState
C Type CType :PDTypes;
This field determines the action o f the controller.
See also: PDTypes
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delta
deltab
error
IAE
hi
Kc
lo
output
pv
pv_p
sp
delta: Real;
This is the change in either the erro r o r the measured 
variable from  the last sample. If CState is PED Ethen 
delta is the change in the erro r else delta is the change in 
the m easured variable.
deltab: Real;
This term  is used in the calculation o f the derivative 
action o f  the controller.
error: Real;
This is the difference bewteen the set point and the 
m easured variable in percent o f range.
IAE: Real;
This is the integral absolute error, 
hi: Real;
This is the m aximum value of the output.
Kc:Real;
This is the controller gain. It has units o f percent output 
divided by percent input.
lo:Real;
This is the minim um  value o f the output, 
output: Real;
This is the controller output scaled between lo and hi. 
pv.Real;
PV is the m easured variable value for this sample time. 
pv jp :R eal;
This is the m easured variable value for the last sample 
time.
sp:Real;
SP is die controller setpoint. This field has die same units 
as the transm itter associated with the controller.
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TauD
Taul
Transmit
See
u
M ethods------------
Init
Load
Done
Cascaded
Change
TauD-.Real;
This is the derivative time o f the controller. The units are 
the same as the sample time.
Taul: Real;
Taul is the integral time with the same units as the sample 
time.
T  ransmit: PX T R par;
This is a transm itter object which is used to recieve die 
m easurem ent from  the process, 
also: TX TRpar
u:Real;
This field is the controller output in percent o f range.
constructor Init(N ew N am e:String;setpoint,G ain,T i,Td, 
Low , H igh, new output, s ampl eT : R eal; 
PTransm itter:PX TRpar);
This constructor calls its inherited Init first and then sets 
the ream ining fields. A pointer to a transm itter must be 
passed in this call so the tranm itter m ust be created first.
constructor Load(var S:TStream);
This constructor loads all fields from  die stream.
destructor Done; virtual;
This destructor calls the inherited Done.
function Cascaded(Newsetpoint:Real): Real;
Cascaded returns True if  the controller state is Cascade 
else it returns false. This function should be called from 
a TM odel control procedure before allowing another 
controller to change this objects set point.
procedure Change;virtual;
Change implements a dialog box w here several fields of 
this object can be changed including Name, hi, lo, sp, 
Kc, Taul, TauD , output, CState, and CType.
GetOutput
Store
Update
function GetOutPut : Real;
This function returns the field u.
procedure Store(var S:TStream );virtual;
This procedure stores all fields o f this object on the 
stream  including the transm itter.
procedure U pdate(Sam ple: Integer;
Sam pleT :Real);virtual;
This procedure calculates the new value o f the output 
and u for this controller. W hat calculations are done 
depend on the controller state. If  the controller is in 
manual then no calculations are done.
TPlotGraph
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OutPut2
TO bject TControlO bj TPlotG raph
Init
Free
Name
TSam ple
N extProcessTim e
Init
Load
Done
Change
ChangeSam pleTime
ProcessNow
ResetNextProcessTi
me
Plot
Update
Store
PlotVars
O utList
Y1
Y2_______
Init
Load
Done
Change
Create
DataDum p
Plot
SetSymbol
Store
This object plots POutPuts on the screen and can dum p the data from  the 
plot to a text file.
Eields_________________________________________________________________
PlotV ars PlotV ars.PV  A rray;
This field holds the variables that will be plotted. The 
first pointer is the x variable and then there are six y- 
variables.
See also: TO utPut and PVArray
O utList OutList: PCollection;
This collection holds pointers to the POutputs that can be 
plotted. The variables in PlotV ars are taken from  this 
collection.
See also: TO utPut
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Y2
Methods
Init
Load
Done
Change
Create
DataDump
Y1-.Integer;
This field holds the num ber o f the y-variable in PlotVars 
that will be used to scale the left Y-axis.
Y2:Integer;
This field holds the num ber o f the y-variable in PlotVars 
that will be used to scale the right Y-axis.
constructor Init(NewNam e:string; NewOutList: 
PCollection);
This constructor calls the inherited Init with the string 
N ewNam e and sets the OutList to N ew OutList and then 
calls Create.
constructor Load(var SiTStream );
Load recreates the object by reading all o f its fields from 
stream  S.
destructor Done;virtual;
This destructor deletes and disposes o f the array PlotVars 
and then calls the inherited Done.
procedure Change;virtual;
This procedure allows the program  user to modify any 
field in the object.
procedure Create(var G raphList: PCollection); virtual; 
Create displays a dialog box o f type TDefineOutD  that is 
used to specify all the fields in this object.
procedure DataDump;
This procedure takes the data that will appear on the 
graph and dumps it to a text file. The user will input the 
name o f the text file.
Plot
SetSymbol
Store
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procedure Plot;virtual;
This procedure plots the data on the screen. To clear the 
screen the user m ust hit the space bar.
procedure SetSym bol(X ,Y :Integer;
C olor: W  ord; Shape: Integer);
Each PO utPut has a predifined symbol associated with it. 
This procedure puts the appropriate symbol on the plot 
for each data point.
procedure Store(var S:Tstream );virtual;
This procedure stores all fields o f this object on stream S.
TPlotVar
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OutPut2
TO bject TP lotV ar
Init
Free
Done
Color
Hi
Lo
V ariable
Init
Load
Done
Change
Store
This object is used by TPlotG raph to hold the plotting specifications for each 
POutPut. The outputs are plotted on a percent scale. Each variable has a 
low and high value and any value o f the output that falls w ithin this range 
will appear on the graph. Therefore the graph is effectively scaled between 
zero and 100 percent o f the range for each output.
Fields_______________________________________________________________________
C olor C olor:W ord;
This holds the plotting color o f the POutPut. There are 
eight possible colors: Black, Blue, G reen, Red, M agenta, 
Cyan, and W hite. The background o f the plot is white so 
any y-variable given this color will not be visible.
H i H i.R eal;
This field is the maximum value o f the POutput that will 
be shown.
Lo Lo:Real;
This field is the minimum value o f the POutPut that will 
be shown.
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Variable
Methods— 
Init
Load
Done
Change
Store
Variable: POutput;
The output associated with this object that contains the 
data that will be plotted.
constructor
Init(N ew Lo,N ew H i:R eal;N ew C olor:W ord;N ew V ar:
POutPut);
This procedure creates a TPlotV ar from  the given fields.
constructor Load(var SiTStream );
This constructor creates a TPlotV ar from  the data on 
Stream  S.
destructor D one;virtual;
This destructor calls the inherited Done.
procedure
Change(N ew Lo,N ew H i:R eal;N ew C olor:W ord;N ew V ar:
POutPut);
Change reassigns the fields o f this object to the values 
passed in this procedure. Note that TPlotV ar is not a 
descendent o f TControlO bj so this Change procedure is 
not the same as the Change procedure for TControlObj.
procedure Store(var S:Tstream );virtual;
This procedure puts all fields o f this object on Stream S.
TRimModel
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RimContl
TObject TControlObj
Init
Free
Done
TRimModel
AvgPress 
AvgTemp 
Changed 
M odelList 
Shot
Init 
Load 
Done 
A ddShotToM odel 
ChooseM odelShots 
G etM odelD ata 
G etO utputList 
SetPointers 
Store
Name
TSam ple
NextProcessTim e
Init
Load
D one
Change
ChangeSam pleTime
ProcessNow
ResetNextProcessTim e
Plot
Update
TModel
EndTim e PidList
FFL ist State
G raphList Time
hM atrix TimeStep
Integrate TransList
LLList ValveList
NumStates xbound
O utList
Init 
Load
Broyden
Constants
ControlUpdate
DiagonalM atrix
ForcingFunctionReset
G raphPointers
Im plicitEuler
Integration
ListUpDate
Model
ResetOutputs
RungeKuttaSimpson
SetlntegrationRoutine
SetPointers
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This object is used to hold the PRim Parts that will be used in various models.
It gathers all the data from  the specified PRim Parts and store it in a
collection o f POutPuts. TC ontroller uses this object to determ ine which 
PRim Parts to use to form  its model.
See also: TC ontroller
Fields------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A vgPress AvgPress-.Real;
A vgPress is the average o f the isocyante and polyol feed 
pressures in pounds per square inch for Shot.
See also: TRim M odel.Shot
A vgTem p AvgTemp:Real;
AvgTemp is the average o f the isocyante and polyol feed
tank tem peratures in degrees Farenheight for Shot.
See also: TRim M odel.Shot
Changed Changed: Boolean;
This field states whether any changes have been made to 
the object since the last time the shot data was collected. 
If  any shots have been added or deleted then 
GetM odelD ata will be called before the object will allow 
its data to be accessed.
M odelL ist M odelList:PStringCollection;
M odelList holds the collection o f names for the PRim Parts 
that will be used in the model.
Shot Shot:PRimShot;
This field is used internally to aid in the collection o f the 
data from  the PRimShots specified in M odelList.
Methods_____________________________________________________________________
Init constructor Init(New N am e: S tring);
This constructor calls the inherited Init then it creates a 
new M odelList and sets Changed to False. The creation 
o f the outputs is next. There are 27 different outputs for 
each shot. These outputs cover all the variables that 
might be o f interest in the shot. SetPointers is then called 
to set the pointer o f the POutPuts equal to the
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appropriate field in Shot. W henever Shot is changed, 
Setpointers m ust be called again.
Load constructor Load(var S:TStream );
This constructor loads the object from  stream  S.
D one destructor D one;virtual;
Done deletes M odelList and then calls the inherited 
destructor.
AddShottoM odel
procedure AddShottoM odel(S: PR im Part);
This procedure adds shot S to M odelList and then stores 
its data in the outputs.
ChooseM odelShots
procedure ChooseM odelShots(Resource:TResourceFile); 
This procedure allows the user to specify all the shots that 
will be in the model. Resource contains all the shots that 
can be used in the model. The user can add or delete 
shots in any order.
See also: TEditD ialog
G etM odelD ata
procedure G etM odelD ata(Resource:TResourceFile);
This procedure retrieves each shot specified in the 
M odelL ist and stores die required outputs. All outputs 
are cleared when the procedure is called so the data 
collected is not duplicated elsewhere in the output list.
G etO utputList
function GetOutputListrPCollection;
This function returns the OutList o f the object.
SetPointers procedure SetPointers;virtual;
SetPointers is used to set pointers to the various fields in 
the object so that the outputs in O utList will have access 
to them when the outputs are updated.
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Store procedure Store(var S:TStream );virtual;
Stores the object on stream  S.
W riteM odelD ata
procedure W riteM odelD ata(Resource:TResourceFile);
This procedure writes all the data in OutList to a text file.
TRimPart
TObject
Im t
Free
TControlObj
Name
TSam ple
N extProcessTim e
Init
Load
D one
Change
ChangeSam pleT ime
ProcessNow
ResetNextProcessTi
me
Plot
Update
Store
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RimPart4
TRimPart
b l LengthA PolyTemp
b2 LengthB RateA
ChiExp M axLoadA RateB
ChiSq M axLoadB Ratio
CSA M axStrokeA
CSB M axStrokeB
Date M eff ShotTime
DETDA ModA tau
hi ModB taul
H r N um ber tau2
InitM oIdTemp TimeM ade
IsoDen OutList ToughA
IsoFlow PolyDen ToughB
IsoPress PolyFlow
IsoTemp PolyPress
Init
Load
Done
Change
ChangeNam eDETDA
FitD atatoLine
G raphStressStrainD ata
G raphTem pData
Im portStressStrainFiles
Im portTem pFile
Store
W riteM atLabFile
W riteStressStrainD ata
W riteTem pD ata
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TR im Part is the object that handles all the data for a shot. This object keeps 
track o f all the states o f the RIM unit when the shot was m ade and also the 
entire tem perature profile from  both therm ocouples and the stress-strain 
plots from  both arm s o f the part. The object can also plot the temperature 
profiles and the stress-strain data.
Eields------------------------------
b l b l:rea l;
This variable is used in fitting the tem perature data to an 
exponential model. The model has the following format:
__t_   t_
T  = 7X0) + 6,(1 -  e *') -  b2( 1 -  e *2)
This model is related to the model used in the controller 
but the coefficients are not as well defined. The value for 
this coefficient is related to the param eters from  the 
other model by:
- K y( t 3 -  x t)
See Chapter 4 for the derivation o f these coefficients 
from  the ODE model.
b2 b2:real;
This is another variable used in fitting the exponential 
model. It is related to the ODE model param eters by:
K 1( t 23 -  t 3)
b2 = -------- ----------
T 1 T 23
See field b l for exponenital model equation.
ChiExp ChiExp: Real;
This is die sum of the squares o f die error for the 
exponential model.
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ChiSq ChiSq:Real;
This is the sum of the squares of the e rro r for the ODE 
model.
CSA CSA:Real;
This is the initial cross-sectional area o f part A in square 
inches.
CSB CSB.Real;
This is tire initial cross-sectional area o f part B in square 
inches.
D ate D ate:PString;
A pointer to a string that contains the date the part was 
created is contained here.
D ETD A  D ETDA .Real;
This is the am ount o f D ETDA contained in the polyol 
reactant in weight percent.
hi hi: real;
This is tire heat transfer coefficient between the part and 
the mold. It is fitted from  the tem perature data. The 
units are J/(s -m2 -°C).
H r Hr: real;
This is the heat o f reaction that was fitted to the 
tem perature data using the O DE model described in the 
dissertation. The units are J/m ole.
InitM oldTem p
InitM oldT em p: R eal;
InitM oldTem p is die initial tem perature o f  the mold and 
is the first tem perature m easurem ent taken from  
Uiermocouple A in degrees Celsiuis.
IsoDen IsoDen;Real;
This is die density o f the isocyanate reactant in g/cm 3.
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IsoFlow
IsoPress
IsoTerap
LengthA
LengthB
Max Load A
MaxLoadB
MaxStrokeA
IsoFlow: Real;
This is die mass flow rate o f die isocyanate reactant in 
g/sec.
IsoPress:Real;
This is die pressure o f the isocyanate reactant in the feed 
line to the mixhead when the shot was made. The units 
are in psig.
IsoTem piReal;
This is the temperature o f the isocyanate reactant 
m easured in its feed tank in degrees Farhenheight.
LengdiA:Real;
This is the length o f part A that is subject to the tensile 
test. It is normally four inches which is the distance 
between the grips o f the part.
LengthB: Real;
This is the length o f part B that is subject to die tensile 
test. It is norm ally four inches which is the distance 
between the grips o f the part.
M axLoadA :Real;
This is the maximum load that the Instron unit can exert 
when testing part A. It is needed to convert the stress 
data which is percent o f range into the acutual load on 
the part. Its value is norm ally 2248 lbf.
M axLoadB: Real;
This is the maximum load that the Instron unit can exert 
when testing part B. It is needed to convert the stress 
data which is percent o f range into the acutual load on 
the part. Its value is normally 2248 lbf.
M axStrokeA : R eal;
This is the maximum am ount that part A can be 
stretched in inches by the Instron unit.
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M axStrokeB M axStrokeB:Real;
This is the m axim um  am ount that part B can be stretched 
in inches by the Instron unit. This is usually six inches.
M eff M eff:Real;
The value o f the effective mass o f the mold in grams as 
determ ined by the ODE model is contained in this field.
M odA  M odA:Real;
This is the value o f the Young’s modulus determ ined 
from  the stress-strain data from part A. The units are in 
M Pa.
M odB M odB:Real;
This is the value o f the Young’s modulus determined 
from  the stress-strain data from part B. The units are in 
M Pa.
N um ber Num ber: Real;
Each shot is nam ed "ShotXXX" where the XXX is a 
num ber from  001 to 999. This field contains the value 
o f this num ber. W hen the field Name is read from a 
stream , this field is determ ined from it so that there is no 
possiblity o f disagreem ent between the two fields.
O utL ist OutList: PCollection;
This collection contains the outputs for the temperature 
profiles and the stress-strain profiles. The order o f the 
outputs in the collection is: 
T im e,Tem pA ,Tem pB ,M oldPress: outputs from  the 
tem perature profile
StrokeA ,LoadA ,StrainA ,StressA : outputs from  testing of 
part A.
StrokeB,LoadB,StrainB,StressB: outputs from  testing of 
part B.
FitTem p : output from  the tem perature
regression.
PolyD en Pol yDen; Real;
This is the density o f the polyol reactant in g/cm 3.
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PoIyFIow
PolyPress
Polyemp
RateA
RateB
Ratio
ShotTime
tau
taul
See
tau2
See
PolyFlow: Real;
This is the mass flow rate o f the polyol reactant in g/sec. 
PolyPress: Real;
This is the pressure o f the polyol reactant in the feed line 
to the mixhead when the shot was made. The units are 
in psig.
PolyTem p:Real;
This is the tem perature o f the polyol reactant measured 
in its feed tank in degrees Farhenheight.
RateA: Real;
This field is the strain rate for part A during the Instron 
testing in inches per second.
RateB: Real;
This field is the strain rate for part B during the Instron 
testing in inches per second.
Ratio: Real;
This field is the ratio o f the poyol to the isocyanate 
reactant mass flow rates.
ShotTime: Real;
This is the length o f time that the mixhead is open during 
the shot. It is normally 0.5 seconds.
tau: real;
This is time constant used in the ODE temperature 
m odel.
tau l: real;
This is the first time constant to appear in the exponentail 
m odel. 
field b l
tau2:real;
This is the second time constant to appear in the 
exponentail model, 
field b l
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Tim eM ade Tim eM ade:PString;
This field is a pointer to a string containing the time the 
shot was made or m ore specifically, the time when the 
data collection o f the tem peratures was started.
ToughA  ToughA :Real;
This is the toughness o f part A in M Pa.
ToughB TougliB:Real;
This is the toughness o f part B in M Pa.
M ethods-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Init constructor Init;
Init first the inherited Init and then calls
ChangeN am eD ETD A to determ ine the Name and 
percent D ETDA in the shot and then it calls 
Im portTem pFile and Im portStressStrainFiles to retrieve 
the rest o f the inform ation defining the shot. It also 
creates all the outputs and calls SetPointers.
Load Constructor Load(var S:TStream );virtual
This creates the object from  stream  S.
D one destructor Done;virtual
This method destroys the object by destroying all 
pointers that were created in the Init and then calling the 
inherited destructor.
Change procedure Change;virtual
This procedure displays all the inform ation about the shot 
and allows m ost o f it to be changed except for the Date, 
Tim eM ade, coefficients o f the tem perature models, and 
the part properties determ ined from  the stress-strain 
curves.
ChangeN am eD ETD A
procedure ChangeNam eDETDA;
This procedure creates a dialog box that asks for the 
Name o f the shot and the percent D ETDA in it. This
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procedure is called from  the Init constructor and can not 
be called by the object anym ore. The Name can not be 
changed but the DETDA can be changed in the Change 
procedure.
FitDatatoLine
procedure F itD atatoL ine(X , Y : POutput;
L ow ,H igh :Integer;var A ,B ,■SigA,SigB,M axDev:Real);
A line is fit through the points o f X and Y starting with 
Low and ending with High. This procedure is used to 
determ ine the Y oung’s modulus o f the parts.
See Im portStressStrainFiles
GraphStressStrainData
procedure GraphStressStrainData;
This procedure graphs the stress-strain curves o f both 
pieces o f  the part. If  no data is available for the part a 
m essage box appears stating this fact.
GraphT empData
procedure GraphTem pData;
This procedure graphs die tem perature data from the 
therm ocouples and the fitted tem perature curve from the 
last regression.
ImportStressStrainData
procedure Im portStressStrainFiles;
This procedure is called from  the Init constructor and it 
displays two dialog boxes asking for the file names o f the 
stroke and load data Uiat the Instron data collection 
program  creates for each side o f the shot. The data is in 
two columns: stroke and load. The procedure imports 
the data and stores it in die appropriate outputs and then 
converts it into die stress strain curves storing this data in 
the appropriate outputs and then using FitDatatoLine it 
determ ines the modulus o f the part, and then the one 
percent yield offset and die toughness.
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ImportTempFile
procedure Im portTem pFile;
This procedure displays a dialog box asking for the name 
o f  the data file created by the RIM operating program. 
This file is created by the program  w hen FI 1 is pressed 
(see A ppendix A). The procedure then reads the 
inform ation about the states o f the RIM unit and places 
the data in the appropriate fields and then reads the data 
for the outputs Tim e, Tem pA , Tem pB, M oldPress.
S tore procedure Store(var S:TStream ):virtual;
This procedure stores the object on stream  S by first 
calling the inherited store and then adding the fields 
created by this object.
WriteMatLabTempFile
procedure W riteM atLabTem pFile;
This is a complex procedure that handles all temperature 
regression done by the object. It mostly serves as an 
interface between Turbo Pascal and M atLab. The 
procedure displays a large dialog box that shows the 
regression param eters o f the O D E model and the 
exponential model. These param eter values can be 
changed. There are also controls allowing the user to 
specify if the average o f  the two tem perature profiles is 
to be regressed or ju s t the A or B side and which model 
to use for the regression. The procedure then creates a 
text file in M atlab called StartU p.M  which contains the 
appropriate tem perature data and the calls to the correct 
m-files to perform  the desired regression. StartU p.M  has 
a statem ent that writes the regressed coefficients and the 
fitted tem perature profile to a text file called Data.Res 
that this procedure then reads. The fitted temperature 
profile is stored in the last output.
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WriteStressStrainData
procedure W riteStressStrainData;
This procedure opens a file with the same Name as the 
object w ith an extension o f ’S T R \ The stress strain data 
is w ritten to this file.
W riteT empData
procedure W riteTempData;
This procedure writes the m easured and fitted 
tem perature profiles to a text file.
i
TShowCollection
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RimContl
TShowCollection
Compare
This object is used by TShowM odel to hold the lines o f the window that it is 
going to display. This object differs from  a normal TStringCollection in that 
this object does not perform  sorting on the strings as they enter.
Methods_____________________________________________________________________
Com pare function C om pare(K eyl,K ey2:Pointer):Integer;virtual;
This function always returns a value o f 1 indicating that 
Key2 should be placed after K ey l; therefore, the object 
does no sorting.
TShowModel
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RimContl
TShowM odel
Lines
N um ber
Init
Done
Draw
This object is used by TC ontroller to display the model in a window. 
Fields_______________________________________________________________
Lines Lines :PShowCollection;
This contains the strings that will be displayed on the
scroller in the window.
N um ber Number: Integer;
This field contains the num ber o f strings in the field
Lines.
M ethods
Init constructor Init(var
Bounds :TRect; AHScrollBar, A VScrollBar: PScrollBar; 
N ew Lines: PShowCollection; N ewNum ber: Integer);
This constructor calls the inherited constructor and then 
assigns data to Lines and N um ber from  the corresponding 
variables in the variable list.
D one destructor D one;virtual;
This destructor destroys Lines and then calls the inherited 
destructor.
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D raw procedure Draw;virtual;
This procedure places the collection Lines on a scroll 
object with a leading blank line and as many trailing blank 
lines as needed.
TSPC
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RimContl
TObject TControlObj
iMtfl
F r e e
I<3ll
TSPC
Cusum
K
N
pf2
SD
studentT
xold
Init
Load
GetSD
Store
Update
Name
TSam ple
N extProcessTim e
Init
Load
Done
Change
ChangeSam pleTi
me
ProcessNow
ResetNextProces
sTime
Plot
TXTRpar
eng
hi
lo
pet
Qfilter
TauT
Units
I .oad
Done
Change
ChangeSam pleTime
GetOutput
SetPointer
Store
Update
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This object is the statistical process control filter.
Fields.
Cusum
K
Cusum: real;
This field is the cum ulative sum o f the difference between 
the filtered value and the values o f the unfiltered variable. 
W hen Cusum exceeds + / -  studentT it is reset to zero and 
pet is updated. Pet is inherited from  TX TRPar.
K :real;
This filed holds the num ber o f samples taken since the 
last Cusum  reset.
N
pf2
N: Integer;
This is the num ber o f samples to average over in the 
recursive calculation o f pf2.
pf2:Real;
This filed is the recursive value o f the variance of the 
m easured variable.
SD SD:Real;
This is the standard deviation o f the m easured variable in 
percent o f range.
studentT studentT : R eal;
This is the value o f that Cusum  m ust reach before the 
filtered value o f the variable will be changed. This field 
gets its nam e from  the Student-T distribution.
xold xold:Real;
This is die vlaue o f die m easured variable from  the last 
m easurem ent.
M ethods
Init constructor Init(New N am e,N ew U nits:String;
N ew Lo, NewH i, sam pleT: R eal; SD N um ber: Integer; 
TD istr,N ew SD ,N ew V alue:R eal);
This constructor calls the inherited constructor and then 
sets the fields o f die object.
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Load
GetSD
Store
Update
constructor Load(V ar S:TStream );
This constructor loads the object from  Stream  S.
function GetSD:Real;
This function returns the value o f  the standard deviation 
in the units o f the object.
procedure Store(V ar S:TStream );virtual;
This procedure stores the object on Stream S.
procedure Update(Sam ple:lnteger; SampleT:Real);virtual; 
This procedure determ ines the filtered value o f the 
m easured variable according to the value o f studentT 
which determ ines what percent o f changes detected are 
really false. See Chapter 5 and the associated refrences 
for m ore detail.
TYTRpar_____________________
TO bject TControlO bj TX TR par
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TCnntrnl?
Name
TSam ple
N extProcessTim e
Init
Load
Done
Change
ChangeSam pleTime
ProcessNow
ResetNextProcessTim e
Plot
Store
Update_______________
eng
hi
lo
pet
Qfilter
TauT
Units
Init
Load
Done
Change
ChangeSam pleTime
GetOutput
SetPointer
Store
Update
This object is used as a transm itter from  a unit operation. It has a pointer to 
a real variable, eng, which it uses to get the variable o f interest from  the 
process. The trnasm itter can have a lag if the program m er wishes to 
simulate a slow transm itter. All PID controllers must have this object as a 
field.
Eields_______________________________________________________________________
eng eng:PReal;
This field is the pointer to a real variable which is usually 
an im portant process variable.
hi hi: Real;
This is die highest value that the transm itter can measure.
lo
pet
Qfilter
TauT
Units
.Methods____
Init
Load
Done
lo:Real;
This is the lowest value that the transm itter can measure, 
pet: Real;
This is the actual value o f the m easurem ent in percent of 
range between lo and hi.
Qfilter: Real;
This variable is used internally by die object to simulate a 
lag in the m easurem ent. It should never be changed 
outside o f the object.
TauT: Real;
This is the transm itter time constant. If it is set to zero 
then there is no m easurem ent lag.
Units:PString;
This field holds a string indicating the units o f the 
m easured variable.
constructor Init(N ew N am e,N ew U nits:String;Low , 
H igh,Tau,sam pleT  :Real);
This constructor calls the inherited constructor and then 
sets the fields o f the object. Q Filter is then calculated 
from  the value of TauT and TSampIe.
constructor Load(var S:TStream );
This constructor loads the object from  Stream  S.
destructor D one;virtual;
This destructor destroys Units and then calls die inherited 
destructor.
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Change procedure Change;virtual;
This oricedyre displays a dialog box w here the uset can 
change the Name, Units, lo, hi, TauT , and TSam ple of 
the object.
ChangeSam pleTim e
procedure ChangeSam pleTim e(NewSam pleTim e:
Real); virtual;
This procedure is used to change the sample time o f the 
object.
G etO utPut function GetOutPut;Real;
This function returns the output o f the transm itter in the 
units o f  Units.
SetPointer procedure SetPointer(Input:PReal);virtual;
This procedure sets the pointer passed in the argum ent 
list to the field eng.
Store procedure Store(var S:TStream );virtual;
This procedure stores the object on Stream  S.
U pdate procedure Update(Sample: Integer;
SampleT: Real); virtual;
This procedure is used to determ ine the current value of 
pet from  the current value o f the variable that eng points 
to.
TXYGraph
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.Output?.
TObject TControlObj TPlotGraph
Imt
Free
Name
TSam ple
N extProcessTim e
Init
Load
D one
Change
ChangeSam pleTim e
ProcessN ow
ResetNextProcessTim e
Plot
Store
PlotVars
OutList
Y1
Y2_______
Init
Load
Done
Change
Create
D ataDum p
SetSymbol
Store
TXYGraph
YPlotVars
Init
Done
Plot
This object is used to plot m ultiple XY curves on the same graph. The 
outputs used for the x-axis m ust have the same range or some o f the data 
may not be plotted. This object does not call a dialog box to create itself as 
its ancestor did; therefore, the variables to be plotted m ust be hard coded 
into the program  when it is w ritten. This object could be m odified to 
display a creation dialog box as its ancestor did.
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Eields------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
YPlotVars TPlotV ars:PV A rray;
This array holds the y-variables to be plotted. The x- 
variables are held in the array PlotVars.
See also PVA rray
M ethods________________________________________________________________
Init constructor Init(NewNam e:String;
N ew OutList:PCollection);
This constructor calls the inherited constructor and 
creates the field YPlotVars.
D one destructor Done;
This destructor destrous YPlotVars and then calls the 
inherited destructor.
Plot procedure Plot;virtual;
This procedure plots the data on the screen.
A PPENDIX  C 
C O N TRO L PROGRAM
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Requirem ents for Running Control Program
This control program  is named R IM 4.EX E and it has the following 
requirem ents for operation:
* 386 PC or better with a minimum o f four M egabytes o f RAM,
* the program  called M ATLAB version 3.5 for DOS stored in a 
directory on the C: drive called c:\m at,
* a RAM drive called E: with a directory called E:\Tem p. This can 
be a partition on a norm al hard drive but the program 
perform ance will be slowed.
* the files with the bgi extension in the same directory that the main 
program  is run from. These files are the graphic files used to 
display plots in the program . If these files are not present then 
graphs can not be displayed.
* die files nam ed rim parts.rez and m odel.stm . These are the data 
files used by the program  and it will not run widiout them.
This program  will not run under any version o f W indows. The opening screen 
o f die program  is shown in Figure C -l. The program  contains the menu which 
extends across the top left o f the screen, the current time is displayed in the 
upper right corner and die nam e o f die current shot is displayed in the bottom 
middle o f  the screen, w hile the current available memory is displayed in the 
low er right corner o f the screen. The program  is written in object oriented
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Figure C -l Control Program  M ain Screen
Pascal. The program  itself is an object with fields and methods. The fields of 
the program  object are listed in Appendix B under the object TA pp. W hile the 
program  has access to all the shots stored in rim parts.rez, the program  holds 
only one in m em ory at a time in the field Shots. The name o f this field is what 
appears in the low er middle part o f the screen. For detailed inform ation about 
the objects m entioned in this appendix consult Appendix B.
Explanation o f Control Program  Menus 
The first menu item, File, contains all the commands used to edit ASCII 
text files. These commands are self explanatory to anyone who has used a text 
editor on a personal com puter. This menu was used during the program ’s
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developm ent to edit M atlab M -files used by the program . The command list 
is:
File
Edit*
W indow*
New
Open F3 
Save F2 
Save A s... 
Save All
Change D ir 
Dos Shell 
Exit Alt-X
The next menu item, Parts, is used to create and edit the objects 
containing all the parts produced by RifftRIM unit. The menu items are:
Create Part FI
Active Part Alt-F2
Change Part Ctl-F3
Save Part F4
Tem perature File Alt-T
Stress-Strain File Alt-S
Regress Tem perature F5
Graph ►
Delete Part
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Create P art creates a new PRim Part object. The object asks for a unique 
name that is not currently listed in the database. The object then requests the 
names o f the tem perature data file generated by the operating program  and the 
stress-strain files generated by the Instron tests o f tine part. The object uses a 
normal file dialog box so the user can pick the file nam e from  a list o f all files 
on the hard disks in the com puter. Once the part is created it is stored in the 
database file, R im parts.rez, and the part becomes the currently active Shot.
Active Shot displays a list o f the shots in the database file and allows the 
user to select one that will be active. The active shot is the one that most other 
commands in this menu operate on.
Change P art displays a dialog box where most o f the fields o f the current 
shot are displayed and can be modified. The dialog box is shown in Figure C-2. 
The only fields that can not be changed are the name o f the part, the date and 
time it was created, the fitted coefficients to the tem perature profile, and the 
properties m easured from  the stress-strain curves. W hen any changes are made 
in this dialog box, the part should be saved so the changes will be reflected the 
next time the part is accessed by the program .
The Tem perature F ile and Stress-Strain Files commands load the 
appropriate data from  the file that the user specifies. This allows the data in the 
object to be updated later. If the part has not been tested when the object was 
created then it will have no inform ation about the yield or toughness. Once
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Figure C-2 Change Part Dialog Box
the part is tested the stress-strain file can be loaded and the object will 
determ ine the properties from  the data.
Regress Tem p D ata command calls M atlab to determ ine the coefficients 
o f the specified temperature model. The initial coefficients tried and the model 
to use are given in a dialog box (see Figure C-3). There are a set of check 
boxes for each set o f model coefficients. These check boxes should be marked 
if the user wishes the optimization procedure to determ ine the best value for 
that coefficient. If  a box is not m arked the optim ization procedure will hold 
that coefficient constant at the value shown.
G raph allows the user to plot the tem perature profile or the stress-strain 
profile for the current shot. The G raph m enu also allows the user to write 
these data to an ASCII file in the current directory.
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F igure C-3 Regress Tem perature Data Dialog Box
The M odel menu keeps track of the shots that will be used to determine 
the models for the estim ator and controller of the RIM unit. This menu relates 
to the field M odel o f the application object; this field is o f type PRimModel. 
The commands in this menu are:
Model
Choose shots for model 
Add Shot to model 
G et M odel Data 
O utput Change 
W rite Model Data 
G raph ►
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The command Choose Shots for M odel displays a com plex dialog box (see 
Figure C-4). The dialog box has two collections o f parts. The collection on the 
right is made up o f all shots that are in the database. The collection on the left 
are the shots that will be used to determ ine the estim ator and controller 
models. To add a shot to the model list, place the cursor on the desired shot 
in the right collection; when it is highlighted, press the Add button. This action 
will cause the highlighted name from the right collection to appear in the left 
collection. To delete a shot from the model list, highlight the desired part in 
the left collection and press the D elete button. This action will cause the name 
to disappear from  the left collection. The user can make no changes to the 
right collection in this dialog box. W hen the dialog box is closed the model is 
stored on the disk in the file M odel.Stm.
The Add Shot command is a short cut that adds the current shot to the 
model w ithout using the Choose Shots for model command. There is no dialog 
box indicating that the program  has finished executing the com m and, but when 
the clock in the upper right corner begins marking the seconds again the 
command has finished processing. If the Choose Shots for M odel com m and is 
called, the current shot will appear in the model collection on the left.
G et M odel Data is chosen to update the data collection used to 
determ ine the models for die estim ator and the controller. This command is 
normally used when a m ajor change has been made to the model shots using
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Figure C-4 Dialog Box to Choose Shots That Will Have T heir Data 
Regressed for the C ontroller Models
the Choose Shots for M odel command. The command Add Shot automatically 
includes the data from  the current shot in the m odel’s data collection.. If 
Choose Shots for Model is used, the Get Model Data com m and should be 
processed before any models are determ ined or the models will not be using the 
correct inform ation from the shots.
O utput Change is a simple command that allows the user to change the 
attributes o f the outputs o f  the M odel. The models outputs are used to hold 
the data from  the shots in the model. The outputs for the model are :shot 
number; percent DETDA; iso ,polyol, and average tem perature; iso and polyol 
flow rate; iso, polyol, and average pressure; initial mold tem perature; ratio; shot 
time; Hr; tau; hi; M eff; b l ;  ta u l; b2; tau2; toughness o f  A and B sides; one 
percent yield offset o f A and B sides; and the Y oung’s modulus o f A and B
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sides. There are 27 outputs for the model. The fields that can be changed by 
this command are the nam e, units and num ber o f decimal points displayed by 
the output. The variable the output points to is fixed when the program is 
w ritten and cannot be changed while the program  is running.
W rite M odel D ata w rites the current data in the models outputs to an 
ASCII file. If  the model has been modified since the last time the model 
outputs w ere updated then the model will update the outputs before writing the 
data.
G raph is a set o f  four commands that allow the user to plot up to six of 
the models outputs against any output. The commands in order Create a 
graph, D elete a graph, M odify an existing graph, and the last Plots an existing 
graph. The dialog box used to create and modify a graph are the same. The 
dialog box is shown in F igure C-5. The variables that can be plotted are in a 
list on the left. To choose a variable, highlight it and then press Pick. This will 
place die variable in the position indicated by the marked radio button. The 
color colum n has a set o f pull down menus to choose the color from. The 
default color is white which will not be visible when the plot is draw n since a 
white background is used to plot die variables. If a variable does not appear on 
the graph dten the color is probably white and should be modified to make it 
visible. The model can hold has many graphs as the available memory will 
allow.
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Figure C-5 Dialog Box to Choose FV and MV M odel Independent
V ariables along with Their High and Low Values and Their 
W eights.
The C ontroller/Estim ator menu handles all commands dealing with the 
estim ator and the controller. The commands available are:
Controller/Estim ator
Change yield Setpoint 
U pdate Controller 
Yield estimate 
Show Models 
Show C ontroller Results 
D eterm ine M odels 
Choose Estim ator Reg Para 
Choose Cont Reg Para 
Plot Y ield Results 
Plot Suggested M oves
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U pdate Controller updates the estim ator, controller, filter, and records 
the all the data and suggested moves, but it does not show the results. To see 
the results in a dialog box the com mand Show Controller Results m ust be used. 
Determ ine models is used after m ore shots have been added to the Model. 
This com mand calls M atlab to determ ine the models for the estim ator and 
controller. To see the models for the estim ator and controller choose the 
command Show M odels.
The commands Choose Estim ator Reg Para and Choose Cont Reg Para 
are similar. A dialog box appears which has the same form at as the graph 
dialog box. The independent variables for the estim ator and controller are 
chosen with the low and high values for the variable range and the weight. The 
range is used to scale the variable between + 1 . The weight is used in the 
model determ ination to suppress the am ount that the variable is moved. The 
larger the weight com pared to the other weights, the less the variable will move. 
If  all the weights are equal then the variables will move approxim ately the same 
amount.
The last m enu is Output. This menu allows the user to access the 
outputs for the application which include the suggested moves from the 
controller, the filtered values from  the filter and the estimated yield values plus 
several others. The commands are:
Output
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Application Output Dump 
Change App Outputs
Application Output Dum p writes all the data collected by the application to an 
ASCII file. The Change A pp Outputs allows the user to change the name, 
units and decimal points o f  an output.
How to Control the RIM Unit 
The procedure for determ ining the changes to make in the RIM unit for 
control are:
* A fter the last part is made, choose Create Part using the 
tem perature file ju s t created with the operating program. 
This creates a part and makes it the active one.
* Determ ine the coefficients o f  the tem perature model with
Regress Temp Data. The value o f the E rr should be less 
than 2000 for a reasonable fit. The plot o f the
tem perature profile should be exam ined as well. This plot 
will show the fitted tem perature profile.
* The last step is to issue the U pdate C ontroller command 
and then Show Controller Results.
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If  a part has been tested and the user w ishes to include the part in the model
then the following steps should be followed:
* The part that was tested should be m ade curren t using 
A ctive part com m and.
* The S tress-Strain Files com m and should be issued and the 
data files from  the Instron unit for the tested part should be 
specified.
* Issue the A dd Shot com m and. This will include the current 
shot in the model and update the m odel w ith the shots 
data.
* Issue the D eterm ine M odels com m and w hich will update 
the estim ator and controller m odels using all the data from  
the M odel object and the regression variables specified 
earlier.
Program s for Control o f  O ne Percent Yield O ffset in 
Reaction Injection M olding 
See back pocket for program  disk.
A PPEN D IX  D 
M ATLAB M -FILES
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The M ATLAB m-files are used for two purposes: 1) regression o f the 
therm ocouple data from  the mold and 2) determ ination o f the FV and MV 
models used in the control algorithm . The method for both actions is the same 
from  the control program s point o f view. The control program  RIM 4.EXE 
creates an ASCII file called STA RTU P.M  in the M ATLAB directory and then 
calls M ATLAB. M ATLAB will automatically run any file called STARTUP.M  
that it finds in its path.
The first two files are the STA RTU P.M  and the regression files used in 
the tem perature regression. The name o f the regression m -file is REGRESS7.M . 
The startup file calls a constrained optimization procedure and another 
m inim ization procedure. These two algorithms are run sequentially until the 
sum o f squares o f  the errors in the fitting procedure is constant. The m-file 
then saves the fitted coefficients and the fitted tem perature profile so the 
control program  can read and store the data.
The determ ination o f  the FV and MV models is m ore involved. The 
STA RTU P.M  file orders the yield data and the independent variables and then 
calls die m -file FIT 1.M . FIT1.M  begins an iterative procedure that will 
eliminate model coefficients one at a time diat are not significant. To do this 
the procedure calls the m -file SETCO EF.M  which calculates the independent 
variable regression m atrix for die coefficients currently being used. The vector 
coef is used to keep track o f  die coefficients in the model that are used. A one
indicates that the coefficient is used, and a zero if the coefficient is not used. 
A study o f SETC O EF.M  will make this point clearer. Once the regression 
matrix is determ ined, FIT1 calls the m-file RECU RSIV .M  to perform  a recursive 
estimation o f the models coefficients. This procedure continues in FIT1 until 
all coefficients are significant. The significance o f a coefficient is determ ined by 
a t-test with the Student-T distribution stored in STU D EN TT.M .
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disp(’Regressing SHOT201 using ordinary differential equations’)
{ data is in the order o f "time after shot", "place ho lder= 0 " , "average 
temperature in degrees C"}
SHOT201 = [
-9.72 0 .00  31.25
-9.55 0.00 31.25
data removed to save space
-0.33 0.00 31.25
-0.16 0.00 31.31
0.00 0 .00  32.35
0.17 0.00 33.21
0.33 0 .00  34.25
data removed to save space
195.81 0.00 34.06
195.98 0.00 34.06
196.20 0.00 34.06
196.36 0.00 34.05
196.53 0.00 34.05
];
D ata -  SHOT201;
T em peratu re=  112.00 { in F}
x0 =  [ 15422.00 1.66091340 169.58 1428.38 ];
order =  [ 1 2 3 4]; { order o f the coefficients in x}
initialvalue =  [ 15422.00 1.66091340 169.58 1428.38 ];
C O I=  1.9616243988E-03;C O P= 2 .3 8 3 1336669E-03;
{ initial concentration o f iso and polyol in eq/cm3}
oldsum =  1 e6 ; sum =  1; P ass= 0 ; x =  xO; 
while abs((oldsum -sum )/sum ) > 0 .0 5 ,
options —[1 100 1000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  200 0 0 0  0];
[x,options] = fm ins(’regress7’, x, options,[ ], Data, Tem perature, initialvalue, 
order, COI, COP);
options(2) = 0 .1  ;options(3)=options(8)/100; 
v ib= 0 .5*x ;vub  =  1.5*x;
Pass =  Pass +1
[x,options] = co n str(’regress7’,x ,options,vlb,vub,[],D ata,Tem perature,initialv  
alue, o rder, C O I, C O P); 
o ldsum = sum; sum —options(8); 
end;
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{Coefficients have been determ ined, calculate the fitted tem perature profile} 
for 1 =  1:4,
if order(I) >  0, 
p(I) =  x(order(I)); 
else
p(I) =  initialvalue(I); 
end 
end
d e lT a d = p ( l) / l  ,88*m in(CO I,CO P); 
taul = p(2);
tau2 =  10000*1.88*93/(p(3)*206); 
tau3 =  10000*p(4)*0.502/(p(3)*206);
K1 = delT ad* tau2 /(tau2+ tau3) 
tau23 = tau2* tau3 /(tau2+ tau3);
A2 = (tau3 -tau l)/(tau l-tau23 );
A3 = (tau23-tau3)/(tau l-tau23);
low = find(D ata(:, 1) =  =  0); len =  length(D ata(:, 1));
t= D a ta (lo w :len ,l) ;
tp = K 1 *( 1 +  A2*exp(-t. /tau 1 )+ A 3  *exp(-t. /tau23))+ Data( 1,3) *ones(t); 
tp = [D a ta ( l : lo w - l ,3)’ tp ’ ] ’; 
t= D a ta (:, 1);
{Show a plot o f  the tem perature profile} 
p lo t(t,tp ,t,D ata(:,3 ));
title(’SHOT20r);
chdir C :\m at\m atlab 
delete T em p.m at 
save Tem p
{Save the coefficients and the tem perature profile} 
delete D ata.res
save D ata.res x options tp /ascii /tabs
chdir C :\m at\b in
quit
function [q,constraints] —regress7(x,D ata, Tem perature, initialvalue, 
order, CO I, COP)
%This function calculates the sum o f the square o f the errors 
%for a given set o f param eters x and plots the fitted tem perature. 
%Data is a two colum n variable. The first column is time,
%the second is the tem perature of the therm ocouples.
% Initialvalue contains the initial values o f p ( l)  to p(5).
% O rder contains the location o f each p elem ent 1-5 in 
%the x vector; if order is zero then that p is not varied, 
for 1 =  1:4,
if order(I) > 0 ,
p(I) =  x(order(I)); 
else
p(I) =  initialvalue(I);
end
end
if nargou t=  = 2
constraints= -1 ;
end
% Constants for the RIM unit
rh o =  1.0; %density o f part (g/cm3)
Cp =  1.88; %heat capacity o f part (J/g*C)
Ai =  206; %area o f top and bottom o f part (cm2)
AO =  403; %area o f top o f mold (cm2)
V =  93; % Volume o f part (cm3)
M = 7200; %mass o f mold (g)
C pm =  0.502; %heat capacity o f mold (J/g*C)
% Calculate constants for O D E 
% p (l)= -H r  heat o f reaction (J/mole)
% p(2 )= tau l lag for heat generation
% p(3)= hi heat transfer coefficient between part and mo!d(J/s*m2*C) 
% p(4 )= M eff effective mass o f the mold (g)
%delTad adiabatic tem perature rise 
%tau2 part heat loss time constant
%tau3 mold heat gain time constant
%K1 final steady state part tem perature
%tau23 combined part and mold time constant
% convert hi to units o f J/s*cm 2*C 
H r= p ( l) ; ta u l  = p (2 );h i= p (3 )/10000 ;M eff= p (4 ); 
delT a d = H r/(rho*Cp) *m in(COI, C O P); 
tau2=rho*C p*V /(hi*A i); 
tau3 =M eff*C pm /(hi*A i);
K1 =  delT  ad*tau2/(tau2 +  tau3); 
tau23 =  tau2*tau3/(tau2+tau3);
%Cofficients o f the Inverse Laplace transform  
% Checks on coefficients 
if taul-tau23 =  = 0 ,tau23  =  1.1 *tau23;end; 
A 1= K 1;
A 2 = K 1 *(tau3-tau 1 )/(tau 1 -tau23); 
A 3= K l*(tau23-tau3)/(tau l-tau23);
low =  find(D ata(:, 1) =  =  0); len = length(D ata(:, 1)); 
t= D a ta (lo w :len ,l) ;
Tem p =  A l +  A 2*exp{-t./taul) +  A 3*exp(-t./tau23) 
+  Data( 1,3)*ones(t);
T = D ata(low :len ,3 ); 
q =  (T-T emp) ’ *(T-T em p);
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{This m -file is the STA R TU P.M  for the determ ination o f the FV model} 
{The data in m2 is com posed o f six colum ns, the first and last sets are 
shown. The order is Yield A, Yield B, and the scaled values o f H r, ta u l, hi, 
and Meff} 
m2 = [
7 .9595758703E + 00 7 .0602238303E + 00 -6.0266582988E-01
-6 .1948000002E-02 -5.0653320000E-01 -4.2323349128E-01
{thirty sets o f  data deleted to save space }
2 .7768693673E + 00  2 .5855594119E + 00  -7.076073395 IE-01
1 .3468940000E +00 1 .4401242000E +00 -2.9277700225E-01
];
Y =  [m 2 (:,l);m 2(:,2 )]; {yields}
A l= [m 2 (:,3 ) ; m 2(:,3)]; {Hr}
A2 =  [m 2(:,4); m 2(:,4)]; {taul}
A3 =  [m 2(:,5); m 2(:,5)]; {hi}
A4 =  [m 2(:,6); m2(:,6)]; {Meff}
A =  f in d (m 2 (:,l)> 0 ); { m ake sure yields are positive}
B =  fin d (m 2 (:,2 )> 0 ); 
le n = len g th (m 2 (:,l));
B =  B + len ;
i = find(abs( Y (A)-Y (B)) <  3);
{ m ake sure yields from  same part are close to the same value} 
a =  A (i);b =  B(i);i =  [a;b];
X =  [ A1 A2 A3 A4 ];
n u m =  1 :lengdi(Y );[r,j] =sort(num (i));i =  i(j);
{detennine the coefficients}
[b ,E ,t,coef,s] = f itl(Y (  i ),X ( i ,:) ,2 ,0 .90);
{ the 2 is the model order and 0 .90 is the significance o f the 
coefficients to be accepted} 
b = b ’;c o e f= c o e f ; 
save m odel.dat b coef s /ascii 
quit
function [b ,E ,t,coef,s] = fitl(Y ,X ,pow er,sign ificance)
[N ,m ]= size(X );
X p= ones(leng th (X ),l); 
num ofcoef =  1;
if pow er >  =  1, num ofcoef=num ofcoef+m ;end; 
if pow er >  = 2 , 
for i = l : m
num ofcoef= num ofcoef +  i;
end
end
if pow er > = 3 ,  
for i =  l:m
num ofcoef =  num ofcoef +  i *(m-i + 1 );
end;
end;
coef^onesO ium ofcoef, 1);
Xp =  setcoef(X , pow er, coet);
[b,t,s] =  recursiv(Y ,X p); 
p= length(b);
i = find(coef); j  =  find(t =  =  m in(t)); 
coef(i(j))=0;
N =  length(Y);p =  length(b); 
degrees =  N-p;
if degrees <  = 0 ,degrees =  1 ;end;
{Begin en bloc solution o f problem  and eliminate all non-significant 
coefficients}
while min(t) <  studentT(degrees,significance);
Xp =  setcoef(X , pow er, coef);
[b,t,s] =  recursiv(Y ,X p);
E = ab s(t./b );
x= m ax(Y );
51 = [ ’s s t= \n u m 2 s tr(s ( l) ) ]  ;text(m in(Y ),x ,S l);
52 =  [’s s r = ’,num2str(s(2))] ;text(m in(Y ),0.9*x,S2);
53 =  [’sse =  ’,num2str(s(3))] ;text(m in(Y ),0.8*x,S3);
54 =  [’s2 =  ’,num2str(s(4))] ;text(m in(Y ),0.7*x,S4);
55 =  [,Ra2 =  ’,num2str(s(5))] ;text(m in(Y ),0.6*x,S5);
56 =  [’# C =  \num 2str(length(b))];text(m in(Y ),0.5*x,S6); 
i =  find(coef);
degrees =  N-p;
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if degrees <  = 0 ,degrees =  1 ;end; 
if min(t) <  studentT(degrees,significance); 
j = fm d (t=  =m in(t)); 
coef(i(j))= 0 ;
end;
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function Xp =  setcoef(X , pow er, coef);
% This function sets the regression matrix 
% X p =  setcoef(X ,pow er,coef);
c o u n t= l;
[N ,m ]= size(X );
X p —o n es(N ,l); 
if pow er >  =  1, 
for i =  l:m
coun t= count + 1 ;
ifcoef(count) =  =  1, Xp =  [Xp X (:,i)];end;
end
end
if pow er >  = 2 , 
for i =  1 :m
for j  =  i:m
00001=000111+1;
if coef(count)=  =  l,X p  =  [Xp X (:,i).*X (:,j)];end ;
end
end
end
if pow er >  = 3 , 
for i =  l:m
for j =  i:m 
for k = j:m
coun t= count + 1 ;
if coef(count) =  =  1 ,Xp =  [Xp X (:, i). *X(: ,j) . *X (: ,k)] ;end; 
end
end
end
end
function [b ,t,s]= recursiv (Y ,X P );
[N ,m ]= size(X P);
Y b a r= Y (l) ; 
a lp —0.95;
b ^ z e ro sO m ,!) ;? ^  le6*eye(m ,m );Ps =  le6; 
s s t= 0 ;s s r= 0 ;s s e = 0 ;s ig =  10; 
lim = l.l* m a x (Y ); 
hold off
axis([0 lim 0 Iim]); 
p lo t(Y ,Y ,’b ’); 
hold on 
for i = l : N ,
x = X P (i,:) ’;
P =  l/a lp*(P -P *x*inv(aIp+ x’*P*x)*x’*P); 
b = b -P * (x * x ’*b-x*Y(i));
Ps =  1 /a lp*(Ps-Ps^2/(alp+ Ps)); 
sig =  sig-Ps*(sig-( Y (i)-x’ *b)A2);
Y bar= alp* Y bar+(1 -alp)*( Y (i)-Y bar); 
s s t= a lp * ss t+ (1 -alp)*(Y (i)-Ybar)^2; 
s s r= alp*ssr+(1 -alp)*(x’ *b-Ybar)^2; 
p lo t(Y (i),x’* b ,V ) ;
Z(i) =  x ’*b;
end;
sse —sst-ssr; 
for i =  l :m,
t(i) =  abs(b(i)/(sig*P(i, i)));
end; 
t —t’;
R a2 =  l-sse*(N -l)/(sst*(N -m ));
s( 1) =  sst; s (2 )= ssr ;s(3) =  sse; s(4) =  sse/(N -m ); s(5) =  Ra2
hold o ff
p lo t(Y ,X P * b ,V ,Y ,Y ,’b ’); 
save control.dat Y Z /ascii; 
end;
function t= studen tT (n ,F ); 
studT — [
0 .60 0.75 0.90 0.95 0.975 0.99 0.995 0.9995
1 .325 1.000 3.078 6.314 12.70 31.82 63.657 636.619
2 .289 .816 1.886 2.920 4.303 6.965 9.925 31.598
3 .277 .765 1.638 2.353 3.182 4.541 5.841 12.924
4 .271 .741 1.533 2.132 2.776 3.747 4.604 8.610
5 .267 .727 1.476 2.015 2.571 3.365 4.032 6.869
6 .265 .718 1.440 1.943 2.447 3.143 3.707 5.959
7 .263 .711 1.415 1.895 2.365 2.998 3.499 5.408
8 .262 .706 1.397 1.860 2.306 2.896 3.355 5.041
9 .261 .703 1.383 1.833 2.262 2.821 3.250 4.781
10 .260 .700 1.372 1.812 2.228 2.764 3.169 4.587
11 .260 .697 1.363 1.796 2.201 2.718 3.106 4.437
12 .259 .695 1.356 1.782 2.179 2.681 3.055 4.318
13 .259 .694 1.350 1.771 2.160 2.650 3.012 4.221
14 .258 .692 1.345 1.761 2.145 2.624 2.977 4.140
15 .258 .691 1.341 1.753 2.131 2.602 2.947 4.073
16 .258 .690 1.337 1.746 2.120 2.583 2.921 4.015
17 .257 .689 1.333 1.740 2.110 2.567 2.898 3.965
18 .257 .688 1.330 1.734 2.101 2.552 2.878 3.922
19 .257 .688 1.328 1.729 2.093 2.539 2.861 3.883
20 .257 .687 1.325 1.725 2.086 2.528 2.845 3.850
21 .257 .686 1.323 1.721 2.080 2.518 2.831 3.819
22 .256 .686 1.321 1.717 2.074 2.508 2.819 3.792
23 .256 .685 1.319 1.714 2.069 2.500 2.807 3.767
24 .256 .685 1.318 1.711 2.064 2.492 2.797 3.745
25 .256 .684 1.316 1.708 2.060 2.485 2.787 3.725
26 .256 .684 1.315 1.706 2.056 2.479 2.779 3.707
27 .256 .684 1.314 1.703 2.052 2.473 2.771 3.690
28 .256 .683 1.313 1.701 2.048 2.467 2.763 3.674
29 .256 .683 1.311 1.699 2.045 2.462 2.756 3.659
30 .256 .683 1.310 1.697 2.042 2.457 2.750 3.646
40 .255 .681 1.303 1.684 2.021 2.423 2.704 3.551
60 .254 .676 1.296 1.671 2.000 2.390 2.660 3.460
120i .254 .677 1.289 1.658 1.980 2.358 2.617 3.373
];
t= tab le2(studT ,n ,F );
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